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The Genesis of the Father's Program
,

In 108., when we first offered a Fathers and Infants Class,

we often had visitors whose curiosity pulled them out of bed

early on Saturday mornings to obServe f small group of

handicapped babies and theirfathe'reN Who' met with ,anotherifather

and a special education graduate student., The visitors, usually

early chi ldhood special ed,ucatiorst from other. parts of the

country, were often -excited by what they saw,. and expressed a
I,

desire to replicate the- prbgram when they returned home. As

volunteers operating on a shoe-Wing budget, we. could not offer

the materials or technical assistance the visitors needed;

however, ,a few ,programs made noble attempts to begin their own

fathers programs.. Since 1978, .11e Fathers and Infants Class has

become the primary tomponent of an expanded program which

40k
incluties siblings anti grandparents of handicapped_ children.

SEFAM (Supporting Extended 'Family Members) now serves about 40

f'amilies in our local Seattle program, and we still receive

4ienthusiastic visitors who Wi4h to repliOate our programs. This
. -

book is an attempt to provide' professionails, agencies, and

fathers with tools and :information to organize a program for)

fathers in their community. It will also serve" .as a guide ,to

students 'who are entering fields where they will work with
,

families of children with developmental d,isabilities. We hope

1*



it may stimulate their new ideas abootMow best to support the

child's entire family system.

in those early' days, our efforts were guided by the belief

that fathers of handicapped babiesdhlame needs that are generally

overlooked by traditional, intervention prog'rams, and thatc

o

fathers can be their own: best. resources. An meeting those needs

for support and information. By bringing fathers together with

their infants;'wd hjed to strengthen their' fathering skills and

enable. thew to function more effectively within' their own

families. Our philosophy and activities in the Father's Program

have expanded over the years; yet central to our approach'

remains the belief that if we wish to enhance a 'family's ability
O

to cope with the challenges of raising a. handicapped child, it

IS *portant to strengthen the individual family members and

their relationhips, both with the 'child and with each' other.

We have specifically sought to strengthen. the relatipnships

family members who have,been 'traditionally underserved by early

intervention programs. Early intervention efforts have made

great strides in the past ten years, and there are now many
. .

.excellent programs .,for mothers &and their handicapped infants.
A

In these programs, not. only are the infant's developmental needs

met, but 'the mothers have an opportunity to .observe, ask

questions
4
oft and seek support from .the other mothers of

handiCappedlitildren. Fathers, onthe other hand, usually do

not have the same opportunity to meet and talk to other fathers

to

9
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of handicapped 'children. Isola ed by their work schedules.,'

fathers are often unable to attend. their cild's intervention
e.

program. When fathers do attend
r

arents' 'meetings that are held

s.

in the even ng they soon realize they are minority that k owS

relatively little about

majority--t e mothers--whO

contact w h .the program: It lis not iurprising' when these

parent meet ngs follow the motliers'' "agenda,!' and the tathers,

the! program 'compared. to t

, .

usually have some'. kind of dail

feeling ou of-placei elect not to attend future' meetings. One

father tol us:

\ e
When would go to meetings at my son's school, there would
be 14 or 15 mothers and, 'Maybe three fathers. The. mothers

anew each other from fhe daytime Program. They 'all knew
what went on during the 'day--we didn't--and- they laiked
about it. I sort of felt

ove\'

I. was alon§ for the ride. It

was very easy to turn ovek. the' responsibility for my Son's
education .to my wife.

When we organized the Fathefs and Infants Class, we

recognized we could no longer ignore or minimize the, importance

of the other parent--the father. When we do so, we. are doing

'

three parties a disservice: 'the father, because he would like

to contribute to hispild's education and well-being as well. as

share his concerns with other fathers of handiCapped children;

the mother, because increased paternal involvement can offer her

support and respite; and theichild, because an involved father

is more responsive to a child's Many' physical, emotional, and

intellettual needs.

vs.

A
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Rationale For A Program Just For Fathers

There .are two.goodreasons..for serving.fathers in a PrOgram

(that.is separatefromptraditiqnal programs that involve mothrs,:
411,

1) Fathers have concerns ,that are very' different. from

k mothers! concerns, and that are a function of their

family roles;

Fathers have a wealth of personal resources that they

can shre with each other in'thp form.of their personal

.experiences and solutions to common problems,

Over thlt -years in. which we have developed the Father's

Program,: we have regularly assessed the' needs pf the

participating fathers for/ information, and their interest in

topicOf concern. Our findings have Confirmed those of others

who have reported that fathers' concerns are often quite

ferent from mothers' concerns. For example, fathers are

often more interested in legal issues and-in matters concerning

the child's future'care and education., While these issues could

be discussed "in a program that. involved 'both fathers and

mothers; they could not be given the time or depth of ditcustion

that they can be given in a program where fathers defirie the
. ,

agenda themselves. In addition, parents who have little time to

spend on outside activities are more likelY'to participate in'a

program that directly responds,to their needs.

# The se ond reason for the emphasis on fathers in the program
. .

is. the belief that fathers Can ilp4nvaluablq.reseurces to others

N. -

O

. r
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who share the same faTily roles. -th al,] ofikour programs,' our

strategy of developing .supptlit, networks' with)n groups ,01
d

. .
A., I .

.
fathers,. sibTings, and,: grandparents As .to reduce .the

'' ". ,

overw141ming sense. '40f isolationthat Often' accompanies h!
. . , ;.,

0 .

discovery of a young child's handicap1#. Group membirs sob', learnr,
. ,

.
..\ .

they are not alone OM their child's problem. In the'Aroup,
. .. , .

they can share the frustrations and Joy's that only another

, s4"

I

father, sib, or grandparent could nderstand.

One-father told us:

. . .

I -wouldn'teven- bother ..tellfng the guys at work abdut

Toni--they just 'wouldn't understand. If I 'told them that
Toni finally started walk.fng at age 2 1/2, I'd probably get-

4L$trange look. If I tell the dads;at-the class, they'd.. say

'llgooray!' Great!" because they know how.Hhard we've been

working on.it.

Family'pembers'can also share successful strategies, for

specific Oroblemt--a siblitig'-s embarrassment when she. introduces

a new .
friend to her retarded sister, a grandparent's desire to

help- her diughter.Abtain respite in caring for her severely

I'

handicapped infant, a brother's anger at' a handicapped sibling.

who interrupts him when his friends visit.*

-The pther's Program gives %men an opportunity to 'obtain

specific information that will help them understand the child's 4,

handicap and know how to help the child( and their mife. and

famlly. Fathers learn,exercises and games that they can play to

develop' the child's motor skills. In adUition 'to information'

that pertains specifically 'to the handicapped child, fathers

- , .
, r .- . .--ii:- .:; :.

_, .,..

-'4.
I il 14. , i. .! ..e '. . ..-

411. 4 .
I+ ..).''''''

:4

,'i -/ .,,, ..,... iv'.. ::./.;
:
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also. receive more general informationinforniation 'about

programs, services, and claws that can help answer questions
. .

families -have. This informatiO not only reassures fathers --

it also' fosteAs independence. Some fathers 'told us that they

initially joined the pragraM to obtain information, but' now,o 4

0

4

confident in wh4 they need, to know, they enjoy the opportunity
. 6 Jr

, ,

to share the information they have learney with the .other "new"

fathers. The program helps men acme better'reso des .as they

do

become more well informed and mrt comfortable, haring their

kA. -dge and experiencesmith eactiother.

44 sharing oiHnformation adds.to.,the.mutually supportive

a os ere at the Father's Program. meetings. "New" families

look to "older" famiiles for models, information, sUpPort,

and living proof that they, too, can survive the impact that the

child's handicap has on families' lives. Besides information,

the supportive environart allows family members to express

freely common concerns and interests, such as a fathers' anxiety

about'his child's ability to care for hersOf-after he dies.

These are typical concerns about which veteran fathers can offer

advice and support for new fathers. Veteran fathers often find

that,helping.newlfathers is good for them, too: As one father

put it, "It helps me make sense out of the non-sense of 'having a

handtcapped child." Talking to a new,father con help a veteran

father sort out his feelings about his own child. These

experiences' help all ,faMily members 'function more effectively
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within their own families and 4epome better advocates and

resources for families of handicapped children in their-.

communities.

The fathe's infant or toddler who experiences a more
.

confident caretaker and enhanced attachment is also a

beneficiary' of- the prOgram.. If the program inspires a father to

spend more time with his child, the child will benefit
4

having two involved parents to.. help meet his or her many special

needs. In addition,. if the father becomes aware of programs,./

services, legislation andiother issues concerning special needs1

citizens, the chances are that the child will

benefit over tile.course of his or her development.

Mothers, too; can be beneficiariesjf Father's Programs. A

-handicapped child's mother has an urgent need for 'respite

1

continue to!

$

(Turnbull, 19701 althoullth-fdr most mothers, the need is rarely.

met. The Father's Program may offer mother an opportunity .for,

respite, and not. Only during-the times the program is offered.

When fathers bring their children to the ',program and have a

chance to practice their caretaking. skills, they 'are more likely

to use these skills :at other times1 as well. Mothers akso enjoy

the increased sense of support from the, fathers who are .Morz--

Informed' and more confident in their roles. . Often mothers are

burdened with the daily, care of the special child and they

become the Person 'primarily responsible for arranging -clincal
4

visits, IEP meetings, participating in an early intervention
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.
program. Fathers' involvement' with the child and the Father's

Program can be a concrete example of support to the mother.
.

Further, mothers are invi -ted to listen to guest Speakers at the

Father' Program, and often build their own social netwdrks with

#. other mothers they meet there. In many real way;tthe Father's

,
Program isTor mothers as well as their hiJsbands. As one of the

.fathers put it: , "I think partiCipating in the Father's Program

is one of the important things liters can do for the mothers."
, 1

And te benefits of the Father's Prograth do\not stop with

the mothers. Grandparents and siblings not only benefit directly

when they attend the Program-sponsored all- family olidayy

parties and picnics, but they also benefit from the insights and

information fathers share in their discussions about extended

4
family concerns.

Program Structure+.

The Father's Program is structured around two assumptions--

that fathers share concerns specific to their roles, and that

they have much to offer each other. The Program therefore has A

flexibleirather than a predefined agenda, which enables program

facilitators to identify, define, reflect, and respond to the

participants' most immediate concerns, such as _family or

personal events, chdnges in h'e.thild's health or development,

Ator even recent political ev s that will affect handicapped

children and their families. The structure allows the program
.

aw"1/4
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torespond tolthe participants' changing needs over time.. For

example, a discussion of behavioral.techniques-will be of little

value to fathers of handicapped newborns, but it *may obe

invaluable to fathers of developmentally delayed three-year-04

children.

At:each meeting of the Father's .Programu each member will

have an opportunity 4:

Meet other partic pants and share common experiences. Many

fathers who come o the Father's Program hal never hied the

opportunity to eet other fathers of handicapped children.

Group discussion offers fathers an opportunity to share

common experiences. Besides helping'alleviate the sense of

isolation fathers sometiimes 'feel, discussion can also

provide the participants with information, new ideas, or

b.

possible courses of action. In addition, social networks

are often built upon these. discussions: fathers recommend,

babysitting services to other Y:cathers they have met lin the

class; couples ,socialize wit other couples they have met

throb* the all-family activities the program sponsors:

Participate in an activity. During the,Father's Program,

fathers have opportunities to interact with their

handicapped child, learning games, songs, and exercises that

they can later enjoy with .their baby at .home. They also-

have opportunities. to interct with their peers during

activities such as an all-fathersham and ,egg breakfast, or

an evening watching a local basketball game.
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Learn something new. The Father's .Program 'helps

participant4 learn 'about topics they have expressed an

interest .in.'',Guest, speakers arq invited to talk to, fathers

about their immediate concerns. For example, fathers often

have questions. regarding their childrens' future. The

program facilitators often offer. *wily members Pit

information they eed--but more important, they help

participants learn to locate Tesources that they.can use to

satisfy present and future information needs. Fathers learn

4.A

where they can find referehceston laWs or mediCal treatments

that are written for non-professionals; they become familiar.

pith individuals and'groups that are active advocates for

the handicapped in .their community.' The information fathers

receive is prented to answer immediate questions and to

prepare them to solve future problems'independently.

These three key leatures of the Father's Program serve to

lessen ,the impact of the child's handicapOn the family by

reducing 4solation,' building social networks, and educating

participants. By involving the extended members of a child's

family, we' help make the family members more available to the

child, reduce the stress on the traditional priniarY

caregiver- ;the mothers-and strengthen the, relationships among: 6P

all family members.

c



Chapter 1

Why'Sptcial Fathers Need. Special Programs* *

Fathers are Parents Toot

In the past few yeays we have seen. an explosion of

information and research about fathers, their relationships with

their. children, °the effects of their children's handicap on

them, and their adaptapon to it. The fascinating information

that is being uncovered byhe researchers is A strang rationale

so

for involving fathers of handicapped children in their care and

developrent.

in fact, if there is one fact that is. 6ecoming more widely

appreciated in the general biologyal, social, and psychological

literature concerned 'with families and children, it is that

fathers are important.. Their genetic contributions to the

infant, their, role in the family, and their contributions to'

their child'is development are belong- more closely 'studied.

Thanks to the work of Lamb, Parke, $awin, O'Leary, Kotelchuck,

Pederson, Clarke-Stewart and others, we now appreciate that

beginning, and even 'before, the infant's birth, fathers are

influenced by the infant_and make important contributions to'the

infantis development. While the mother is s011 pregnant, the-

father
4f

provides the emoti nal support that can influence

parents' subsequent interact ons with the infant. Fathers;, at'

well as mothers, experience feelings, of excitement, pride,

az A .
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worry, and increased ,responsibility during the' infant's

gestation, reflecting he emotional preparations both.' parents

are making for tWinfiant's birth (Osofiky & Osofsky, 1980).

Theiy now more ft.equent presence in the delivery room makes it

possible. for. fathers to support their wives and-td be a partner

in parenthood from the very first moments of the infant's ,life.

Soon after the infant's birth, the father begins to develop -a

or
bond of attachment to the -new born, whith Greenberg and Morris

(1974) have described.as_!'engrossment." The father is simply:

dazzled by the infant's presence and appearance. This

.attachment grows stronger as infants expreis their individuality

through a rapidly increasing repertoire of behaviors.

"Mothering" or nurturing emotions are not unique, to the

infant's mother; fathers also seem to know instinctively how to

interact with their infants and, how to successfully care for

them. Researchers have confirmed that fathers are interested in

their infants and want to be actively.involved.with them. When

mothers, fathers who have been present at delivery, and their

infants weri observed together-during the first three -days after

birth, .thee fathers engaged in the same caretaking and nurturing

behaviors as -the mothers, and held and-rocked the infants more

than the. met4rs (Parke. O'Leary, & West, 1972). When the

fathers' behaviors alone with their babies were.compared tol.the
01

Y

behaviors of ;mothers and their .infants, researchers found th!t

.

the fathers were . just as nurturing ,as motheq when they were

Ir



alone with their infants (and were not influenced by the

mothers' support), and the fath4rs were even more nurturing than
. . .

the mothers when the parepts were observed together with the
6 P A

infantcrke kO'Leiry, 1976). fathers' Sensitivity to their

Atiantls disfress-iuring bqftle feeding has also been found to

(
,be just as acute as thk withers' (Parke & Sawin,. 1975), and

during feeding the inpnts.were found to consume similar amounts

of milk from both parents.
. .

I.

..Along withthis evidence supporting the father's sensitivity

and competence in nurturing. dnd caring for his infant, other
S

ttudies hawe revealed certain' differences between mothers' and

fathers' behaviors with their infants that begin to emerge

shortly after the infant's birth. Generally, mothers more. often.

engage .in care-aifing when 'they are with their infants,. while

fathers tend to iflay- with- their infants: Fathers are ..more

,

-likely to pickup their infants to .play them, while mothers.

0,

are, more likelytto pick up the infant for caretaking (Lamb,

1977). There are also differences in mothers', and fathers'

styles of play; fathers are found to be more vigorous, to pick

It

up, toss, and to be rougher with the child than mothers, who are

i,

more likely o play traditional games' like pe,e-a-bqi

.htde.:.and-seek, or to.play
u
with a toy (Kotelchuck:.:19760,10derson

& Robson, 1969). Fathers .are' more physical iand lest

conventional in their interactions. -However, . fathers adapt

their play. to their child's developmental level; just as mothers

r



do, indicating that fathers as well as mothers are sensitive to

their child's.developmentai changesiCrawley &'Sherrod, 1984).

Research suggests thatlflese behaviOni differences may not be

intrinsic to-the parents' six. roles., but may be influenced by.

A

their caretaking responsibilities. When the interactions. of

mothers and. fathers who were primary. caretakers for-.,-their

infants ware compared to fathers Who were secondarrcaretakers,..

the behaviors of the mothers and the primary caretaker fathers

were more similar ..than the behaviors of the primary and

secondary caretaker fathers (Field, 1978). These findings about

the similarities and differences between matey.* and paternal,

Contributions to the infant have several implications, In

typical families, the different kinds f interaction's that.

4 fathers have with their infants incr se the infant's range,of

social- and affective-experiences. The father's competence as a

'nurturer and caretaker suggests that in families 'where the

t

mother works or has need.of added support '_in. caring for the

infant, the father twill, be .able to provide caregiVing

assistance.

FathOinfant reciprocity.. Just .as we now'appreCkate -.the

imPOrtant role that fathers play 4 developmenti

We also realize the social. role, that infants play. dn. early

,theirtheir 'parents.. lesi:thw a month,--oid

engage in,reciprocal .interactions with thetr-patnts. They are

not passive, helpless creatures, as they wett,often held to be
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in the past, but they respond to their parents' ilipes, voices,

and tactile stimulation, as well as initiate and terminate

interactions with adults through behaviors like looking at or

away from t e parent, smiling, or crying. The pleasure that

, both partne''s, parent and infant, derive from-these early
A

interactions %ends upon the parents' sensitivity to the

Infant's. natural rhythms, and the clarity of the infant's cues.

Berry Brazelton, Daniel Stern, an other infant- researchers,

through their careful studies of parent-infant interactive

sequences, have enriched our understanding. of the ways infants

signal their own needs an respond to parent behaviors.

Studies .reveal that the very young infant alternates between

states of sleep and wakefulness, between peaks of alertness and

'excitement, and valleys of inattentiveness and recovery.
At

Ideally, these.cycles of attention,and withdrawal become smooth

and regular, and. parents, often without thinking about it, learn

to adapt their behaviors to fit the infant's patterns of

responding; Analytis of filmed parent-infant interactions

reveals how the parent will approach 'the infant with a toy,

smiling and increasing vocalization and tactile, stimulation

until the infantireaches a-peak of excitement and begins to show

signs of stimulus overloack-by-turning, away, frowning, vslumping

in a chair, or even crying. The parent soon learns to 'adjust

Ae timing and intenSity of the stimuli to bring the infant to

attention, and'to adjust his behaviors to the infant's changing

8.
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''capacities. FAO !infant's pattern of .responding is unique, and

infants vary .vridely in- the behaviors they demonstrate. The

parents)) first infant may be slow to? 'build up to a state of

interest and excitement, while their Second- child 'may beCome

very rapidly excited. ,

Early.interaction4 with parents help the 'infant learn about
4

cause and effect, or contingency -that actions' the .infant
/

products have an effect upon the parent. Infants learn that

when they cry, parent will come and feed them, pick them up, Gr

change them: Research ggests that Orents help' their jAmfantv,

become more attentive and have more control over their

environment when they respond contingently to the infant. Bell

and Ainsworth (1972),
01.

for example, found that when mothers

picked up, held, led, or touched their three-month-old infantt

.when they cried, the infants had more noncrying communicative

behaviors at one year than infants whose cries were ignored.

Contrary to what is ,often believed,: parents do not.spoil infants

by responding to their cries, but rather help their infants

learn that actions they produce have effects on the people---

around them.

Infants who are developmentally. delayed' will often have

atypical response 'patteNs that are difficult for parents to

"discern. It maYotake their parents longer to find a rhythm of

stimulation that suits the infant's needs. For qxample,

premature Wants are Often extremely, sensitive to external



stimuli; they maY stariee easily, and their senses may be-easily

overloaded. Parent's wilj need to slow down the pace of their
N

interactiOni with .the' premature infant, and, will .need to build

up the infant's -interest oslowlyo gradually adding variation's

when the infant exhibits boredom with old behaviors, Irld slowly

lengthening -the interactions.:

increases. On the other hand, an

as the infant's attention

infant who' is neurologidally

imttaired may .:alternate quite -rapidly. between : states of
'

excitement and Withdrawal, and .parents may need: to work,,

et"
Patiently to help the 'infant prolong .a state of attention long

.

enough for a successful interaction to occur;' and.. for attachment:

to develop. All interactions becorke more successful with

practice, and researchers have _found that multiparous mothers

(who have more than one infant) are more senisitive than

primiparous mothers (who have only one infant). to *their infant's

feeding behaviors (Thoman Turner, Leiderman, & 1970)..

4

Effects of father - infant. interactions. What implications do

these findings on reciprocity have for the father? The findings

suggest that by interact g with his infant, the father too will

begin to discriminate he infant's state" changes and to

modulate his interaction's to sustairt his "convers'ation 's" with

his infant. The father learns what the infant's latency period

is, and times his behavidrs to insure. Vie infant will respond.

It the infant begins to lose interest'in a .game, the father will

1

ss sS: rs..LIus
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0
do something 'different to keep the game going. Or

0
if the infant

has had it fer the evening, has reached a peak of-excitement and

appears about ,ready to cry-or looks sleepy, the father will lbw
)r

dow6 or stop the play and wiil give the infanttimeto 'recover.

'Studies shaW that* infants are sensitive' - to diffeences bet eerie
A

1

fathers'+and matheti' stylesftef interactiont. infants-les1 tian '
.) . .

. .

a month ald demonsti-a4, quite different behaviors when th

play with ,their father's. They are more' wide-eyed, playftl. and
4
move more abruptly, as if anticipating the more stimulat g Play

) I

the fathers: engage in-(Brazelton, 1978; Yogman, 1977) Fathers'

who play with they infant not only help the inf nt learn-to

discriminate between di ferent individuals' behaviors,; an

important skill as t infant's circle of social partner

increases, but they also ,enrich the nfant's social .and

affectve--;=.4evelopment. Infants get to -know their . parents

through the caretaking functions parents perform--the, feeding,

changing, bathing, and 'holding that are part of the infant's and

4 parent's daily routloe. . Each parent has slightly different

styles,of doing these things, and infants soon learn to tell the

difference between them:

I>

Father-infant interactions during the infant's first year of

life are primarily -preverbal; and the satisfaction that both
1 6

partners, parent and infant, derive from them depends Upon the

father's ability to read the -infant's Visual or motor _cues. It

is important that these early interactions become, iynchronous

26
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and pleaturable betae q,thy influen -child

relationship, that 6 00,velopS X* child grows Older.
.

4 -

Handicapped or delayed inlitAs 'may remain at certain stages of

'ft

deVelopment longer than'nonhandicapped infaritt.. Parents of some

mentally retar0 infants,:for example, w141 spend more time in

preverbal interactions, and the 9-ality of these interactions

may have a greater influence upon the infant's later development

than they would have for the.nonhandicapped.infant, whose early
0

experience may be more varied. Studies suggest that parents

can. shape he responsei:ofinfants whose developmenVis at risk'

41$:

e

(Beckwith goo Cohen,. 1978; Gorski, Leonard,. & .Hche, 1980),

assisting the infant to respond tontingently .to their. care.

;Gradually, i'nfants' behavior will become more organized and they

will be able .to take part in longer. interactions, to regulate

.their,.own behavior, and to recover more rapidly from .4

disorganized or overstimulated state. 'These changes will affect

e

the father-infant relationshit:, making 'it more plepsurable for

the father to be'with the infant; and strengthening the father's

attachment' to the child.

(

daptiigt the Birth of .'g Handicapped Infant.. .

Any change in. a person's, life can produce. svress.

ReSiaichers have found'thatffiangs as diverse as a new :job, a°

divorce, a, marriage, or a' death in the: family tan lead to
*

stress, and often, to 'illness (Holmes -86, Rahe, 1967). Even

4
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positive 'changes,, like having a baby, require the parent to

adjust. to 'new. 'demands and time commitments (Bibridg, 1959).

Becoming. a41 father can be both a happy and a 'stressful.

experience. The .birth of .a child requ1res that. bdth *parents.

readjust their roles as maritalpaspers in order. to take on new

responsibilities. They will .have. less time to spend with each
.

other, on themselves, and with other" child;.en. Fathers

frequently report that .their job performance is affected by the

4
birth of a new child. If a father is*becoming a.parent for the

% first time, he experiences, a major developmental milestone in

his own life that make S him take stock of his accomplishmeRts,

his satisfaction with his career, family, and marriage.' A new

baby may stimulate him to reexamine his life's goals. Numerous

researchers have found that both )mOtherl and fathers often

experience depression and mild stress Ater the birth of a new
6

%g; #

child. These .feelings may result from fatigue, economic

'worries, changes in routine; and role adjustments., .Becoming

parent is a happy, and at times, ,difficult experience for all
1 ,

parents.

)

Over the course of the itifant's development, parents

continue, to experience. cycles of: elation and joy, as well as

periodt of fatigue, and feelings of doubt about.thetr competence

as parents, of' regret' over the loss o'' their freedom, and

'general ambivalence. ,Even. the most loving and well-adjusted

Alt

parents sometimes have these mixed or negative feelings. The).,

. *
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will be affected by the child's behavior, their marital

-relationship, their .relationship with their other children,

economic_difficulties, and job demands. is.important tO keep

these things in mind when we discuss the.problems and feelings

that parents of handicapped infants experience. They must face

all the stresses that parents usually;experience as well. as the

'increased demands as parents, educators, advocates, and

ONkfoftentiMes* nurses for their handicapped child. It is also

5u
important to keep In min() the general _stresses.ofperenthood for

another reason--in order to remember that fathers of handicapped

children share concerns experienced.by all Parents. There are

times when all .parents regret the- freedom they have lost, or

experience hurt or sadness as pirt of being a parent.. Perhaps'

there is no way to.compare or measure the grief experienced by

the parent of a Mind child to that experienced by the parent of

. a teenager who. is arrested .for Aunt( driving or .drug use.
.

.

However, a brOader perspective on the problems of being a parent

can sometimes 'prevent the parent of a handicapped child. from

feeling he has been banished to social'-Aolation as a result

of his chi?d's disability:. There is much that, all fathers can

learn from one another. .'

._

One of the most' difficult lesSo9s.: that parents of .a

,' (I.
.

andicappedchild must learn is not tor'ignore- their Own needs
.,

when they make adjustments for the andicapped child. Only by-

eeping sight their own needs and the needs of 'their other ,,.

, .

I



children will fathers be able to, effectively meet the challenges,.

and added responsibilities of raising a handicapped child.

Families are dynamic systems, and in order to identify an

effective caging strategy, a father must balance each family

member's needs and resources, flr t li'steni'ng for his family's
111

pulse, then deciding upon,a course of Action to reduce stress.

Fathers of handicapped infants, as as fathers of

nonhandicapped children, are most effective in meeting their

newbOrn infant's needs by being aware of howthe infant fits

into the existing family system. To maintain a balanced-

perspective and to avoid parent burnout, parents must learn to

make time for themselves, and respite c is an important

priority for families of the handicapped. At other times the

needs of an Older 'sibling may demand the family's time .and

envgies. T ese otherneedi can be mare diffictlt,to keep sight

of

when t ifather is overwhelmed by. the needs of the

handicapped Want.
. !

Adjustingothe child's' birth. Parents of a handicapped

infant mint.make the,same adjustments that all new parents must

make to their new or expanded role. In addition,, the parent of .

the handicapped infant must adjust to the infant's disability.

The 'parent must modify his exRectations for the. infant he had

dreamed abod and planned for. He mild:absorb new and often

confusing medical information about the. infant's, condition,

needs, and prognosis. He must workthroUgh waves Of feelings Of



4

4

shock, denial, anger, grief, numbness, and depression. The

comparison that Tayloi. and. Hill (1981). have made between the

characteristic reactions of parents to full term and premature

infants in Table 1 also illustrates how the reactions of the

parent will differ when the 'infant is handicapped.

re

4

4
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Table 1

,. . . ,

. .

. ,

Parents' Usual Emotional Reactions and Adjustments to

Full-Term and Premature BirthSome Contributory Factors

Perceptions of event

Reactions to birth

motional preparation

Expectation confirmed

Self-esteem

Baby's primary
caregivers

Parents and infants

Baby's social

responsiveness

Parent's go home. with

Full Term' Delivery

Gain, success

Joy, relief
(

Complete

"Wished-for" baby

Increased

Mother, father

Together

Well-developed

Major .psychological

tasks remaining

Baby

Premature _Delivery

Loss, failure

Grief, concern,
14

Incomplete

"Feared" baby

Decreased

Nurses, doctors.

Separated

Decreased or
'absent

Empty arms

Reconciling real baby Grieving for .

and. fantasized baby expected. baby;

anticipatory,:
grieving.for
baby; individua-

lizing and

* accepting baby

*From. Tayfor, P. M., & Hall, B. L. Parent-infant bonding:
. .

Problems and opportunities in a perinatal ;enter. : In P. M.

Taylor. (Ed.), Parent-Infant relationthips.- New.York: Grune & ...'

Stratton, 1980."' . . .P. .i. . .. : t/.1 ..

,.
.

.

1. ,

4
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Each parent's,reactions,will be' unique and, will depend upon, the ".

supports available, the, severity of the infant's' handicap, and

the chil.d's prognosis. For example, if the infant's grandfather

resists the infant's diagnosis, the parents may have more

difficulty overcoming their 9wn feelings of denial. ;Parents of

a child who will require hospitalization and surgery-throughout

,childhood will 'experience many of these recurring emotions

throughout the child's development.'

° Even, after the parents have initially adjusted to and

accepted their child's _diagnosis-, they often continue to

experience a "chronic sorrow!' (01Shansky, 1962)'. It is natural

for the parent whose.child has's. handicap. to experience many of

the', emotions listed above,, as well as periods of sadneks

throughout the child's life. Rgsearchers have identified

predictable stresses that 'many parents of a handicapped child

experience during the child's lifetime (Bentovim, 1972; Wikler,

1981). Parents* of a mentally' retarded. child may experience

critical stresses during the times When the thild should be

approaching' developmental 'milestones .like walking or talking.

Parents ,experience stress at these times because there is a

discrepancy' betw what most: children do and delays their child

is. experiencing. Other' periods of stress may arise when the
t o.

parent faces a medical crisis, or begins to plan' for" the child's

placement after school age.

. ,

fi
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Although it is clear that a father will 'not be able to

resolve all feelings of denial immediately after learning about
.
thechild's handicap, jt .is..importani. that he be helpeg to

accept the child's diagnosis, as early at possible So, that the

child can benefit' from early remedial- therapy and 'early.

intervention. After their initial acceptance, parents. may

Continue to experience denial and ambivalence about the 'child's.

handicap.- j'or example, a father. whohas been told that his

infant has Down -syndrome May continue to hot* that the -041d
. :!;f,

will'. Attain developmental and eadetional milestones. Upon....

learning of the handicip, parents cannOt immediately release all

their hopes they have nurtured, and often these threads of hope

help sustain,parents during the emotionally demanding period

following the initial diagnoSis. Unrealistic and extended

hoping -in the face of a :handicap can 'be harmful, :hdwever,

especially if it deprives the young-child-of early. treatment and

Intervention, or if it' fosters .false hopes in the maturing

child, study of parents' *of sixyear-old physically

handicapped children' found Wat.most of-lhe'fr parents felt that
,

.

their chIld wOuld,:eventually u,normal". (Minde, Hackett,

Killou, t Silver, 1972). Their children this:optimism

about their :prognosis.- .,6etWeen the ages of five and nine,

however, the children began to express their realization that
,

their ,handitaP'wasnot o1ng 0.90 .away. AS the 'handicapped

child grows older, the parents must havd,*reolved their denial

- .

, I '

it
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at least to the extent that they can ,help their- child priOare

17.

for the future.

The father's reactions and his example. More recent studies
.. v.

have probed into the,.unique- ways that fathers respond the

birth of a handicapped child. These studies identify particular

problems that fathers commonly experience:and that a,,program

leader can address. Cummings (1976) found that fathers of

mentally retarded children were more depressed apd experienced
_ i. ir

less self esteem and confidence in their roles as. fathers than

fathers of nonhandicaped children. The fathers also reported

less enjoyment of their children than the controls.

Fathers have also. been found to perceive their.handiciped

oro

child.as ,athreat to their self concept. Fathers who view their
.

handicapped child as an extension of their own egos are apt to

become isolated and to reduce .or" withdraw from social

interactions (Call, 1958; ,..1.1-11ingworth, 1967; Kohut, .1966).

Some fathers have more difficulty accepting the birth of a.

handicapped son than the. birth of a handicapped daughter

(D'Arcy, 1968). This is 'not surprising. in light of the many

cross-cultural studies showing that both parents prefer male

infants over female infants. Parke and O'Leary (1976) fouff6

that fathers touched and vocalized *lore to their first-born

sons. A stUdy of fathers- of temperamentally difficult infants.

found that fathers were more involved in social activities with

their sons than, with their daughters (kedina & Dickersamid,

4
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1976).':tThis, sex preference may further jeopardize the father's

relationship with his handicapped daughter.

In some. famil-ies, the fath.er's emotiorral difficulties are
, . .

masked by the father's felt need to be stoic, and control his

emotions. Men often find° it difficult to,,express sadness or.

grief, and there are ,fewer socially acceptable ways for men to

exPress, thee "weak" emotions. If the infant's mother is

experiencing shock or depression the father- may deny his own

feelings in order to support his wife. / 4-,

. The .support that the father provides to his wife and family. .,

is another reason why it is important that fathers learn to

accept their child's disability.: Not vAnly:is. it important that.'

the father adjust" so that he can 'develop a meaningful \attach.ment

to the infant; the father, must also help other . family members:.
.45

cope with their feelings,0 In many families the..parents: pro de

the model that' siblings and other relatives follow in. adaPing

to the. infant's handicap. .(Call, I 1958; San Martino. '& Newman,

1974 When both parents are able to -Integrate their feel ings

about their child's handicap, they can support each other. in the
4 . .

recurring crises that arise thr out" the "child's /

development.

The Importance of Fostering Understanding and Attachment

As -we ,reviewed earlier, researchers have' desceibed

.contributions that fathersipke to their child's' development..
'I
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The :.'father's. -engrossment and increasing- attachment, to his

newborn infant will affect the 5antis social and cognitive

r

--development. This attachment process As -often. jeopardized by

the.infant's handicap. Attachment may not occur as a result of

.the. increased . separation which' the. parents, and the infant

experience., The handicapped infant's appearance or .lack of

responsiveness may also delay -attachment... Parke and Sawin

(1975) found that parents' interactions with their infants were

influenced by their evaluation of the Infant attraCtivenes

Other researchers haVi found that parents perceive the cries of

infants who are labeled as premature to be more aversive than

the cries of infants who wore identified as full term'(Frodl,

Lamb, Leavitt, & Donovan, 1978). Parents found the cries most

aversive when the infants.' cries and appearance were presented

together (Frobi, Lamb; Leavitt, Donovan, Naff, & Sherry, 1978).

.

°Premature tnfants, for example,' do 'not look round and cuddly

like the infant the 'parents have imagined, And the infant's

physical appearance may inhi6it the parents' interactions. 'rhe'

'physically handicapped infant may fail to respond, to visual -or

',

."..

tactile stimuli. The infant may notsnyggle up to the father

when she' is held, but- may stiffen her jimbs and seem to push

herself away. She may seldom smile or look at the father. In-

those ways ti e handicapped infant may 'discourage the father from '

providing the very stimulation that the infant needs..

0
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Attachment develops through repeated father-infant

interactions. Researchers have described how both -parent and

infant contribute as 'partners in these interactions. The

handicapped infant often fails to provide the signals that

typically stimulate a father's response.. Smiling and eye

contaet, fore example, are infant behaviors that engage the

sjiither and express the child's individuality, The -handicapped

infant may show delayed or fnfrecient, smiling and vocalization,

infrequent eye contact, and difficulties in being handled (Stone 4

& Chesney, 1978). In her work with parents and their blind

infants, Selma t.aiberg (1974) found that parents varied in.
/-

their ability to interpret their handicaliped infant's needs.

Some of her parents were able to sense their 'blind infant's

needs, 'while others needed assistance in interpreting the.

infant 's cues. Because 4 the blind infant has a smaller.

repertoire of 'fad-al signs, and fails to initiate smiles, the

parents can easily miss or misinterpret the other cues and hand

....t,sdignals the blind infant provides that tell the parent of its

needs. The , sighted infant who is motivated by the ',sight of

desirable objects will crawflit an earlier age than a ?tikilid

infant. Fraiberg has described how the blind infant mu$t be
(

stimulated to reach for t'he AOundtof a bell or a rattle' Grid in

this wMC;is stimulated by sound rither than by si.ht to 'crawls

* When the 'father learns to interpret his handicapped infant's

cues, he understands that the infant is not rejecting him, fOr

a'

;,



example, by not smiling at him. This understanding may prevent

the attachment between him and his -special child from bein

leapardized. By understanding what the infant can do, the

father is able to stimulate the child's development in ways that

are .mutually rewarding.: Th0 father of a handicapped child may

need to learn a new behavioral languagethat is unique his

. child' (Stone, ..1979). For example, the deyelopers of an

assessment-tool -for Premature arid atwrisk 'infants have described

how a12'.premature infant.' will turn: away from a soft rattle in

order to shut out excessive, stimuli, whereas the 'full-term infant

will turn toward it (Als, Tronicki .& Brazelton, :1976).. These

behaviors reflect infants' differing abilities to regulate their

states of excitement and withdrawal. The. preterm infant, for

example, :may . be more difficult to soothe ;Mile the -infant with

Down syndrome may be . more difficult to stimulate. The

handicapped infant's responses may be jerky and it -.may tire

quite. readily. The father who is not prepared to experience

. ;

4

these differences and does not know-how to respond tO them may

be afraid to play with the :infant, or may be discouraged after

successive unrewarding interactions. Finally, the hither may.

give up and withdraw from the child. These are the outcomes we

seek to prevent by. helping the father understand his own

feelings about .his infant, as well as to understand the nature

of his infant's handicap.-- Adceptance and understanding will

facilitate the father's attachment to the infant, as wen, "ars
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promote the child's development by fostering' reciprocity: between

father and infant.

'A strong. rationale *pow exists for involving' fathers. in
. ,

programs 'tor their. handicapped infants and toddlers.: We AnoW

now that the birth of-a bandiCapped infanthat an impact upon

the father, that it affeCti the attachment process and the

nature of.the interactions the father will have with the infant,

and. may influence the contributions the father makes to the

child. Thit suggests thateducators need.to:do a better. job

..reaching out to .these fathers.' One study of ,Parents of

.handicapped children. reported: "Across all groups (surveyed)

therewas_a Veneral agreement that there should be. more father

involvement 41th.tbe handicapped children:, The fact that this

does not happen. or,has not happened is an area. in need of

investigation,. but there .is. no doubt that it -should happen"

(Gallagher, Cross,A.SCharfman, 1981, p. 12).

New. fathers, like.new mothers, need an opportunity to do

something directly helpful for their handicapped, Childirn :order

to demonstrate their love' and concern (Cummings, .1976)..

Moreover,:fatherv. need . an opportunity -to freely discuss 'their

concernswith.men in. a similiar, situation-rconcerns.that:a next

.door-neighbor or Co-workeris- unlikely to understang; When a

father ided a program that offers these opportunities,weAt'
Can help decrease his sense of being isolated 'with his child's

. .

0

0
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Problems, addrep his questions about hif cipld's handicap;

7 increase his sense of attachment; and thereby help him become a.-

more effective and available parent.
A.

This handbook will, explain as straightforwardly as.possible

how interested fathers and professionals may, begin 1 Father's

rrogrim in the-IL community and*adapt this, model to best suit the

ParticiOintse.nedhs.and concerns. Beforip we .begin to give you a

plear description of the steps a father-professional team must .

.
take to organize and offer a program, we will give.yoti a'brief

. .

background on the program. We hope thisintr4Ouction helps you
.

decide whether. you really ..want ro.and will be able to, start a

4

progr'am;..in your community. This information all also helvyou

.explain the,program to colleagues, and to potential sponsors and

particiPantc.,
, .

a
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Chapter .2

What is the Father's Program?

,

Who Runs a Fatherls Progradr

As we mentioned, one of the assumptions underlying the

Father's Program is that fathers' of handicapped "children have

the potential to be invaluable resources to each other. The

Father's Program. also, assumes that professionals in special

education should treat the child's parents as team.' members.'. It

follows, then, that leadership in they Father's Program is

ideally a collaboration of professionals ind fathers. The team

of a professional and a father offers the participants the best

of both worlds. From the professional, partiCipants may expect'

knowledge of child$.development, special education techniques,

laws, programs, and services for.handicapPeci children:and their

faMilies. The.team's father provides the participants with a'

role model and an especially empathetic ear. He will serve as a

sounding'bOard for the' professional, anirhelp* make the program

truly reflect the Participants Aeeds.

6
.

Whether Oan effective father-professional team n :be

assembled ryour community will depend -on the talents and

resources available. If, for 'Instance, a father with the

necessary qualifications or interest is, not available, a.

Father's Program can still be run by one, or better .yet, two

qualified professionals. If qualified professionals are

.

;
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unavailable, one or.two'very motivated and qualified fathers can

run the Father's Program.. However, fathers may find running a

program. by thfimselves--in addition to working and being an

available father--difficult. Also professionals .,are. often

better prepared. than fathers to recommend services, explain

'special education techniques and terminology, procure guest

. .

speakers, and lead groups. 4

Whether. 4 the team- is f4ther-professional,

Professional-professional, or father-father, both team members

should be qualified for the program to be. effective. As. a

'facilitator, the professional will need 'organizational,

administrative, and edtication skills; the father Will need

experience with handicapped persons or 'their families.

Below, are desired qualifications for prpfessionals and

fathers interested in becoming Father's Program facilitators.

't

Qualifications_ and Responsibilitils of Professional

Co-Facilitator

It is strongly detired that the professional

co-facilitator:
s

1. Be a male special education teacher, psychologist,

1
,P

social worker, physical or occupational therapist,

or other professional trained to work with special

needs populations.

2. Neve had professional exdrience. working

11

parents otehildren with handicaps...
I.

with-
.

S.
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3. Be available to meet cut Saturday mornings or. at

7 /
other times convenient to tathers.

Okb
Other desirable but'iess essential qu'alifications are

that the professional co-facilitator: '

4. Be familiar with active listening principles.

..5. Be employed at the agency that is sponsoring. the

Father's. Program.

6. Have had some experience leading groups.

Qualifications and Responsibilities for the Father

Co-Facilitator
I

It is strongly desired that the father co-facilitator!'_

'I

1. 'Be the father of a child with a handicap.

2. Have had. experience with other parents Of children

with handicaps through involvement at

developmental disability -centers, schools,

parent-to-parent organfzations,or-Other groups or

associations advocating for handicapped persons"

and their fdmilies.----
9

43. Be available to meet on Saturday morningS or at

other times convenient to therfathers.

Anpther desirable but less essential qualification is

that the-father co-trilitator:

4:` Be familiar with active listening principles.

ir

ti
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When Does the Father's Program Meet?

. An important feature of the Father's Program is that it

meets at a time that is convenient for most father We have

found in our pilot program and in some field, test sites that

Saturday is the best day for most, but certainly not all

fathers. Many fathers don't work op Saturdays and .find it is

the most convenient day for them; however in some communities

Sunday or one evebing during the week may be preferable. There

are drawbacks to all of the choices: Saturdays ate busy days

for families., and some dads work that day; SuOdays,ake reserved
',11

-for church and rest by many families; weeknights can be

inconvenient for Young children who have an early bed time. The

day you pick will depend on the needs of the majority of the men

in your program, and theeavailability of space where the program

will be held.
4

Along with the day, the time will also be an important

deciOion. The pilot program found that Saturdays from 1000

a.m. until noon is convenient for many fathers. This is late

enough in the morning so that fathers do not have to rush out of

the house and have ample time to drive to the program. Two hours

gives participants time to become involved in all of the

activities,' but is not so long /that the program drags.° The

12:00 noon closing time gives the father and child -the entire

afternoon' to dd what they need to do.. Aga n, you may find that

a* different two-hour time block s more onvenient for your

group.'
.44.°

!it
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You will also need. to decide how' often' :to hold the
41

meetings. Saturdays can be extremely busy days for families,
p.

and it may be unrealistic o ask for weekly attendance. We have

found.that by meeting every,other Saturday throughout the, school

year we can retain continuity from meeting to meeting without

placing unrealistic demands on a family's valuable time.

Finally, we' have had success with our "open-door policy."

Because, of work schedules, illnesses, therapy or doctor's

4PPOintments, and other commitments,, fathers may not be able to

attend each session. While we encourage and 'recommend that

facilitators encourdgesteady attendance, we have found it would

be unrealistic to require it.

. The Seattle demonstration program meets on a biweekly basis
4

throughout ,the .school year, for a. total of 17 sessions

4
"(including family picnic holiday parties, etc.). Your program

may choose to foil& a similar schedule, or you may opt to meet

fewer times; however, we \recommend' you hold a minimum of five
41

sessions to achieve the program's goals. If you fesel that you

do not have enough fathers to' warrant planning a full-scale

Father's Program but you would still like to serve fathers, you

will want to read our description of a one-time "Fathers Only". .

night in the chapter "Program Alternatives." This it a special

one-time workshop you' cap offer for fathers On a weekday

wing. -This meeting may meet the needs Of 'the fathers in your'

' area, or it, may demonstrate the need

full-scale Father's 'Program.

for Modified or

y



Children together Ott!. 9,ther men and their children to discuss
.

issues, enjoy .activities, and learrk new information. -.- This,...,:. .:-.:.

section will deSr:lbe.!;.thefictiedUle for a ,typical Program' meeting. ..:!,..t..' ...,

pr.....maratia.....,%L2.1.,:-2.tr,;: 'Each. :e.$4:0'n begin long before the ,:. :..:
father and child. ste.p'-throUgh'the ,prOiram 'door: thet'are

still at home, the ftber bundles the child ta)-ks to the

child about what''',they are 'going to do, gathers the necessary'

5.

diapers And bottles, straps the child in' the car seat, and then

heads toward he meeting..s. Many fathers ret that the drive to

and from. the :program is a speciil time for them to' be alone-with

thekr chil d, , time idr-thAfather to talk. to his child and

perhaps point out landmarics,..along the road.
.

Creetings. Once at .then..meeting Oace; the father and child

are greeted by the facilitator, who.,,offers him a cup. of coffee,

holds h child while he takes off his coat and, If he ,is .new,
\ :

introduces him to the -\new fathers. eeiroin;gly"--- trivia, this

greeting :se ves to set the tone for thec'entire.:-Meeting.. This

brief but i tant part di'::the-iprOgrani will bediSCUSsed later
>,

in petail in sts' own sectlor),, wYll all f.,-;:the coinporiept

,

I activities'.
..,:,'.:."; . ,....,. .; , -... ,.1. '. , - ''':'''.-. .. , .

....t,,;- `',...;#. : . . ' .... ......., -0,:. !! :-.

The Father's Forum.. After securing h19 child 1,t çb11dcae

the father ,3oins other father th-:Fathe.:05'..0oi4uM:':thia,first.:-'..-

.

SI

,:*

`!'..1.11

:9

major activity of the morning. , \

,twP,
,2

.
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i

is

''4,f4ther is g'iven: 'a thaiic'e "to. discuss his concerns in an informal

ttl g.. he ::topicS- nioft:..:#1,n,ge from toilet training, toi the

, N,

iP71.4Ws'. ;difftpulty2w4h diagnosis,. to the state

legislature's stand' on ear 'y intervention. Tht Father's . Forum,

as we shall see,., doe 11 WAt*ritral strucjure, but the.agenda

is set by the particiilo):111iiiftens...

14us,46/activity. Fol owjngatheather s Forum, the father
.

rejoirs .. his _child for he . second° majorvont of the program,

Music and activity. While this iS.1:MeAnta.to be an enjoyable time
1,:,... ,

, . 4 : . ;ti... ,

...,
for tba1014thers. and.,..c 1.10,4hthe. songs 9.4Amet, and Activates

tau§ht 'by the team i 41so broaden the.. father*. repertoire of ,

* .-
_ : :,1, 1.

.

.

!activt /to'''suitable ; to- .their, child's, . current stage of
/

development. Attach f' between the father-and child may also

be fostered when the father and child enjoy 0'64 activities at

.*home.

Sniclaime. A neck generally follpws the music and

activities. This short, break not only satisfies' flithers' and

children's appetites but also provides an excellent opportunity

forNfathers to talk t9 other menetobserve other children, and

develop,social.networks.

Guest Speakers. Finally, the ses:sion upally includes a

guest.speiler who is, invrted to :talk about concerns expressed by
kit; t, , .

the,. fathers'., °kir ,'eXampleo. 'if. taii4r4s ON* interest In their

children's fu fthe,'Jt a guest max be invited to speak on 'group

homes, .wi '14s and trusts, or lobbying for prograMs for

.64 e
. .'.

.. [A*.
.b....-4 , 1%,

l

02: ij......

,, .
,,

-..., '; ..,',3 . :... :". 00%.0'' i......'' .:.,. 9 \ , : '.. .* ; k ..,

:i.

.......
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handicapped children. At other times, pressing topics may be

here-and-now issues such as physical]. development, the'nature.of:

play, or dental 'care for special .needs children.,. )n order' to.

allow the prents to give tie speaker their full attention,

childcare is also provided during this time. In some programs,

mothers are invited to join this part of 'tie class if they are

interested in listening to the guest speaker. Likethe fathers,., 9

the mothers meet other mothers at the Father's. Program and.

delelop friendships that offer 'support outside of 'the program...,

This is alprief description :of -what happens. at a typical

program meeting, although leaders may find that there are few

"typical, meetings. Facilitators are encouraged to vary the

schedule and activities occasionally to avoid monotony and

routine. Each part 'of the program will be described more fully

- 10 k

* in a later chapter, and 'a- chapter will' suggest program

alternatives.

What the Father's Program is Not

In order to ensure that the reader has an accurate picture

of the Oather's'Program, we mulikadd a brief'postscript on some

things the'program is not. The Father's.Program is not therapy,

group or otherwise, 'although it 'Can be "therapeutic" for s4:orre

parents. It is an opportunity ,for fathers to discuss frankly

the myriad .issmes ,facing a, 'parentkof a handicapped child.

BecaLfse it is pot .therapy, 'the Father's Program may not be

.

49



' appropriate for a deeply troubled fathOr who may better. benefit

. . -' . . 1 . ..f' : ....:

from professional hell-4i, . ,61 . . .

.

.

:

, I:, i.

Additionally, , ihe'?.rather'SProgram is. not meant 1O. 'serve .i't.s.:.' ',. ,...

1

, ,. .:,,
. .

1

. f ,pi ' .' . . , . ..0.. ,

.
"' a child's 1. primary program; it is meant to _supplement, . not 7

9 I

.supplant, early intervention 'programs. Father, the Father's
. ,

Program assumes that the child's t mother Is 'already adequately ._ ,..
I

.. , , ..,.

involved in the 'child's program. The intent of the Father' s ..

. . ,..,.,, .

.

Program is to complement existing educatio41 programs, not to ..

I

...substitute for them, ....One of the tent's, responsibi1fties°..1, .. :4;
N

leading the Father's Program Will be to. insure , t 'at all families

are- being 'served ,by a regular educational program, an& to help

refute appropriate programs for families who are not being

served.

Ci
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.

In :the following chapters, detailed, information will' be.

presented-on how to conduct, the various activities that comprise
i. ..

.

. . ,

the father's. Program. Each .these activities are-designed to
4 1j...,-.

help meet he fathers' needs we became aware of in the researcht1

we reviewe4.and in:our pilot work-With fathers at the-Uniieriity I
I'

of Washington. We have developed these 'activities to help.

.: -fathers'accoMplish the following goals:

,Learn 'to .read 'his child's cues and interpret his child's

behavions. Infants 'and toddlers, like adults, have needs .and. 1

can have considerable difficUlty getting 'these needs met. They
!

get hungry, wet, frustrated,. frightened, excited, thirsty,.

tired, . sick, and ,UncoMfortable. 'Infants depencLupon their .

parents to gratify .their need i and solve .their problems.

Be

im

use I fan.ts cannot communicate these needs verbally, it is

rative, that parents be able to read their children's cues .

and interpret their behayiors4,, This, obviously, is a challenge

for'a .parent, of a nonhandicapOed baby. A handidapped child's

behaviors, however, canThe especially. difficult for -parents to

interpret. As we explained earlier, haDdicapped infant may

respond., to stimuli in a very different.. manner than

-nonhandicapped. infants.' The father Whose cerebral palsied baby'

1'

arc es-her back every time he snuggles her,. the- mother whose
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blind bab:does no_ return her smile,: and the. father- whOsiy t
.three-year-old son with Down syndrome does not yet talk may all

need fielvreiding:their thi40's cues. By exchanging .experiences
.

and insights with other "seasoned" fathers, a participant 'in the'

Father's Program. can gain new perspectives on his child's,

. behavior and cues.

174-

Develop an awgreness of activities, materials.. and:

experiences suitable to the Child's: current stage/ of

. development. Many, fathers of nonhandicapped as 'well . as

handicapped children run out of ideas about things they can do

14ith their, child. Yet play is very important in the infant's

11fe, and the research suggests that fa&ee-infant play can

contribut9 to the infant's cognitive and social' development. By,

teaching fathers developmentally apprlpriate activities, games,

\x, songs, and exercises they can do with .their child, we can

z
atiachment and enhance the chil01,s* development.' Fathers often

'icrease opportunities, for. playful interactions th,at foster

%

shar ,these activities -with 'other family 'members and develop

their n strategies for playing with and teaching their ,child." prim pry caregiver. Many
\

fathers are \very apprehensive about stepping into the roje of

the child's p Mary caregiver... :fakhers often report feelings of

panic, .worryt a d mixed') emoiions the first few times they Oare

-, 4

o

. .

`;114)...'
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left alone to take care of.. their new baby. Most, fathers .get

over these fears after they develop' some confidence in their

ability to soothe and amuse their .child. gathers of handicapped
.. , .

infants must often cope th greater feelings Of inadequacy when

they begin to care for the child. They may want. to help out

their wives .' and :provide some respite,' :..At; they : may :feel like .

they are all thumbs when it comes to diapering and feeding an

Infant who may require more carefuLatteqion- and who Is oIten

used to haying' the mother. tend. to these needs. .TheHonly,-re"a1.':...:
7.,.-....solution to this dilemmvrequIres.lfathers:to spend some awkward,

uncomfortable moments with. their child, to practice everyday

caregiving4 and to acquire the confidence that will be;10 .them

*
.

offer their wives the supportHlheriwill -need', as :tile::Chtld:

grows. While a. father May, be very -Tinteretted-in tetOming: 4
,

.

nurturing parent:, ,he::may.find &ssuming 'total' care:. for -hli

0

child is a new and challenging experience. At the .Fath;r1i
.

,

Program,. he will have an opportunity to practice Caregivihg-,
-

.
skills in ,ti supportive environment. As the research

.

suggestti'%
, .

..,.,

increased caregiving lifay contribute to increased father-child
. .

. f 6.
0 attachmeht as well as to indreated respite care available '..te the

.. .
., , - -.
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I

the child's handicap and future. Some questtons are answered
4

when parents are first' Anformed of their child's handicap;.,

lover, many questions will not arise until the, shock of the

child's diagnosis wears Off and parents are faced with a

particular problem. Parents will have many questions about the

effects, of the handicapping conditions, medical treatments, and

the availability of services and schools. Also, studies

(Hersch, 1970;' Love, 1973') and our own experiehce have shown

that fathers are more interested in . future problems--legal,

legislative and economIc matters--than -mothers. Contact with

the Father's Program facilitators, other fathers, and guest

speakers provides a father with opportunities, to learn more

about all these aspects of his child's handicap.

Develop an awareness that he his child's primary

eduo.ator and advocate. 'In addition to the adjustments we try to,

. . .

help fathers make to being 'tilt 'parents of an fnfantP.who has

,spectal needs, we also try to prepare fathers 'for the many
%

adjustments they will have, to make over the course of the

child's development. For example, as the child reaches school
1 4

age, fathers will spend less time An the role of the child's

primary caregive
)1.

and more time in the roles of the chtld's

primary educator and advocate. Just .as the infantderives many
A

benefits from. parents .who are effective caregiversc so too does

the older child benefit from parents who are well prepared to

I

4'
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assume these new roles. Noted educational researcher Urie

Bronfenbrenner's (1974) study of parent involvement in.preschool

iprograms Indicates that when parents are involved in the child's

education they can reinforce the program's effects and help
4

"31e.,;
sustain them-hen the program ends. In this respect they are

their child's most consistent and interested teachers. Children

whotave.twO parents involved.in their education may have their

educational needs more 'ompletely met than children with only

one parent involved (Weinraub, 1979). The Father's Program

seeks to help a father assume an active role. ,in ,his child's

-.-

education by increasing his- awareness of educatiOnil

techniques, and the hiponsibilities of all parties involved ..,in
r

the child's education--both hts-and his wife's as well as the

: f
schfol's.

Professionals and."seasonedu. parents are.weII aware of the

vital. role. parents play as. advocates. for their handicapped

./dhildren.°' New rents need to learn not only the importance of

7 advocacy, but . how .tO become effective. advocates for their

children. .. lawyers, politicians, and advocacy : group

representatives who speak to the Father's Program help a father.

achieve this goal. Equally important -is the contribution of

other fathers in the program who have lobbied on behalf of

Special needs childten'or advocated for their child in specific

ways. Fathers stiare these experiences with the group, both

formally, when a particular 'Issue Is beint discussed,

;7 n
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informally, in private conversations before.the meeting begins.

or during snack times, throtighout the'Otogram year.

Discuss' his concerns' with other men in a similar situation.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of the Father's Program is

that it provides fathers of handicapped children access to peer

support that previously has not been available. Fathers have

fewer opportunities than mothers to share their experiences and

special, problems adjusting to their handicapped child (Cummings,

1976). As .a result, many fathers can feel isolated with their

concerns;. im order to decrease their sense of isolation and

increase social supports available to them,' fathers, like

mothers, need opportunities to discuss their problems with other

fathers 'of handicapped children. ',Whether it is his concern

about his wife's liculty accepting the child's diagnosis, his

fears about his child's pending open heart surgery, or his joy

over his child's newly achieved developmental mileetone, the

father will, be able to share these thoughts with sympathetic

peers. ,J many cases, just the sharing of these concerns, the

chance to unburden himself, is all a father will need. HIsoften

receives more than that opportunity, however, as other fathers

chime in to let' a father know he is not alone, of; offer

solutions to problems based on their own experiences.

6
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Explore#the changing role of the fither,in today's society.

Today fathers of handicapped-children, like many fathers, are e>

exploring the new roles and options available to men who want to

share more fully 'in their child's care.. Because most men Eck

models for their role of male caregiverJathers interested in

being nurturing parents "need to gather information, ask

questions, and share their thought? abOut child development,

discipline, eating habits, and .other typical child-related

concerns. In the supportive environment of the Father's

Program, a participant will have.these opportunities as well as
(--

access to a variety of role models' whose actions and styles may.

influence hisown. k,)

4014' 0

Examine the impact of the child's handielp. 'en the entire

family structure. Obviously, the impact of the. child't handicap..

,

is not limited to the child's parents. Sitilings grandparents,

and other relatives all experience the handicapsin unique ways

(Farber & Jenne, 1963; Gayton & Walker, 1974; Grossman, 1972)..

These family member's needs; however, are rarely .addressed.

During the program, fathers who share their family't experiemces

with other'fathers.,can increase each other's undetStanding of

. relatives' needs and lean!) how to help their family members Cope

with their indiVdual.stresses. .Because fathers- often let the

example for other relatives to. follow in adapting to and

interacting with the child, it is 'extremely valuable for fathers
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to understand 'other family Member' needs and be Prepared to

help them cope with specific problems, especially since theie

other family members are rarely involved in the child's programs.

The following chapters describe each component of the

Fathers-Prograp. Each chapter will provide a rationale for the

activity and detailed information how to conduct the activity.

The major Father's Program activities--the Father's Forum,-

music, games and activities, and guest speaker--will be

explained in greater detail than other less important activities.

Fdllowing* the chapters on the component activities, a.

chapter titled "Putting it all together" will assist you .in

orchestrating the Father's' Program.

, 4

I
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Awareness Activities

1.42
4.

Chapter 3

Getting Started

Before eveh one father attends one of the Father's Program

sessions, the facilitators must plan and initiate the awareness.

and recruitment activities that will attract participants.

Novice facilitators, will be pleased to find that certain

features of the Father's Program lend themselves to this effort.

The fact that the program involves fathers and their handicapped

infants dnd toddlers has attracted considerable media interest

in the Seattle Father's Program. Our staff prepared several

materials specifically for spreading the word about the program

and _attracting participants. The sample press release (prepared

by the Universityof Washington's Bob Roseth .and included in

Appendix C) led to a'local newspaper story, two prime-time local

T.V. newsspots, a nationally, distributed Associated Press '

article, and even an inquiry from "Good Morning, America!"

Facilitators are encouraged to -use press releases to publicize

the program. The sample release can be used as a model,- and the

release can then be sent to local 'newspapers and radio

stations. Other awareness activities include developing a

brochure or fliers (Appendix C) to distribute, to agencies

serving handicapped children or their familiess; These agencies
.

may include local Associations for Retarded Citizens, United

it

4.

I'
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Cerebral Palsy, Pilot Parents or Parent-to-Parent Prpgrams,

0 developmental disability centers, hospitals, clinics,

pediatricians' .offices, therapists, clergy, etc. The brOehure

does not need to be elaborate or beautifully designed. It does

need to contain the essential infirmation a father will need to

know in order to decide to come to a meeting like who is the,

program for, where and when does it peet,-who can he call to ask

further questions. The brochure also needs 'to reach fathers,

which means you must distribute it to those agencies we have

suggested'.

Because the actual number of fathers 'you will recruit from

any single-program/aigency may be small, 'you will need to direct

,

awareness and recruitment activities at a variety of' agencies

serving yoUng children. This is also a good idea because it

results- in having a variety of programs represented at the

fathers' meetings. As a result, programs may. have an

bpportunitytto cooperate, and the fathers can learn about the

array of services and approaches that are available in their

community.

Recruiting Fathers

Awarenets activities, however; should not be confused with

recruitment activities. The television newsspots on the.

Father's Program mentioned. above reached the hothes of hundreds

of thous of .Seattle area residents. Yet this excelIeritly

o.



produced report 6cedruited" oply one father. We hove found that

fathers are most successfully recruited when someone who is

involvej in the Prograp ,(often,,o but ;not 'always another father)
... ,

personally explains the program ari0; its benefits. Because nany

fathers are' riOt.,-,ie,t comfortable in the role nurturing

parent, %hey are initially reluctant to join ,the Father's

Program. They may think they do not have the skills or

experience they will need to care for their handicapped

They may be.afraid to take the child out on their own. Oro they

may think that a. program for fathers, will be too liberal, or

will , be a men's consciousness-raisinii group. However, by

meeting and talking to another lather who is active in. the

program,' the new/jather .can learn that the Father's 'Program is

for men very 'Much like himselfmen who are cOncerned about

their child, and the impact the handicap is havingon himself,

his' wife, and his entire family. % e

One very successful. method

to be : .a ,,guest speaker ftfr_ a

children at ;a 'deyelopmental:.

of ."recruiting fathers .1s to 'offer .

gqup 'of; parents of handicapped

disability center,fi hos0ital, or

early intervention prograM. The faCilitators can informally

describe the rationale for the program, .the bene'fits"vit offers

for fathers and their families, and the details Out the

meeting place,

I'

. .

4
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An Agendefor a: RecuVment Meeting

The following outline, was used, successfully by one Father's

Program facilitator. You may wish to adapt it for your own use,

adding you,r4houghts,,, anecdotes, and personal/history.

v1. FatlArs are beComing increasingly involved with

"-1,)

their :young 'children.

1 . Fathers apecial needs:children, like mothers:

A. feel.the Impact of a child's handtcap;*

B benefit-from a chance to-share their concerns

with other men who understand, what'it.is like

to be the father of a handicapped child;

C. want to learn: more about their children's

handicap;

D. wish to do something that shows their love

and concern for their children%

support for their wives;

and, their

.III It makes-sense to provide programs for fathers and

4*

their handicapped children.

I A. , Traditional .parent involvement 'programs may

not be appropriate fOr fathers because:

,l. they, often meet during the day and

conflict with fathers work schedules;

441114
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2. the high percentag of mothers attending

often creates a situation where

.,"mothers!p ,pance ns" take Priority.

While Mothers', oncerns are certainly

valid, they may , be different, than

fathers' concerns. Fathers, for

instance, are often concerned.' about

future problems.

B., What is needed ii a program that:

1) isoreflective of fathers' interests;

2) involve the 'father with the special

needs child;

3) meets at a time -convenient .to most

fathers.

IV. Father's Prog4ms1 goals: The Father's Program

helps father:

4

A. learn to read his child's cues 4nd interpret

his/her behavior;

B. develop an awareness of activities,

materials, and experiences suitable to the

child's current stage of development;

C. practice hf's skills, as the child's. primary

caegiveri.

D. learn bore about the nature of the chi3d's

r

am.



'Nlevelop an awareness, that he

Child's primary educator and advocate;

r
F. discuss his concerns with othen pea n ,a

similar situation;

G explore the changing role Of the father iW

today's society; ..i

.1

H. examine the impact of the child's handicap on
i -- 11. '.

-;.1.

the entire family. / . ..

/ .

V. How do we "accomplish !these. goals? :Through

rewarding mix of fun and discusslon:'

A. The Fathers Forum
.

B. Music, games and activities

C. Snack

D. Guest :Speaker

VI. When fathers become .involVed with . Aheir

handicapped.children, who benefits?..

A. Child

B. Mother

C. Father

.D. Whole family

tt:
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of,

Also, we often use these opportunities to speak to a group
. IL

of athers to present a. detailed image of the progr4m by showing

the SEFAM slide/tape presentatr.* his presentation

of ectively explains the program in a participant's own words..

Th narratoro'a father of a four-year-old girl, -explains what

goes on in a,typical class and what the program has meant to

m f

. At the end of the presentAjon, the facilitator an answer
oi

parents' questions 4nd pass around a sheet of, paper for

*.

1

athers to sign if they would lik&t-to be on the Program's

4

ailing list. Because mothers are msu4lly in the majority at

most parents meetings, they often will *ake -the liberty o
r. 7

signing upr their husbands. his is acceptable; numerous fathe s
% or

currently involved with t e program first began to att nd,

because their wives thought it would .be a good ide4j,

The facilitators can also enlist the help of agency sff to

recruit,fathers. ForAexample, you 'might ask teachers i early

intervention programs to explain the program to new amilies.

If a father is interested, he can give.the teacher pe missiom to
0 ,

release his addrets and, phone number to the facilitator, who can

place him on thetmaileng list and phone him to explain the

tt; w4

*Available LfAm the .1 Experimentai tducation WJ-10,

University lipf Washington, Seattle, 98195, ,rentals- .

.

purchase. .

. ,

. ,

.

\ .

\ .
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.program to the father in greater detail. If the teacher knovis

in advance when 'a father will accompany. child to the

paogram, she can ask. the facilitator or .another .father to drop

by and. expl'ainthe program. in person to. the new family. Or, if

your Father's Program will draw fathers from several .

intervention centers or schools, you may wish to send

business-reply style referral cards to the centers' directors.

'An example of this effective method of recruitment can be found

in Appendix C.

A more informal method of recruiting fathrs is for a

veteran fatter to, mention the program, to a new fi4er he meets.-

Theveteran father will sometimes offer the new fatner a ride to

the first meeting. The father in the, slide-tape presentation

replied to a Question about how he would encourage a new father

to join' the program in this way:

"I'd tell him pick' yOu up at 9:30. Come o with me.
Come to the first class and see-what it's all a ut.' You' A
wouldn't have to worry about picqg him up a ter that,
because he'll be there. Once , a fathercomes an talks to
sbme of the fathers, learns what we do and has a' chance to
associate. and share thoughts with some other dads I'm sure
he'll want' to come back. He'll see that we're t do-tors
or anything, but we're more inforPlaVive than s e doctors
because we've had first-hand experience..."



J

We have found that this kind.. of personal contact with

someone who, explains the program %inl,;a natural, ca

friendlfylanner is the moiceffective method for intr

benefits to a new father and Making him feel welcome.

and

ing th4.

Greeting Fathers: 'Setting the Stage

As mentioned in the introduction,, many, fathers. begin to

prepare for the Father's Program long b ore they and their
. 0K

'child enter the program's :door. Arising earl( -on his day off,

the father dresses, feeds, and prepares himself, and his child

for an often long drive to the Father's Program. Many

first-time fathers probably do this with, a sense of

apprehension. They may be wondering what Will happen at the

grogram, whether they will be asked too many personal questions,

whether their child will fuss an cry in the mother's absence,

or why they let their wives talk them into going.

So it wtll be iMportant fbr, the facilitators to make

fathers, especially new fathers, feel comfortable and welcome.

There are several things facilitators an do to. help make a

father feel at ease. First, if the program's location is

unfamiliar, the facIlitator can send a map to the new fathers.
,

Also, if.parking is a probleM, provide suggestions about where

11'

to park. t Signs directing the new father to the classroom can

prevent a new father from having to hunt for the program while

carrying a heavy baby and diaper bap .

z
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Once the rather reaches the Karam classroom, be sure to

give the jather a warm greeting. MakeSim feel welcome by

admiring his child,.and perhaps offering to hold thechild While

he takes off his coat. An offer of coffee, teae or juice is

greatly appreciated by many fathers.

Because we have an open door policy for fathers'

participation in the program, we do not' always see all the

flthers on a regular basis. .Family ,commiiments may prevent a

father..from attending the program for several sessions, making

it more difficult for facilitators td fatheri to remember

names. Therefore, it is helpful to .provide both fathei.S and

children with name tags. This allows fathers to, greet each

4

other by name, and is especially important if a father's

infrequent attendance makes remembering his name 'difficult.

Children are also given name tags that 'ear both the'child's'and

father's name so that a childcare worker can match a fussy child

with is or her dad; the tags also help fathers connect children

with the other fathers.

Before joining the other .fatherS--for. the first major

activity, the Father's Corum, the.childreb,i may be situated in

childcare.

Childeare

The need. In 1978,\ when we were offering our pilot Fathers

and Infants Classes, 'the fathers could easily keep . their
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11

children mith them throughout the morning while they

participated .ih. The Father's Forum' or listened to the guest'
,..

.

speaker. Quiet, relatively inactive, and often sleeping, the

babies :caused few distractions. As those'. infants grew to be .

Curious, active toddlers, it becemeincreasingly apparent that .

, .

the fathers could not carry on a .meaningful discussion. in the-

same room as their toddlers, who weri-seem4ngly ,intent on .

'desltroying the classroom. Some guest sOeaker- found. it

O
especially difficult to compete with a roomful of frolicking 2-

i M

and 3-year olds. We clearly. remember one guest speaker who was

never able-to make eye contact With any of the'fathers, all of

);

whom were busy trying to keep their eyes on thir children.

.
,Selecting childcare staff. Father Programs that involye

children. will probably need to provide childcare during The

Father's Forum and Guest Speakers activities.

YourvChtice of childcare providers will depend: on who Is

availab/e, and. how much your sponsoring agency has allocated for

childcare. 'Good candidates -include -university- and 'Community

-college students, especially those majoring in early childhood,

elementary, or espectal education. High school students

1

(especially those involved in Family. Living courses) may enjoy

OP IP *
the opportunity for some ,uhands-on" experience. ' Similarly,

.

mat e siblings who are familiar. with spectal children's :needs,

may enjoy. looking after the children. Ife do not recommend thit

you ask 'mothers to .provide childcare (unless no others are

a L

4.
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available), because the Father's Program seeks to provide busy

mothers a few hours of respite from their special needs child.

Whether you enlist students or siblings ,cto provide childcare,

select a responsible adult'who is aware of the special needs

your children may have to supervise the childcare arrangements.

If your. sponsoring agency can Aford to pay the childcare,
1

coordinator, and his or her assistants, or at least offer school

credits, so much the better. Childcare entails real work and a

regular'time commitmenttand paid,childcare providers tend to be

more Stablb than volunteers.. You wilt want to be sure you have

an adequate ratio vf providers 'to children to assure adequate

supervision, and this will depend on the children's ages and the

severity of .their disabitities. Infants and. children with

severe mental or physical disabilities will need one 'childcare

provider for every..one or two children. Older children who are

able to participate in games and activitiei will require a tower41P'.
--17;

'staff, to child ratio--one provider for every :three or four

4.8"""f4rtti141dren may.be adequate.

. The following job descriptions were used for the childcare
.

,

oordinatdand providers for the Father's Program pilot effort:

The thildcare coordinator will:

0 be responsible for planning; setting up equipment for,

conOcting, and cloning 0 after childcare for the,

ther's Program;

15)Aecome aware of children's special needs;

0

9.0



c) suPerviseand direct other childcare providersi

d), .notify fatilers 'if a child is unconsolAble or appears

sick ohort.

will:

so

The childcare coordinator and the childcate providers

I.

e) arrive at* the Father's. Program one 4iour: joleforei

activities begin to set up equipment and remain until.

all equirent is returned following the end of the

program; ,

f) be :responsible for returning borrowed items to the

classrooffis;
.

g) assistain setting up and cleaning.after snack;

h) agree tolmavailable on all#Father's Program dates.'

Selecting a place.. Space Is Also a concern when you. are

providingchildcare 'for infants or for more active children. If

you are arranging childcare for children under. 2 years old, you

.
will want to have a.quiet area where they can nap, and a safe

area where they can crawl without getting into trouble.. You'll

want to 'remove- all dangerous materials before the program

begins. You will probably need a larger Ace if most of the

children are walking and -moving 'Around.. .Self-contained, areas

with some farge open spaces,' like multi-purpose. rpoms or 'small
, 4

minasiumsi. are ideal. Ytiur choice, of coursev will depend 'on

the space you have available;

'-,

' 10...t

.
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:eLjorProcedursspsrfathersancildr22. loth the

fathers and the childcare providers may be a bit nervous at

first when the fathers leave their children in the childcare

room. You'll be surprised -to kdow that the children do very

well: they have an opportunity tw,play. with age mates, and the

separation from dads is usually painless.. You can insure :;the
,

. '*.

childcare is efficiently ,organized by following a few easy

prodedutes-.--- Following the father's and, child's enthy and

greeting, father takes his *child to-. the room designated for

childcare. ( There, the childcare provtders make4sure the child

has a name!tag that also includes the father's name (in case the

child becomes ill or unconsolable), and they ask the Nther

about any special needs the child has that the-staff should be

aware of. It is helpful for the childcare workers to get to

know the fathers; fathers are more relaxed leaving their child

with someone they know. Fathers often spend a few minqes in

the childdare room with the child and staff to make sure the

Child is comfortably settled before. they meet with the rest of

the fathers.
.

o If It becomes imposSi.ble'orextr mely diffiCult for you toAT
,

provide childcare; you may consider asking fathers. to bring J. ,

,

their children to every other meeting.: Then include. discussions
;..

and guest speakers only at the meetings,;. the fathers atInd

without 'their children; and plan special activitsfer fathers
.

and their children at ' the alternate meetings. Program

.alterhat w,11'be diussed In AVlater chapter,. "Alternative
* / . ....,

x . 4 ...\

Meet % .
i

: .,

,
/
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Chapter 4

The Father's .Forum

,

The Father's Forum offers tattlers an opportunity to discuss
N

their everyday experiences and`,thare the questions, problems,

interests, ideas, and concerns that confront' them as parents of'

handicapped infants and toddlers. Using the Father's Forum

approdth, leaders help It father discuss his concerns, olearn how

other families have approached similar problems, and select

those ideas and solutions that are best for him and his family.

What is the Father's Forum Approach?. ,

The Father's Forum uses a flexible structure to help fathers

. .

talk About the immediate concerns,, intetests, and issues they

face on a daily basis.- Rather than adhere to-a curriculum with

prescribed activities and topics, the facilitators use the

Fathers Forum structure to allow the fathers to develop an

agenda based on their uhique and immediate concerns, and to

Wild their discussion around those concerns These

di*cussions, then, reflect what the fathers fez. is important

and timely, instepd of what May seem important to the

facilitators.
Imp

When the Father's Fohm approadh is used with this

*traditionally underserved populatton.--fithers of handicapped

children--it also, serves as 'd support group. Through

fra

a.

01$
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diic4Olon, participants lose the sense that they are alone:with

. . their'problems, he Father'sForum.terVes to support them not

as '.fathers of . handicapped children, but also as persons

*: 'It.

intested'in.-becoming more involved in all aspects of their

:handtcapped. child's :life. While. the ,Father's Program is

Primarily a. parents' group with a focus on fathers, in many ways

it is also illa men's group; the fathers are re-examining the

traditional Male '41e they grew .upt with and , are exploring a _more

active role' in child rearing., The 2Father's Orumnurturing,

portion of the Father.q.'Program is similar in many ways to

4'
self-helps organtgations, except that self-help organization's are

usually conducted solely bysthe-pakicipanis themselves.

. .

Aline Auerbach, in her'important and highly recommended book

Parents learn 'through discussion, outlines assumptions about if

participants parent education groups that we have adapted fat

I-

fdthers of handttappedlildrin: "t\.
... .

.
. /

1. ley can and want tOthrn, espcialley about ftsues and
,

relationshi s 'that fect the irowth and develo ment of

their Fathers .of andicapped infants soon find

themtelves having 'to. navigat the unfamiTiar. waters of

develdpmental disabilitiesconsepently, they may have Many

questions about the effect of the child's handicap on the

family, on the child's education and future, on the

abiLity to learn, or on the family' budget., Due1n9, the

discussion that takes place at the Father's Forum,
. , - 1"-

, .

.partitioants ." will have aoceSs to infOrMati.ovor,i peesonal,- . i
family, and political concerns.

'0

.

, ' . ,
. .,. ,

i,!$'!4; .:-,;.;,,,.,4:Tir v
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_
.'. 7 2. They learn best what they/ are interested in learning.

This assumption provides the rationale for allowing fathers

to deveiop/ their .Own agenda in 'the first meeting 4nclr to

modify their agenda at futu're meetings': .This, approach frees

the facilitators from having to :guess: the part panits "

. .

-.

'Concerns,,.. or to...rely oliv-assessments,,..;that .may:, ,reflect

: . ; .

fathers'i. concerns at the time of assessment, but may not

represent their most current needs.

.

c.

?i ;

; 0'
3. Learning is most significant when the 'subject ,matter is

. .

closely related; 'to the participants! own -immediate
...., ..,;,,,,,

., f. ''(. ... r It' . , ..,.

ex eriences iiiitte1114dren and families. facilitators .....
r, IA

i
.4. will enCourage that the discussion during the Father's Forum , .. ,

.4,1
.

1 . : ; .. .

1
15 focused as much as possible upon the participahti and

::4, .,.: ,.. ..

their families.' Issues such as pplitics and' legal issues .

..

.

.,.

. are not necessarily 15ut of 'plate during the Father's Forum,,
.

but the :session'.$hould serve as more than a political 'forum
,.,

or information exchange. This is the time we 'encourage.;
.,,

fathers' to explore the day.to-day concerns they
. face I

r.

father, 4 of special needs children.

4. They learn best when they are free ..to create their own

,. responses. N, By reacting : to ideas brought. up by otheri, :.... . ,..
..,i,.., ,,..,%. a 7 .1,

fathers often have an :oppotiunity to come up .with, .thejr, own 14 O'
,;1 .... . .:,/, ... , ' , ,Y ., .,

6 , ,
.,, 4 . ....0 ... ..,,;... .,, '' ... .

tc'ldeas. as ,... they''may;.:.,ilevOr. have done before! .Ind 'to. examine '1;.'..','''
. ..

. .,.:,
,..

them more thoughtifultSt They *11,1 have an PpPOrtimity,.,' to .'1.,.
I . . 44

..

, , ,
yi ' , . ,'

I

...4.

sift through the ideai, Others- present and "select -and; ariapt. .V. ,..,. :i , . ''',.''!
!

those idOast that may b-e valuable to them. . Each .member is,'. . - ,,p, - ° . .i:

a

1. . f. 1 t t .it t!
t '' , .:..1 "4

encour.agcid to make his own sleciSions. ,' , ,4,`..:;

:
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'4,, ;IS f t'A' is an intellectual . one. When discussing aspects of a

.
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5. 1i h- ther' s' Forum is as much of.an emotional ex erience

Chf1;41:f..; behavibr or tbe nature of the sibl ing or

, .

-,Parent-:child relationship, . it will 1 also be important for

Partic.. Politi to discuss the feelings that are intertwined

behavior.s. While ,the participants themselves. must:-.,

:';;;.!..;. .

always be'ithe ones to decide whether or not to :discuss their

, , ;

t oriSi:0,. it would be a mistake for facilitators .to ignore...,..

, er's1 fee' 1 ings and focus merely on an informational 'and

.; .

.!
.."

.

Ilecttua",r plane. One of the important benefits fathers

experience" ; In the Father's Forum is an opportunity to

examine .in5I accept their feelings.

They dan.,1 earn from one another. About :groups engaged

--lei an activity such- as the Father's Forum, Alitne Auerbach

-(1908) "...the 'very exchange 8f experiences, .ideas,

e,xpectatiQfl ilopes, and fears offers .a rich palette to

'ichl,!various members can react and contritote, selecting

4 these- parts which have meaning for them.
1

Within this

. 'interchange, the parents learn much from one another,

4. . ,ometiines seing that otpers are reporting

Misinterpretations and ;false ideas, sometimes
,.

recog.tizingalmost with a s art-'*that another grOdp.. member

;AL . has insight into someting which they have appro:ximatitd. but

p.,

not quite reached" (p 26-27).
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7. Each member will learn' and share in his 'own 'way.
la

Sharing information, especially perspnal information, can be

a new and potentially threatening experience for many

people. Each participant will have his own timeline for

learning from and sharing with the group. At no time should

a member feel pressured to participate in the discussion.

inste'ad, each participant should be encouraged to move at a

comfortable rate, take from the discussion w is

meaningful to him, and come to his own conclusions.

,8. Fathers'wish to be nurturing, caring parents. Fathers

today wish to be more actively involved in child rearing

than fathers in previous generations. However, most men

lack useful male role models. Most, hav,ing grown up in

traditional families where mothers are the primary

caregivers, will need support and encouragement for thefr

. )

efforts. In this respect, the Father's Program functions as

4, men's program. ; Other rs and especially the

facilitator will be instrumental in helping a father feel

,_,/that it is acceptable and desirable to be a warm, nurturing,

.

and caregiving parent to his handicapped child.

Conducting The Father's Forum

Usually, the Father's Forum is the first major activity of

the morning's program, 'following the informal greeting upon

arrival and an' offer of coffee that Ahelps create a relaxed,

go

77
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informal atmosphere. However,, at the group's very '''first

-meeting, many facilitator* may.want to, hold the:'ather's Forum

at the end of the program after they have completed registration

and introductory activities. In any event, the Rather's Forum

part of the 'class will be one of the mast valuable'experiences a"

father can have in the Father's Program.

Facilitators, as well as fathers, may.. feel nervouslat first

about the Father's Forum. They may wolf about their ability to

conduct a Father's Foruili session. Despite wharyou might think,

extensive professional training -is. not necessary to lead' an

effective group. dis'cussion- with fathers of handicapped

children. What is 'most important is -ihe attftude of the

facilitators. Their attitude should convey genuine concern,

..

warmth, and respect for the participants and theft- famil-i-es: --if- ---------

they truly believe that parents are experts about their

A
. \

;children, professionals must 'treat parents of handicapped

I

children as colleagues instead of Students clients, or patients.,

The Father's Forum structure provides e_stra6htforwerd
A V

method, of introducing the .fathers to .eich 'other, building an

agenda of topics; interests,. and concerms they would "like to

discuss, and beginning a ..discussion. '..Ea h of thesej.0mponent.
. . . , T .

activities - .introduction,' agenda building andl discussion' ...f-
. . .

,. ...

will 'be' °reviewed ". separately; both fot an. ihltifariHmeefing., .and2,
,..

:
..,

1

i.°`for regular subsequent meetings. 0 L,

L

To
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The Very First Meeting

Ihtroduction. Simply providing fathers an opportunity to

talk to other fathers about their concerns is often enough to

generate, discussion. After conducting 'numerous workshops for

'athers only" where\fathers have had the opportunity to talk to

other fathers for first; time, we he found that

introductions' among a group of eight members can last over an

hour and one half! Clearly, fathers have many thoughts and

,experiences they are eager to share. If the fathers in your

program have not previously met or had a chance to tell their

families' story, introductions will most likely take up the

entire first part of the Father's Forum session. This is

desirable, because the sharing of experiences serves to bring

the group close together end.convey acceptance and empathy. For

fathers who have not hada41 opportunity to share their stories

likepps before, itbay also be a great rejease. However, to

increase the depth and Aden the scope of the discussion, and to
1.

facilitate .the. fathers' undOrstariliing of the vopportunities

available from the outset, it is advisable for the fathers to be

aware of the goal's of the Father's Forum. Uelow we deScribe how.,

one facilitator introduced thrather's Forum/ You may wish to

present the ,goals differently; however, be sure to Odress, all

of the main points we .describe in the Outline following this

sample introduction.

4

.4f
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Sample Introduction to The Father's Forum,

Use this as a guide when you lead your first Fa4her's'
Forum discussion.

.

I'd like to start by-describing some'topportunities that
you will ha.ve in this part of the program. The first and
probably most important opportunity we'll have is a chance'
to talk about common interests, concerns, and joys with;
other men who really know what it is like to have a Child/
with special needs. Because we conduct this. as an open
forum, we' may discuss virtually any topic related td

children with special needs. Depending on your interests,
topics may range from the state legilature's stand on early
intervention, to toilet training, to how having a child with
a handicap-has changed your philosophy of life.

Another opportunity we'll have is to discuss Our

children. Someone Once said that successful parenting
depends on a parent's ability to read his child's cues and
interpret his behavior. Thirs tough enough with

nonhandicapped children. Specia needs lids can present
special challenge. Luckily, We have a pdgel of experts here
- each other. By sharin4 your concerns about your child, we.
can hear how other families have handled similar

situations. This may confir that you are doing the "right
thing", or present you with a solution thatyou previ.ously
had not considered.

.

Finally, we'll have' an opp ,tunity to examine the
t .1 1

impact of the child's handicap .o the entire family. A

child's special needs affect all amily memberst not just
mothers and fathers. During the Father's Forum, yie can talk
about the impact our. child's handicap has had On us, our
wives, our other children, and the children's grandparents.
We now know that siblings have very real concerns that' are
best dealt with before they can become full-fledged

problems. Grandparents,, as many of you know, can have an

especially hard time adjusting to the diagnosis of the

child's handicap. During the Father's Frorum, we c discuss
these family concerns, find out what other famflies havt
done that has been successful, and learn from one another. 7'

The structure of the Father's Foruardoesn't follow ary

preplanned outline. We'll' build .a plan based on your
a -to -day concerns and interests, Later,.as the sessions
0116gress, we'll add to this plan as you have, new ideas or
topics to discuss.,

The Father's Forum won't be a free for 'all. . I'll try!
to keep our diicustion focused and mehingful to us-all. I

may ask you to consider another side Of,A0 question, and may
ask you to share what you know with otherdads.



St

.As we ;haven't had the opportunity yet, let's take some
time to introduce ourselves, share some information about
our special children and families, and suggest topics we'd
like the group to discuss during the Father's Forum.

J
4
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%Outline of Main Points ofthe Father's Forum Introduction :

Opportunity to discover common concerns: During the

ather's Forum, the -fathers will .have an opportunity to
discuss- common, concerns, joys, and interests with other'
fathers of special needs°children. (Fathers Will have a

chance to talk freely to men who know what it is like to be
the father of a special child.)

Opportunity to discuss' their child: During the Father's
Forum, fathers will have an opportunity to discuss their
child's behavior. (The collective expertise andexperience
of the fathers is considerable ond valuable.)

Opportunity to discuss their family: During the Father's
Forum, fathers will have an opportunity to examine the
impact' of the child's handicap on the entire family. (A

child's special needs can put extraordinary se", ins on all
family members, not just mothers and fathers.)

41146 Structure: Rather than follow a planned outline, the
Father's Forum is organiied around the participants'
immediate. concerns. The group builds a plan and adds to ,

this plan as new concerns arise.

Facilitator's . role: To keep discussion focused and

meaningful to participants. Also, the facilitator Will
encourage exploration of a topic. or question, and ask

fathers to share what they know with other participants.
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During the introductions; other fathers,may ask questiotWorp
" m

make comments, especially if they have had similar experiences.

While this is exactly theOnd of conversation to be encouraged_
411

during the Father's Forum, it may be necessary for the

facilitator to tactfully. %Ind down" or curtail conversation so

all the particJpants can introduce themselves in the allotted

time.

Agenda building., At the end of his introduction, a father

may suggest a topic for discussion: If not, the facilitator* may

inquire "Is t re an issue or concern': you would like' the group

to discuss?' (Nbte the wording n'ere. If= we had asked the

question in a slightly different way - "Is there an issue Or

concern you would like tos.discuss with the group?" we probably

world have made the father-feel he was on the soot.. We have

worded the 'queetton to take the focus 'off the father and put it

on he group.)

On occasions, a father may introduce a very general'topic

for the 'group to discuss, such as "education". or. "my 'other

kids." When fathers give these short; general topics it is

advisable for the facilitator to ask the participant to explain.'

his concern a bit more fully. A probe such as "Could you 'tell

'us a little more about, your nonhandicapped children?" may.

encourage the father to explain these concerns more

specifically. Again,, this father will'have a chance to explain

Col , his concerns in fuller detail later, but a short explanation: now

li

1 -

,
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Will 'help the facilitators and the other fathers better

understand the father's true concerns.

The facili during this time, should jot down_ the

topics 'suggest d for discussion, and the names of the father%

who mentioned them. After all the fathers have had an

opportunity to introduce themselves, the facilitators will

summarize or tie together similar concerns or, if concerns ant

diverse, they may comment about the diversity of topics that

concerns families of handicapped children': These comments help

reassure fathers that their concerns are 'not unreasonable,. and

help bring closure .tó the first Father's Forum. The

facilitators should convey at the end of the first Father's

Forum that at the next class they will begin a full dicussion

on the topics presented and, as always, fathers will be able to

introduce new items for the group to, discuss.

Subsequent Father's e'orums

Introduction. The. first' Pather',s _Forum meeting serves to

introduce fathers to one another and to let fathers outline

their concerns: Due to time constraints, any rell discussion of

the issues raised' during the first ,meeting.will probably not

begin to take place Ail the second meeting. Therefore, the

facilitator will need to help re-create the atmosphere and tone

that ended' the first meeting, so the participants can easily

move into discussion. This can be accomplished by briefly

4
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reviewing Father's Forum goals and opportunities, and providing

new fathers a chance to introduce themselves,.'

Agenda building. Following the introductions, the

facilitator may give a brief summary of the topics mentioned A

the first meeting. -Some facilitators f4fitt -11....belpful to list- '

4

the topics on. a large Oiece of paper for the group to see.
o040Ab. .

Fathers need to know that they are free to add topics at anytime.

After these opening ,comments, the facilitator can ask the

,

group a question such ,as "Where should we start today?" On
..,

, . S

occasion, this question is qteeted with silence. Often, a

patlent will venture a suggestion to, break the ice. If silence

prevails, the facilitator can make a comment such as "With all

the different topics given, it's really hard to know where to

start, isn't it?" or "We can really start..anywhere" and review

the list of topics. The group need not restrict themselves to

the topics Previously'mentioned. Participants are free to bring

up topics, concerns, or issues. at anytime. Sometimes fathers

will wish to share" \personal concerns, 'such as a daughter't

pending heart surgery.' Items in the news such as controversial

ti

legislation on "wrongful life" lawsuits may come up for, timely

-discussion. Once a parent has offered a topic, it is helpful to

check with the group to see if there is an additional topic they

4. would also like to discuss. This allows the facilitator to

switch to the second topic if the first runs "out of steam" and,

ff hot used, can serve as a natural bridge to the third session..

1

ur
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iscussion. In opening discussion on a chosen topic, the

faci itator may to ask the father who suggested the topic

to explain it in more detail, so the group willihave a clear

idea, of his crue concerns. . Other fathers may commend'

spOntaneously on' he expressed concern or interest; if not, the

facilitator' may need to use a combination. of active listening

and group exploration techniques, to explore the -father's concern

and elicit discussion. For example:

Facilitator - Mike, you mentioned that 4pu like to discuss

# feeding skills. Can you tell us a little re about this?

(defining concern)

1

Mike. - Well, I'm trying to help Angie learn how to feed

herself, and I have the breakfast shift, but my God, what a

zoo'. The food starts flying andboth o us end up with food

all over us.

Facilitator - ,Br6akfast is becoming a pretty frustrating

experience for both, of you. (Active listening)

. \

Mike - I'll say. We're either doing it wrong, or she's not\

ready for it orsomething.

Facilitator. - 'let's open this. up. (` To the group) This

sounds, like a concern many familie% have dealt with (fathers

nod head in agreement). When did you know your child was

ready to feed'herself and what did you do that you found

successful? (group exploration)

S

4
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Following this introduction, fathers embarked on a

discussion

of the special challenges and solutions in helping a

handicapped child eat independently. To be sure, many of the ..
..4)

IS

sugges 'tons and opinions offered will not be pr.actic,_414,Q!.:'...-t*7,-.

, inquiring father. However,, several...0.11.10t home dtrectly, and

others will require the 'father to consider the problem in a

p

light he has not considered before. 'Still other suggestion

will help other fathers in the group who have similar pro' ms.

Notice that in the example the facilitator used three steps to

begin the discussion. First, he helped define the concern by

asking the father to share additional information with the

group. Second, 'by using active listening, the facilitator was

able to tap the father's underlying feelings and encourage

further definition. Third, recognizing that Mike's concern was

probably shared by most fathers, the facilitator decided to open

-the-discussion to the group.

Defining concerns, active listening,. and opening the topic

for discussiorii are all techniques you will use to foster

meaningful discussion of the group's concernn

Defining concOns. When helping a,father define his.topic
4-

or concern you may, as in. the example, ask the father to tell

the group "a little bit more" about his concern. With other,

more talkative fathers, thil. may not be necessary. The concerns

of both reticent and talkative fathers, however, may need to be

brought into focus. One way to do this is-to ask the father

S.
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what aspects of. :the topic are , troublsoe:, or`:.what, arts he-
:. :.; . .,

.
..,

would' like the .g noUp .t. o di sp ' s. .Another:-..valuable method.: of
.,.,

.
.,... ....

...._

.bringing the father's concerns.: nto focus. iS:;acti.tke listening.

Active listroin9...- In act ve listenitia; the. listener -

v

this case the ,facilitaitor*-:.reflects back to the speakerfonly . ,,-,

k . . .
. . ti .

what he understood the speaker to say, ,mithouta adding- his own

(the
..

.'facilitatOf's) 'opinioni, .thoughir.s, or advice.: This
.....

.. ... ,_ .

technique etiqOurages-the:.flirther lia:.t,11.kvmbre and cleeper. One .

.
noted author:'On active'-iistening ; 'Or. ThOmas Go'rdon ''tal Is these-

.

reflective-.. statemeiits "door; openerS." By making a .special

'...',. . ' -. ,

effort to reflect .646k the:'-speaker!s 'feelings about the,itopic.,
. : .

the facilita:Or dOr.ieys that it til :safe' .and permissible for
, . 4,:' r ':

fathers to xpreSsi.:-.'their' feelings, in 'a' group..:- Fathers of '. .,,
.,:: ,,..... ,

, .

handicapped thildren-Aft.en': harbor an array -,of unvehted feelings.
..

By judiciously usth9 active;.11stening .dueipg the.:tither's:Foru

acceptarice of father? s . thoughts &rrid feetings!--

give him' pe,rhaps. ''for'. the first time - an opportunity to -share

his feeling's. with:: O.thei fatherS of: special nted.s 7childreh*-

Active 1 i,s199-1,11g ,, :a,:,yaluable ....tellulique:-4i4-';yOu can. use during
,, , t,,,, ,,,,,,

. ..,
,the .Fither 'S FOr..6141, in Other pite,,ts Of . the Fathers,Program,. d

. . . .

ndixperlOnal
4',

.

entn :topic.::;ilias been identified,
, -,.. . :.

.
the tfac,i 1 ttat -ioii.11:.....--ofte.0;:;-;041eiy-the'i bpi) i.c .t6'.the. group fOr,,

.... ... ... . ,
exploration ; 1 1,.."iha're-tileir "stories," thoughts, or

-

'Apia :1.0s Wherels',.,' the facial iusolly.avotds
s'.

.
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givihg,advice fathers are encouraged to off eir-advice. If

a balanced variety of *vice is offered, the father has a.

variety of options to consider:: II will. e the facilitator's

hesponsibility, .then,: to soctt a variety of ,'fathers' opinions

i
and, if necessary, curtail the remarks of afather whose advice

'is off the' marlso too extreme, lengthy, or.,inapPropriate.

.

'Often, it is possible to "tie in other fathers' concerns
.

with the issue under discussion. rqc example, coping with a

. .
power struggle at the *breayfast table.,-,can present' similar

,

problems: as thoSe experlencedly afather trying tO.toilet train-

his child. 'The difficulty one figher's wife is expetienc'ing in

accepting the child's dfagnosis can'., lei to' a discussion on '

,family adjustment to a'handicappiog Conditiop, which can include

a discussion of issues raised by .other fathetS', -such' as

grandparent or sibling 'pr.oblems. The facilitator will wish to

tie together topics When pOssible, and beneficial: to the

dis'cusiion or to the fathers' ,understinding of a problem.

'Although most of the issues fathers raise will 'be of,
4$ 11

interest to the majority = of the group .on occasion a father %ill

raise an issue that wilt not be suitable for group discussion.

For example, after defining a concern you discover that what a

father of a child with William's; syndrome really needs is some

basic information on the syhdrome. In this case, the Father's

.otum group would not be the best place to disaiss this

concern. The group as well as the facilitators may know.little

A
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about the syndrome, and unless there arether families whose

children are,,affected with the syndrome, the topic will be
.

limited interest to the group. In this case, the facilitator

should step. in and suggest that the father meet individually

with the faciTititor, who will help the father locate accurate

information on his son's httnecap:
0

: Defining the' concern, active listening, and expanding the
= _ .

topic are valuable was to begin- en in-depth discussion;

however, they may not always be'necessary!' Often, after_hearing.

..,.

a father's concern, other. membe6, having, had similiar
til :

experiences, will add their thoughts without the leW bit of
, 0

prompting from.the facilitator. ;The facilitators'role in this
.

t i _

1-case will be to check back with the ather who 'origiRally.

/

N

brought up the topk to see if the conv rsation is addressing

the topic he had in mind.

v Note that we hre given the facilitator a somewhat neuirneutral

- .

role. While he is not necessarily without opinions or

observations to share, .his job is not to be an instructor,:

teaching didacti6aHy4 but to Jacilitaie the conversation and.
AS

thoughtsof the group members. When iother7 are presented a

range pf values,, evidence, and Opinions, ,they may select those

ideas:iost'meallingful And,thuS increase thetrskiLls in- rational

OrobleM-solving4 allowing 'them to be more autonomous and

Creative (Pickarts,and Fargo, 1971). To encourage this process,

the facilitator encourages ffthers to explore a topic, keeps the

\ N

.

.

.
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discussion focused, andasks fathers to share their knowledge

with othlfathers.
,1

Inevitably, participants will ask questions about behaVior,

( handicapping conditions, or services for which the leader will

not have a nswer. When this arises, the facilitator will

assume" the role of a resource person. Fathers appreciate the

honesty of a facilitator who says "I don't know tut I'll find

out and let you know.".. 'He usually has better access .to

information than most fathers. Still, a note of caution is

appropriate here: . the leader should not foster dependency by

allowing the participants to use him as their sole resource

provider. Care should be taken to help the participant become

his own 'resource person, thereby helping him to become more

independent\and autonomous.

If you are apprehensive about your ability to facilitate a

successful Father's Forum, please remember that it takes time to

.develop these skills. Equally Important as those skills are your

attitudes toward the fathers--your respect, ,concern, warmth, and

honesty. Conveying these attitudes will help you over the rough

spots as you gradually learn from your.mistakeSAInd become more

proficient at facilitating the Father's Forum.

2 .

r.
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Chapter 5

Songs and Activities and Snacktime

rgib

The-activity portion of the Father's Program, offers fathet^s

and children a special time to learn 'songs and activities that

they may enjoy both at the Father's Program, and at home.

The Benefits of Pla -0 Parent and Child

Experiences that a parent and child share together during-
.

the first-few years 'of a child'i life bear rich. rewards for bq&h

parent And child. The young child learns about ter abilit

the people and the world around

her environment. She also learns whet it is like to be'involVed,,
4hor .

in an intimate relationship in which bah parent and child are

active partners. It is through her parents that an infant

and "the way she can af ect

1

learns that her reflexive cries have a meaning for others--that

her actions produce results. It is with her parents that
( 4

Infant will first look at person, smile,

Besides fostering a relationship with her. parents, 'this early

version of peek-a-boo sets the stage for more complex games that

teach her about the consistency of objects in the worlearound

An

and look away again.

Through play, not only do infants learn about cause and

effect; object permanence, and other things that will help the

child go onto make more and 'more discoieries; parents are also

alm
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richly-rewarded for the time and energy they spend playing with

their child. A father's self- esteem may be heightened when he

starts to play one of his, aild's favorite games and sees his

child's eyes light up. The bleary exhaustion that a father

feels upon being awakened. at '5 a.m. may dissolve when his -child

claps her-hands to a song he sings-while changing her diaper. A

father's pride grows as he watches his child's play become more
ip

varied and complexr . Both father and child .ay eagerly

anticipate the "Special time" to play when the father arrives

home from work. The activities shared by the parent:and child

are not merely played for the child's sake - they can become

mutually satisfying for :both parent and child. The reciprocal-

. games and activities they enjoy form a foundation for their

growing relationship.

As well as promoting the healthy- growth of a parent-child

relationship, play provJdeJ an' enjoyable and valuable way to

help a child' develop skillS and concepts. While it may appear

to be ,merely fun play is, as the noted. developmental

,psychologist JeanJean Piaget reminds us, the 'cork of children.

Through 'ply, a child learns about the physical proper* of

'14$

the world in which she 'lives. As'Apentioned before, pee a boo

helps a child learn that objects and people don't disappear when

they can't401. sqgn. (Doctoral dissertations have been written

on the importance. Of peek-a-boo game Games such as

pat-a-cake and "I'm gonna get yo4" help infants learn to time

93
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and anticipate' events. Like little physicists; toddlers playing

in a tub; pouring. water from one container 'to another, are

teaching themselves aboutethe world's physical properties.

The, play of the handicapped child. Play's dual functions --

to foster poSitive relationships witlI parents and others, and to

teach a child about her world -- are as important to a 'child

with special needs as they are to any child. However, the

child's handicap .can iMpede activities that.may appear to happen

effortlessly with a nonhandicapped child. The handicap can.

affect the play behaviors that usually lead the child to make

discoveries about her world. A child's developmental delay can

cause a child to Play, at one level of development for a longer

time than other children of the'same age. It may take the child,

longer to move on to more complex activities; the child may

remain at one level for so long that the parents and child may

lost interest in activities that were once enjoyable.

A handicap can also affect
1

that play facilitates: a

initiate activities with his

limited play skills; a baby

respond to heri father with

father

son

who

the

the parent-child relatjonShip

may not feel' ,confident to

who has cerebrkl. palsy and

is visually impaired may not

smiles that keep both p)lay

0

partners interested 00 enthused; a flther of a dhild who is

deaf may experience frustration in play that requires language;

. the father of a developmentally delayed child be discouraged

when his child cannot play, ike'otherike 'other children her ag
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Father-child,play. The special time f1athers spend playing
. N,,_

with their children is particularly important because of.tleway

it, differs from mother-child play interaction. Recent research
c

on the father's role as a playpartner" has revealed some

fascinating findings: Although mothers and fathers often play

many of the same games, there appears 4ir be a definite
r.

difference in. styles. Fathers engage in sigificantly more

physically stimulating games such as bouncing.and lifting (Power

and Parke, in press) than.do mothers, who play more verbal or

conventional games such as pat-a-cake, peek-a-boo, or playing

with a toy '(Lamb, 1977). Parke and tin (1976) noted that when

infants vodali.ze,' fathers are more likely to vocalize back to

411/ the child, while mothers are more likely to hold, touch,'orpick

up the child.A Pediatrician and researcher T. Berry Brazelton

(1979) noted that the difference in parents' play'styles helps

an infant learn to expect the reactions that characterize each

parent. Discriminating and responding appropriately to each

.parent prepares the child for relatiopships with others; the

child learns to develop expectations about the kinds of

srexperiences associated with certain individuals.

A father's play -- more so than a mother's -- seems to

affect a. child's. later development according tp one study

(Clarke-SteWart, 1984). , Fathers who are proficient at

peek-a-boo, ball toss, and bouncing had children who were more

cognitively advanced than those children whose fathers couldn't

95
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keep their children interested' in their games. A father's `role'

af a play partner is so significant that at least 4one researcher

(Parke, 1981) has ,suggested that while mothers contribute to

their child's development in a variety of ways (inCluding
Aor

through play), fathers'probably make'theif primary contribution

through play.

While a father's play is -important, many fathers of children

-- handicapped or not -- have a limited repertoire of things to

do with a baby. Jhis.limited repertoire may not, be critifal for

a father of a nonhandicapped baby children, can be excellent

teachers.. But handicap'ed children with sensory deficits or

developmental delays may be less proficient teachers. rathers"

can. benefit from' learning- a wide4variety of activities and 'how

to adapt them to meet their child's needs. ajoying a variety \,

of activities can help create a special bond between father and

child and can help sustain afather's and child's interest as

the child exercises her emerging skills. omrwoft..

During'the Father's Program activity time, fathers will have

an .lopportunity to learn songs and activities that are

developmentally appropriate for their children and fun for both

partners. By teaching fathers new activltieg, and asking 4em

to share their favorite activities, facilitators help fathers

add to their "bag, of trickt" from which they can draw. As

fathers and children use new, developmentally appropriate

activities, their opportunities for eniyable, rewarding play

. 111111-
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times -- and the relationships and skills they Produce ar-
,

iperease.

I"
Now to Select Activities

,

The songs and activities you select. 141 'depend greatly on

the group's size and demographics, safety considerations, the

ages of the children, and the types of handicaps the children

have. The .following sections discuss considerations for

selewfing appropriate songs and activities.

Handicapping conditions. The Father's Program is designed

to supplement a child's early intervention program, where the.

child is involved in activities that address IEP goals and are.

therapeutic in nature. At the Father's Program, the focus of

a
the songs and activities is primarily retreational 'rather than

therapeutic. The songs and activities. are selected because they

are fun, and because they aee emotionally satisfying. While the

songs and activities we teach in the Father's Program also ,can
1

help a child learn, they are taught primarily to foster a

lovingplayful relationship between father and child. While'

children's IEP goals may be discusseq during the Father's Forum,

they are not directly addrested at'the activUy portion of the
4

program because the children may come from mAny different earl j'

interventionl5rograms. In most cases,- the-facilitators will not

be familiar with the detils of each child's educational

program. The'facilitators will; howeiier, select play activities
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itrat.,,can be adapted to meet the special needs of the children in

their group.'

,Most children with handicaps can do things a nonhandicapped

child can do if their 'Oectal needs are 'taken into account.

Below are some general suggestions for adapting activities,for

special needs children.. At the end of this chapter are

individual activities with specific suggestions on how to adapt

'them for children wits different handicaps. 4

Children with mental retardation benefit from clear

directions. When you introduce a .song 'or Activity, make

sure that you shave the children's attention, or ask the

fathers to get their childrens-s......attentiOn. When you

describe the song -pr activity, provide simple, clear cues,

and keep your pace slower than usual.. Use motions along

with words to help the child understand your instructions.

Songs 'in. which motions accompany t' words, are especOally

recommended. Don't be afraid to repedt the songs you use.

Fathers All like the repetition, All children benefit from

repetition, especially children With mental retardation,

when they are learning a new sb

Children who are deaf or hearing impaired can 'enjoy

many Of,the same activities as hearing children, including.

songs, if a° few accommodations are made for them. Many

times' when parents play a game with their young infant, they'

make a noise to attract the.child's attention and stimulate"

1

0

441
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a reaction. When parents use toys like rattles and shakers,

they help teach the hearing. inint abouteCa4e and effect.

Since many hearing - impaired children will not be able to

hear these 4ys, you can encourage fathers to substitute

toys that spin, vibrate, or light up when activated.

Children who are hearing impaired can also enjoy songs

when lathers adapt them te, the child's needs. Encourage

fathers of infants and toddlers .to place their child'5

.fingers on the father's lips or throat while he sings, so

the child can feel the vibrations that result when. he

sings. Se)ect songs that are easily signed, and teach all

the fathers the .signs that go along with the song.

Songbooks containing signed stings are available from

Gallaudet ColAge Press Distribution Office,.Kendall Green,

WaOington, D. C. 20002. In addition to, or as an

alternative to signed songs, select songs with 'motions that

are intrinsically rewarding to the child st;)? as "Let's Go
.

Riding On an Elevator," or

Hearing-impaired children may have

"Open, Shut Them."

difficulty hearing very

high sounds, so try substituting lower-pitched toys like

drums and cowbells for marches, dances, and other activities

involving musical instruments.

Children with motoric xx orthopedic ,handicaps can enjoy

a wide variety of activities, as long' 'as they are in a

secure, Comfortable position., For 'many motorically
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4andicapped *children, the proper position is very

I

impor?ant. Often, the fathers themselves will know which

positions are best for the child. We recommend that you

discuss this with the father as soon as he enters the

program. If you are still uncertain about whdther a S'o

position is acceptable for the child, ask the father for

permission to contact the child's physical therapist. The

P. T. will be able to help you plan activities that keep the

. child in the proper position.

A child,mith visual impairments can participate in most

activities with some creativity on the part of the

facilitator. By selecting materials that provide a' lot of

tactile interest, you can effectively involve a visually

impaired child, in an activity. For instance, an, activity

that requires children and fathers tO tear and paste colored

scraps of paper in order to make a "collage" can be easily

adapted for the visually impaired child and her father if

they use a mixture of sandpaper, corrugated paper, aluminum

foil, and smooth paper. When selecting activities, be sure

to include some tactile activities that all the children can

enjoy, such as playing in a water table that is full of

styrOfoam beads, dried macaroni, or dried beans instead of

water. When a child with 4isual impairments enters your

'program, encourage the child" to explore the new surround

at the program classroom as he becomes familian with the n

A

1C0
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environment. Always speak 101 a visually impaired -child

before touching him, an:4,M you are going to do something to

him, like pick him up, The sure to tell him before you do,

Also, visually .impaired children benefit greatly when 'a

sighted person describes what he is doing, or italks-abouti

the characteristics of the objects the child 'is playing

with. These experiences will help-he child begin to Attach

lapels to things as he begins to develop language. Feathers

will need to gently shape, or physically guide the child
0

through activities,. especially songs that require motions.

By repeating the songs and leading the child through tht

motions of the activity, a father can help his visually

impaired Cli learn to sing and enact the songs

indeplendentlk.
-c

O

Varying demogra phics. When `selecting songs and acttvities

for your program, the demographics of the fathers and children

will help guide your selection. For instance, are 'the fathers
A

and children in your pnpgram similar or are they diverse? ihat

different ethnic groups and religions are represented in your

group? Are the children's. handicaps very different, or do you

have a large group of children with the same handicap?. Does

your program serve only chil6en from 0 - 3 years, or do you

have fathers with older children as well? The answers to these

14 questions will influence the types.of activities you may include.

rob-

10iifc
'RV
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Obviously,Hthe more similar the group, the simpler the

planning will be. JO you-have a ldrge group of children with

cerebral palsy, you can select activities that will be

appropriate to their needs.' If your group. consists of fathers

and their very young infantS; the activities you choose. will

reflect the children's young age.

Providing opportunties for a diverse group of fathers and

children is more of a challenge and may require modifying your

activities. However, diversity reflects the pluralistic soc,ie.ty

we live in and can add a richnes$ to a program. If your program

has Spanish-Speaking families, for instance, you may wish to

include Spanish-language children's songs for all the fathers

and children to learn. Adapting an activity so a blind child

and her father can participate can help all of the fathers

become more awareof auditory and tactile experiences for their

children they may not have con§idered. Sometimes, the diversity

of a group will restrict your choice of activities: Easter and

Christmas songs will not be appropriate , if ,you have

non-Christians in your group; avoid recommending toys,

materials, and services to fathers if it unlikely they can

affprd them. While the diversity of the families you serve wilr

. AP
not be the primary cHteria.for selecting activities, it is a

factor facilitators will need to consider.
7

Group size. Another consideration for selecting activities

for the Father's Program is sile of the activities 'group- Two

1C22
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questions that will Kelp you decide how large your groups,should

be are: what are the minimum and numbers' of fa ers and

childrep needed to make a particular activity work;* and. how

large of a group are you comfOrtable leading.

The size of an. activities. group may vary frOm week to week

based on the activity you present; some activities pork well

with just a few fattter, while others may fall flattunless the

grodp is larger. The actual turnout for, the Father's Program

will also influence the nature of the activities; it may be

necessary to make .contingenCy plans for both small and large

group activities. This allows facilitiators to select Whichever

plan matches the size of the group at that particul 'ar meeting.,

If you have 'a large group that you must divide in order to

have'a successful activity session, ,you may decide to divide the

group according to the children's age or. developmental ability.

This can help simplify planning, since i ill be difficult to

find activites that can be enjoyed equally by infants and other

passive children as well as active toddlers.

I

Presenting Songs 'and Activities

For some fathers, participating in songs:' and activities with 4

young children 011 be uncomfortable or embarrassing. They may

feel self conscious. .They may feel that playing with -young'

children is somehow childish or unmanly. Even fathers who

.rfoularly play with their child at home may not feel completely

.4
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comfortable singing and& clapping hands In a group. Therefore,
4

the songs you present as well as the way, you present them will

make a big difference in how they are accepted by the fathers in

your program..

0
Start with familiar songs. When selecting songs, help

insure success by beginning with a song the fathers and children.
4

have learned from a previous session, or a song they already

know. "Row, row, row your boat," "London Bridge," "Twinkle,

Twinkle Little Star," "Mary had a little lathb," "Old McDonald

had a farm," and "Oats, peas, beans, and barley grow" are

exaipples of songs that many fathers will know or at least have

heard. The tunes to these songs can also be used with other,

new songs. Later in- this chapter .are examples of new songs sung

to familiar tunes. As the year progresses, alternate familiar

songs with the new songseyou present. This way, the,partcipants

'can practice and experience success with the songs they now

Enthusiasm is contagious. Depending' on the faciliiator's

personality or training, introducing activities can be a

frightfully new experience or a natural, easy task. A critical

ingredient, however, for any successful activity session is the

*1 facilitator's enthusiasm. For fathers, who may be preoccupied

with theiP children's special needs, and who may feel that being

their child's playmate does not fit the traditional male model,

a facilitator'S attitude toward a particular activity can

determine whether an, activity is merely tolerated by the fathers

or is thoroughly enjoyed and repeated again and againat home.

104
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the r fathirs.. ',Select .. songs 'that you feel,- .t.omfortable
... ... ., ..; .-, .; .T- ,- :.

,
a. 4., . .

,4 pr?sentind.. If you'don't react music, or cang't ery a tUne, pick ,:. :.
. .

i a song that has ott same melody as "Row-, row, row. your 'boat", or
..

.
i . .

"tortdon'Bridge .is falling down.".
. .

Whe& selectp music for' the fathers and children. to d,ande

or move to, don't . confine yourself . to traditional children's
1

. .

t
music. Feel free to. use. other -kindS ,of music. -that will -meet

. .
your needs. For example,. Strauss waltzes are excellent for

swinging lobies in blankets, Spirited dances, complete wit*

maracas. and . tambourines, c.zin - be even. more joycnis when the

recorded music is "Let's twist again," "Jailhouse Rock," "Zorba

the.:Greek," SOusa' marches, biliegrass fiddle tunes,. Motown, rock
).

hits, or any. other: .musical. lasts from the fathers,'

musical 'past.
'4.

4 B.

Evaluat:.ing'the SUdcess of Your Act*ties

Expeptence help guide' you in identifying
. ,

what works

well and what do s not. Because the fathers and children

respond must enthusiastically to sohgs, games, and activities

thet aiready know
,
,an ca ;;8o viell, it,,-wi T1 be difficult to judge

--...

the s eS.s: "of. a son or .activity the first time you present
i

it. ften, it takes a few times for a group, to warm up to a new

activity; is why tey tb.Offer something new each time We

a.
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meet. This allows the fathers- and children to enjoy some

success with an activity they have practiced (and perhaps

adapted), and add it to4heir repertoire.. However, if you find

that the group's response to a new activity is still 'lukewarm

after a few attempts, we suggest you drop/it!

Sometimes, after carefully planning activities and

presenting them'to the, group, jou will find hat some seem to

fa.11 flat on their face. You'll wonder. what you did wrong

7
were the activities too complicated, Coo easy, or wrong for the

children's developmental -level or-lIndicapping condition? If,

After examining the act,iyities, yOu can't determine why they

didn't worlk, there are several things you should remember. A

father's uhfamiliarity with an activity can make 4m appear

uncomfortable. As with any learned recreational, skill. --

skiing, tennis, -swimming, or dancing -- newcomers. Are apt to

appear uncomfortable. As fathers .become more proficient at the

activites and songs you use, they.will relax. and enjoy them more. 7

Also, if the fathers aren't as enthusiastic about the 1,

activities as yqx had hoped,'remember that one of-the Orposes

of the activiti6s is to give the father
ts

a chance to learn and

practice new things to do with their children. As long as

fathers are given an opportunity to try out some new and

appropriate activites with their children, you are accomplishing

your goal. While you won't be able to teach each father to be

proficient'in every activity,that you present, you will be able

"W.

*
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to give your group of fathers some new ideas that they take.

,home, adapt.,or even put. aside to use agai% at some later date.

Sample Activities

L

0/1 the fo llowing pages are suggested examples Of sensory,

dr, and art activities that have been used successfully with

'fathers. Includedare activities, that can be Used with young

infantS1 as well as _..activities that can be used with older

toddler . Modification
is

are suggested for children with visual,

auditopy, and motor handicaps.

WOile these activities` and songs have been used

succeSsful they are only. suggestions, and '.the collection

presented ins by no means exhaustive. Start with these

activities i you like, or use your own ideas. If you have

older childr in your program, you will. nee.d to design

activities app opriate for their age and developmental level.

In' any case, y will soon find 'that .you have ideas of. your own

that you'd like try.

You-'11 notice that the.songs and activities that allow are
0

0 .

printel one to A page. The reason for this is so you may

photocopy the pageii fpr the fathers to _take home. This will help

insurethatthes,ong or activity is repeated where if really
/

.

.
..

counts -in the .child's home. At the end of the section are some

sample "menus" of songs and activities". Like most sample menus,

you probably won't folk these exactly. Use them as

inspiration to'design your own menus.

1

. `1

,
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, Mtny'Of these activities have been drawn from acfivtty books

for young children, and from infAnt'arsli prechOol.curricula.*In

the references td this' guide, we have included theNJtles
r

some excellent resources that you might want, to. conitflt
A

of

to

develop p-menusixof your own. in Table 2 we-have,provtded i guide

to selecting activities, that are appropriate for dhildren of

different ages

'

I

t
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°Table.2

.

.G de to Selecting Activities

That Match Children's Ages

.

Chlidreft4tZ

0-3 months

3-6 months

12 months

12-18 months

18-24 months

I

24-36 months

, \
Activity Numbers

1.1, 1.2;41.3, 2.1

111-
111.

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5,. 1.6, 1.7, 2.1, 2.2,

0

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 2.2, 2.3,

2.4, 3.1, 3.2,..3.3, 3.4

1.2, 1.3, 1.4,'1.5, 16, 1.7, 1.8, 2:2 2.3,

2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5,r1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.2,

2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5,

3.6, 3.7, 3.8

1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.2,

2.3, 2.5, .2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 3.1,

3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8
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SECTION I ,SkISORY AGIIVITIES

,r

1.1 BLANKET TOSS .

Purpose: To exercise large muscles and experience movement in

space.

Ages: From birth 13410.:12 months.

Materials: Strong blanket and soft recorded music. Strauss

-waltzes are' great if you want something more lively.

dissirwm.
'

4

Directions

1) Lay infant on the blanket. With father at the child's

feet and another adult at child's head, gently lift the

four corners of the blanket.

2) Gently rock the child to the rhythm of toft music. You

4114 can sing l'ullabies to her if you like.

3) Older children can be swung more vigorously, but take

care not to swing the blanket. into other children,

furniture, or the' floor. /

4

1T1

4.
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Hints for Houle

I

Find .fin old blanket at home and occasionally bring it out

and have a slinging session!

Modifications

Visually impaired: ibis can be an excellent sensory.

experAence for visually impaired

children. Start by. swinging slowly

and adjust your pace/vigorousness to

the reactions of the child.
If

Hearing impaired: None.

Motorically impaired: Check with child's physical therapist

before swinging child. If permission

is given, only swing child slowly and

gently.
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1.2 NOODLES & BEANS

Purpose: Ti pour, scoop, dump, sift, pile, sie'on, beocoveried,

by, and explore the unique textures of dried rlood]es

IF and beans.

Ages: Birth to 4 years.

Materials: Big containers such as dishpan$, plastic tubs, or

Directions

1

wat tables filled with stardy uncooked noodles and

dried beans, lentils, or peas, or other material that

is tactually interesting, such as cru9hed cork,

styrofoam beads, or uncooked oatmeal.

Situate each child next to a container filled with

noodles and beans. Young )infants: may feed to be

supported so they can feel and .see the noodles and

beans. Some children may enjoy sitting .in the

container and burying their feet and legs in the dried

beans and noodles.

Encourage toddlers and older children to scoop and pour

beans and noodles by demonstrating wit plastic scoops,

shovels, sandbuckets, kitchen container etc.

113
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Caution: Do not ilow young children to play in noodles and

bean's unsupervised, Watch .children closely to prevent

them from putting materials in their mouths, noses, or

ears.' If children 'persist in eating materials,

consider using oatmeal.

Hints for Home

Collect packing material like styrofoam peanuts. Pour the

material into a large*container and let the child explore it.

Or use any container such as a small box or dishpan and'fill it

with blocks. Dried beans and noodles can be kept in plagic

containers and can be used again and again.

Modifications

Visually impaired: None.

°Hearing impaired: None.

Motorically impaired: None.

a

114
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1.3 OBSTACLE COURSE

6

I

40

Purpose: TO experience a variety of different textures

substances and learn their names.

Ages: Birth and up.

t

Materials: For 'a dry activity, use various sensory. rich

materials 'pch as fur, carpet tiles of different

textures, mirrors, seashells (to listen ito), dried

beans, sandpaper, aluminum foil, a'box of sand, etc.

For a "wet but fun" activity, consider adding the

following in a 'large bowl or dishpan: unsweetened

gelatin,- cooked spaghetti (add vegetable oil after

cooking, to keep it from sticking), whipping cream,

"goop"*, cornstarch and water mixture, or colored ice

cubes. You'll need plenty of towels for this

activity:

Directions

For infants: set up stations around the -room that

contain the textured materials. Arrange the stations

in a circle or in a row, andary placing a toy in each

area to entice the -child to move from area to area by.

himself.

115
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'

2 For olde children, place stations in' a line with a

towel al each station: Have children progress through

stations by walkilig one at a time .with dad's help. Use

wards like "squishy," "wet," "dry," "cold ° to give

names to .the sensations they feel.

Hints for Home:
V

There are enough different textures in almost any house that

a unique course could quickly b e set up by dad.

II

Modifications

isually impaired: None.

Hearing impaired: ,For older children, begin to use signs

to describe new experiences.

Motorically impaired: None.

*To ,make "Goop," a gela ino us substance, excellent for

supervised play, combine:

1 cup of,cornstarch

with 1 cup of cold water

Add 4 cups of boiling water

Stir in 1/3 cup of Ivory flakes (not liquid detergent)

116
. .1
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The soap 'flakes make "Coop" easier to clean up. Add

food coloring if desired. Store in refrigerator.

6

-t
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1.4 PUPPET PLAY

le

1

-I

Purpose:
. To help older children learn about 'body parts,.

.do

animals, and to increase language skills. To help

infants practice visual and auditory tracking of

objects.

Ages: 3 months and older. it
p

Materials: Hand puppets.

Directions

I
1) For infants: Using puppets, adults can gently play

with infants and encourage them to "Took" or "listen"

for the animal. When the child focuses on the puppet,

move it around to encourage tracking--the child's

following tbe puppet with her eyes..

Help older children increase their language skills by.

3 )

asking them to imi ate what the pupObt does, e.g.,

"point to," "wave b e bye'," and "kiss daddy."

Mer children can imitate words used by puppet whife

you read them ,a story. with the help of the puppet.

4) .Let older child use puppet/ to "pretend" many

situations. The puppet can*tell a story, talk to other

children, or read a book.



Hints_ for Home

. .. . ....
-...

Tle an V(Ciwh'ite-, sod, and make A puppet Our.- of
. .,

it by
. .

. -, ,...

.
.

. ...,,

drawi(g some eyes 4911 it With`t.felt pen. Put ..the sock' over your
. 0040.

hand. 'Fashion a simple math'by placing a rubber band over the.
,

sock and around the back, of the hand and between,the thumb and.' .

111

the fingers. Kids love to have you. talk to them through the

puppet.

Modifications

Visually impaired: Allow child to become familiar With
8

puppet. Lfy handling.

Hearing impaired:. Some igning may be needed to

suppleme t directions given by puppet.

,Motorically impaired: Slow down the pace of actions if

MM.

needed..
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1..5 SHADOW PLAN

Purpose: To visually attend to shadows on the wall.

Ages: 3 months and older.

aterials: Dark room, blank wall, bfftight light, dolls, balls,

plastic animals and other toys and objects that cast

a recognizable or visually interesting shadow.

Directions

1) Train a bright light on a bare wall in a darkened room.

2) "Holding your infant in your left.ar*, stand facing the

wall so the light is behind y6ur right arm.

3) Make shadows on the wall with the assorted objects.

4) Move the objects and make sounds, to accompany the

shadows.

5) As an alternative, place the child in a supportive

chair so you can use both hands to make shadows.

.6) Toddlers and older children will enjoy making their own

shadows.

120
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Hints for Home:

4
,

This is an activity that is easily done at home.-

Modifications

Ist

Visually impaired: May not be appropriate.

Hearing impaired: sNone.

Motorically impaired; None.

121
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1.6 PEEK-A-B00

Purpose:. To encourage visual tracking and t'he deVelopment of
A .

.

object permanence and socialization.

/.1.'
.....

s
.)

pTE:-. - 3 months and. older.
. .

...

. Materials: Scarf, blanket, or just your hands.

Directions

101

1) Put a scarf over your head. When the.baby is looking

3

at you, p 1 it off, saying "boot"

The game can be chnged in several ways: put the

4
scarf on the baby's head and haVe her pull it off; b),

use just your `hands to hide your face, and when you
41

remove them say-"boo!"; c) watch to see if the baby

begins'esaying boo and imitating you. At this point let

the baby lead the activity and you be the imitator.

When children walk. independently, peek-a-boo con become

a hide-and-seek game for you and your child.

122
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Hints' 'for Horne
.

Peek-a-boo is a great game that can be easily played almost

0

ADiaper changing and dreSsing are examples of

activitieiAhat peek-a-boo can:make more fun.
. "

Modifications

00

Visually impaired :. For older children, let them pull the

scurf from your head before saying boo.
2

Hearing impaired: Along with saying peek-a-boo, gently

blow on the child's face. Use your

face to show a wide-eyed amazement.'

Motorically impaired: None.

J 0.,70.1_,

t
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.1.7 BUBBLE BLOWING

Purpose: To:shoW infants .how to watch and reach for bubbles,

and to help toddlers blow and chase bubbles.

Ages: 3 months ancLolder.

Materials: Bubble liquid and wands.

Directions

For 'babies, blow bubbles. The baby can watch them

float and may try to reach for them.

Toddlers will often erthusiAtically chafe the bubbles,

trying to pop as many. as possible. Letting the

children attempt' to blow bubbles is also lots of fun.

Try using the giant wands which make huge bubbles that

pre even easier for children to see, chase, and pop.

V 1 -

Hints for Home
a

Bubbles are an inexpensive toy that children of all ages.--

as well as adults -- enjoy.

to the next family outing!

Take some bubble liquid and wands

Big bubbles are fin to send out over

a lake or pdol where they. bounce on the surface. Sometimes the

12
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family dog or cat will want to chase them too, and children will

enjOy watching the animal try to snap the bubbles up in its

mouth'.

Modifications

Visually Impaired: May not be appropriate.

111

Hearing Impaired: None.

Motorically Impaired: Blow.bubbles close to the child so it

is not difficult for the chill to

reach for. and chase the bubble. To

encourage locomotion and movement,

blow bubbles further away from the

child. Be careful not to send the

lb bubbles directly into the child's face.

.7

V
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1.8 WATER PLAY

Purpose: To explore the sensory and physical properties of

,water, the relationship between container size and

volume; and to develop pouring, splashing, and

measuringskills.

Ages: 12 months and older.

Materials: Tubs, basins, water table, or small plasti

Directions:

001

filled wi warm water and plenty of. towels.

Optio 1 Mild 'liquid dishwashing soap, food

colo ng, variety of plastic pitchers, containers,

water toys, egg beaters (to whip the bubbles), dolls

that toddlers can "bathe" with clean sponges.

For infants: Either support child over the edge of tub

or place child directly in tub, add bubbles, and let

child splash. Here are some things-you can do--to help

your infant play in the bubbles:: guide his hands

through the bubbles; clap this hands in the bubbles s
0

o

it makes a nice sound and the bubbles splatter; put



v,

bubbles, on infant's hand4to. ',encourage him to look ,at

hands; put bubbles on tummy and other body parts to

encourage -child to touch where he can "feel" the

bubbles; put some bubbles on your own' hand and move it

back and forth so your infant can "track" it visually.

This activity is usually interesting enough without,

food coloring, but you may want to add some for variet.

2) Older children can use larger containers like a plastic

pool or a water table. .Bubbles, egg beaters, dolls,

plastic pitchers, containers, water toys, and food

coloring can be added for variety. Help your child

pour waWr frdhl one container to another to practiCe

the skill, learn the word lour," and develop the

concept of volume. Washing dolls can be an excellent_

activity for the child to practice using words for body

parts.

For older children, cooperative play and language can

IA encouraged by limiting the equipinent available.

( Children must then share the materials and ask each

other for particyAar objects.,

Hint§ for Home

Do this at bath time with containers from around t'e house.



JA.

Modifications

Visually impaired: None.

Hearing impaired: Try introducing some signs for the

words ."water," "pour,". end. for color

words.

Motorically impaired: None.

4

128.
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1.9 SAND CASTING

u ose: To explore the teAture of and and different ways to

use it. Also to practice sco ing and using shovels

and similar utensils.

Age: 18 months and older.

mr

Matlrials: Tubs full of sand; cotton or plastic sheets; small
.

buckets, shovels or spoons, cups, and any other

containers that can be used to form the sand into

shapes; clean Plastic spray bottles filled with water. I

Directions
V I

1) Place the sheets on the floor. Put a tub of slightly

damp sand in the middle of the 'sheet. Depending on the
1 A

size of the tub, one or two kids and their dads can

play with the sand in each tub.

Start by just feeling the sand and having the children

do he same.

3? F 1 the' containers, turn them over, take off the

con er, and create sand' castles. Keep your

crea ons simple: children enjoy knocking them downs
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Children at.this age have not developed a sophisticated

sense of construction, and they appreciate the simple

shapes.made in the sand as much as or.more than more

complex constructions.

Hints for Home

Use. the same set-up as in class or, if t sand box. is

available, transfer the activity to the box.

Modifications

Visually impaired: Proceed sloWly if the child is wary of

new experiences.

Hearing impaired: None.

Motorically impaired: Make sure child is supported so that

she can explore the materials.

0

0
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0SECTION II MOTOR AQTIVITIES

2.1 VARIETY SHOW FOR BABY

Purpose: To promote development of visual, reaching, and

grasping skilA.

Age: Birth to 6 months.

Materials: Use' wide variety of objects from the baby' s

environment, including rattles, cooking utensils,

empty cans, and old greeting cards. Use any objects

. that are interesting to see, hear, or touch7#

Directions

1 The very young infants will be more interested in

visually tracking the objects. Take an object and

slowly move it in front of-the-babrs face. Experiment

to see which objects are most interesting for your

baby. See if your baby can discriminate wheOrsounds

come from by using rattles or other objects that make

different but not startling sounds. Watch to see if

you can make your child follow the object with her eyes:

131
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40

2) As infants grow, they are able to grasp objects a,)

explore them with their mouths. Be careful not to use

objects the children can swallow. Cohtinue to offer

the Child a variety of things to play with to develop

concepts of size, color, shape, and weight.

3) Older infants, being more capable, are interested in

the sounds, sights, taste; and touch of the objects

around them. Challenge them with readily available

objects that are new to them and aAso safe to explore.

Give the object to the child, let him explore it, talk

about it, and play little games like "yours and then

mine." This gives ever increasing amounts of

information to the baby bout his world.

tv

Hints for Home

This exercise can be either a very short or an extended

activity. Use the time right after meals to play for a few

minutes with your baby. ' Introduce common objects, let the 4hild

touch them, and talk aboui what they are for.

IA

132
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7.

4

4. .

Visually impaired: Use objects that produce sounds to

%encourage the child to pay attention

to an object and to encourage reaching
.

and grasping:

Hearing impaired: Use objects that produce sounds in the

range the child can hear.

Motorically impaired: If the child has fine or gross motor

problems, use objects that have

shape and size the child can easily

,explore.

From Children and Adults - Activities for Growing Together

.Joseph.& Laurie Braga.

131
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.2.2 BALLOON PLAY

.Purpose: To increase eye-hand coordination; to develop

cooperative play skills; to use- large muscles; andvto

learn cause and effect relationships.

.4

0

Ages: 3 months and older.

VI

.Materials: Balloons for each child and string.

Directions

For infantt: Dangle the balloon over a young infant

and move it slowly in an arc frtm side to side so she

can follow the ballobn with her eyes. Gradually

increase the size of the arc to encourage thh child to

look further to each tide. Some infants will reach for

the balloon and enjoy batting it with their handsOr

feet.

thefloor."Trytokeeptheballoonintheair by

0 k

2) For older touch

hitting the- balloon. In a group, let ANIGIrYohe in on

the "action" by using several balloons.
\ .

.134 \
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caution:

-\118

I

An exploding balloon may frighten a child.. Try to avoid

this by selecting good quality 4alloons and removing objects

with sharp edges from the area in which you are playing.

._._..____.

Hints for Home

Same game can be played at home. "Don't let it touch the

floor" is a game that the child's older brothers and sisters can

enjoy as well.

Modifications

Visually impaired: Loosely tie a regular or a

helium-filled balloon to the wrist of

the child so it won't escapi. This

will allow the child to explore its

shape and properties.

Hearing impaired: 'None.

Motoolcally impaired: Same. as for visually impaired.

135

.
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2.3 GYMNASTICS ,

Purpose: To exercise large muscles.

Ages: 3 months and older.

Materials: Blankets or sheets, foam rolls, mini-trampoline .and

padded wedge, foam tumbling pads, bolsters, therapy

balls,

Directions

db

l)10 For infants: Manipulate your infant by gently rolling

her from side to side, orrolling her over,' -from back

to stomach. Let the child grasp your thumbs and allow

your child to pull herself Up as much as possiWe into

a sitting position Try placing her on her back on a

mini-trampoline- nd gently move' the surface up and

down. Place th baby on the foam roll or on a therapy

.ball so the chil straddles it with his legs when in a

sitting position, or so the child's chest is resting on

the roll. Gently rock her from side to side.

Older children will be 'able to
t

initiate . more

sophisticated motions such as rolling by themselves

136
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either on mats or down' a, padded wedge. They will also

enjoy being rocked back and forth on a therapy ball. 4/

If you are'sure that the child's physician or therapist

will approve, a child may gently bounce on a

trampoline, provided that the'child holds your hand.

Cutioni OS

'kr

Do not, attempt any of these aCZvitiesti, if there% is the

slightest-doubt about the child's ,lafety: When in doubt

about a child's ability to participate in Vese activities,

contact the child's physical therapist.

pp

Hints for Home

SUBstitute objects around the house to offer a variety of

experiences. Use pillows.instead of foam roll, or a water bed

'for a geptle, rolling motion, and an old but strong blanket for

swingifig.

43.
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Modiffcations

Visually impaired:

121-

- 1

13,4ure to tell the child what you are

going to do to her'before you begin.

Hearing impaired: None.

Motorically impaired: Obtain permission of child's physical

therapist before involiing her in this.

/

F
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2.4 'MIRROR PLAY

AO

Purpose To learn to recognize self and identify body paNs.

a

Ages: 6 to 24 months.

V

Materials: Mirrors fnon-gliss recommended), hats, combs, strings

of beads, finger paint, and wet cloths for cleanup.

Directions

1 Place you'r infant in front of a mirror. Attract your

infant's attention to the mirror by combing her hair,

putting hats on, putting beads on infant's head or arm,

playing pattycake, or using other arm and hand

to

motions. Grasp or touch child's body parts and say the

name of the body part.

2) For older children: Same as above, plus you can lut

paint on their 'noses or cheeks to draw attention to

parts of their face. Say the name of the part you have

painted and ask the child to point to that part, of her
Fi

face.
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Hints for Home

Try making dressing more fun by placfng your infant in front

of .a mirror and talking and playing while you are putting her

clothes on.

1,

Modifications

Visually impaired: Not appropriate.

Hearing impaired: Use sigls for the parts of the "face

you paint.

Motorically Impaired: None.

9
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2.5 YOU DO WHAT I DO

Purpose: To imitate movements and sounds.

Apes) 12 months and 'older.

Materials: None.

tbirections

Play copy cat with your baby. Begin by trying movements and

sounds she knows. Start out by imitating whatever she's doing.

Then see if she can copy you. Use a movement or sound she

knows, then encourage her to copy a new and unfamiliar movement

or sand. Ideas:

1) Make funny faces - will she copy you or just laugh?

2) Say ba-ba-ba or boo - boo -boo. Can she say them too?

3)- Try playing pat -a- cake. If she cant play, she may be

able to hold up her hands so you can pat them.

4) Take a cup and give her one too. Pretend you are
_ .

'drinking from it, and make sounds of satisfaction. See

ifshe will imitate you.
/'

5) Make different kinds of sounds. Make a kissing sound;

make, different animal sounds, like a cow, duck, or dog.

'a
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A

6) Babies enjoy these copy cat activities. Most babies

soon understand how the game works. If your child

doesn't want to copy you, don't force her to do,the
'

activities. Give her more opportunities to see or do

the actions, and over time, she will learn them.

Hints for Home

Same as above.

Modifications 4.

Visually impaired: Use movements the child can see or

Jed or use sounds when you want the

child to copy you.

Hearing impaired: Let the child feel your lips or throat

as you make the sounds you want the

child to copy.

Motorically impaired: If. physical impairments make it

difficult for.the child to copy novel

sounds and movements, start with

it'Ob

movements and sounds 'the Child knows,

and then vary them slightly.

From: Children and Adults ,.Braga and Braga.
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. 2.6 PLAY DOUGH

Purpose: To develop fine motor skills and to imitate the

actions of an adult.

Ages: .1 year and older.

Materials: Play dough, cookie cutters, rolling pins.

Directions

1) Knead play dough to 'make it pliable for young.

2)

-children. Mael "pounding," "rolling," "poking,"

"squeezing," and "squishing."

Older kids like to make snakes, to roll out the dough

with rolling pins, and to make cookie patterns with

cookie cutters. Pretend to be a' baker by using cookie

sheets and a child's play tven.

How to make your ownplaydoUgh

Make playdough' for these activities with the following

recipe from Rainy Day Activities for Preschoolers, published by

Mercer Island (Wa.) PreFhool Association:

,

143



1 cup flour

tablespoon vegetable oil

1 cup water

1/2 cup salt

2 teaspoons creath of. tartar

food coloring
'

Mix all ingredients, heat, and stir constantly until you can

form dough into alball . Knead. Store in covered container or

plastic bag. ,

Modifications

Visually iiripaired: None.

'Hearing impaired: None.

Motorically impaired: None.

4,
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2.7 PARACHUTE!

Purpose: To use large muscles,,participa a cooperative

and exciting

coordination.

activity, and develop eye-hand

Ages: 24years and older.

Materials: 1 "parachute" or large sheet of material (e.g.,

sheet,' thin blanket, or surplus parachute), and a

small ball or stuffed toy.

Directions

41

--Spriad out the parachute out so adults can hOld the -*

outsi&- edges and extend the parachute over the

children. Lift the edges up and down to make thel

fabric, billow up: while the children are under the

fabric..

Older .childremillnhelp adults hold the outside edge.

Tell the children first to "shake the parachute," then

"shake it slowly," and then "shake it fast!"

A

145
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* .;i

3) You can also play asigame with the parachute. While

children and adults are shaking the parachute, throw a .

ball or- stuffed toy onto the fabric. Bounce the ball

up in the air and try to keep it from going over the

side.
al*

Hints for Home

Use an old bed sheet and do the same.

Modifications

Visually impaired: Give the child an opportunity to

"feel" the breeze caused by the

flapping . parachute. Be sure to

describe the activity to they child.

Show the child how to extend Mhis arms
*

up above his head so he can feel when

the pdrachute is lowered.

Hearing impaired: None.

Motorically impaired: May need help holding on to the edge

of the parachute.

1.4 6
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2.8 MARBLE PAINTING

Purpose: To develop fine motor skills and 'produce a pleasing

art product.
an

Ages .2 years and older.

Materials: Shallow pan 'with 1" high sides (cake pans work

well). Marbles; paper cut to -fit the pan: and

tempera paint.

Directions

1) Put the cut paper in the pan, pour about one t blespoon

of paint in center of paper, and place two m rbles- in

each pan. Help the child tip the pan at ifferent

angles to keep marbles moving in and out of th,- paint,

leaving paint 1"trails." The paint should no' be too

thick or it wil; be too hard to make the mar le roll

through the paint. The paint should not be toy thin or

il will soak the paper and the paper will f.11 apart

when picked up. When painting "looks"- comple e, first

remove the marbles and then the paper. Let the

painting dry to avoid_imearing the paint.
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Let older children help mix the paint, pour it in the

pan, and add the marbles.

Hirits for Home

44
;Same as above.

Modifications jf

Visually impaired: May not be appropriate, although they

may enjoy the sound that marbles make

Hearing impaired:

rolling in the pan.

None.
k

Motorically impaired: Child may need help rotating pan. to
/-

product patterns.

14
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2.9 BALL GAMES

Purpose: Io use gross"motor skills atta'learn Cooperative play'

skills.

Ages: 2 years and older.

Materials:Different sized balls, froM a tennis ball to soccer

ball, and a big .tub.or basket.

Directions

1 Form a circle with dads sitting on the outside and

children on the inside. The children roll the balls to

eac-h- other with help fro da4--when- -necess-ary.--- irse lots

of, balls to give each child ant opportunity to be

involved.
./0

2) As a variation on this activity, have dads and Children

stand and kick the ball instead of rolling it.

3) Invent other fun kick ball games. Children enjoy a

silly game whe're,fathers "fall" when hitvby a ball the

child kicks. %Map

149
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Hints for Home

Same as above. The child's brothers and sisters will also

enjoy playing this game.

Modifications

Visually impaired: No modifications are necessary, for

rolling activities. If a -child has

trouble with a tennis ball, try using
.

a larger ball. Or try using' a ball

with a bell inside it so the child 'can"

localize it.

Hearing impaired.: , None.

.."

Motorically impaired: Be sure the child is suppoeted. Use a

larger ball' if the child has

v
44ifficulty with a small one..
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2.10 NAIL BOARD

Purpose: To develop fletor muscles, eye-hand coordination,

and produce,an art product.

Ages: 2 years and older.

Materials: Softwood, cardboard or styrofoam blocks, small

hammers, and large headed nails, such as roofing

nails.

Directions

1) Dads start pounding ikhe nails in the board and then

give the hammer to their children. The fathers.may

have to show the child how to hit7, the nails several

Nimes before the child will.know what-to.do. Fathers

can try to hold thOir-child's'hands and go through the

motions of hammering,' but the children will probably
o

learn best with practice. Give the children many

-opportunities, to do this to improve their proficiency.

If you wish, vary this activity by plating the nails to

form .a desigp. Children, however, usually don't .need a

pattern or a purpose to pound on nails. Hammering is

reinforcing all by_itself:

%
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Hints for Home'.,

This is. easy to do, either in a work' shop, on the front

step, or on the patio. The more often the children try this,

the better they get. Older brothers and sisters can join in and

help, supervise.

Modifications

Visually impaired: Pushing large nails into styrofoam can

be fun and different. Cut . ;the

styrofoam into the shape of a

porcupine and add the nails that make

the porcupine's quills.

Hearing impaired: None.

Motoric011y impaired: May not be appropriate. Try using a

mallet with a large kad if the child

cannot use the hammer with accuracy.

4
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SECTION III ART ACTIVITIES

3.1 TASTY PAINTINGS

Purpose: To allow the child to experience the sensations o

new substance and create unique designs.

Ages: 3 months and older.

Materials: Prepared instant pudding atroom temperature (may be

colored with food dye, if desired), a clean formica

table or counter divil and plenty of wet washcloths

and dry towels:) (White fingerpaint paper optional.)

Directions

Place the child in your lap. Put a small amount of the

pudding on the table top and show your child how you

.can use your fingers to make a, design with it. Some

children will want to try this too and will - immediately

start to make their own "designs.", If your child is

initially, reluctant, gently take her hand and gui=de a

finger through the pudding. As the pudding. gets spread

around, add more pudding. Add some pudding that is a

different color. The fun really begins when the

children discover that the "paint" tastes good:

1i3
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2) If you want a' permanent art project,' place; a piece of

'slick, white fingerpaint-paper'on a clean surface and

proceed as for above. Let your very sticky--

pudding/paint dry, and the fathers will have a painting

suitable for display on ,their refrigerators!

Hints for Home

Give the child a-saucer of pudding when he is sitting in his

high chair. Let him make his "painting" directly on his tray,

or on a piece of butcher paper, waxed paper, or tin foil.
4

Modifications

Visually impaired: None. This activity offers tactile

and oral stimulation and is therefore

very reinforcing.

Hearing impaired! None.

Motorically impaired: Be sure that the .child is in a

4

1.

comfortable position so that she has a.

Wide range of movement. This will

Olt

allow the child to get the most

enjoyment from the activity.'

154
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.13.2 "NO MESS" FINGERPAINTS

Purpose: To engage the child in a sensory'activity that helps

her develop her sense of color.

6 months and older

MaterbalACZiplock plastic bags, catsup and mustard (preferably

in squirt bottles), or vegetable oil an food

coloring.

Directions

1 Take a iiplock bag -and place a tablespoon' each of

catsup and mustard in opposite corners of the bag.

Flatten the bag to get most of the air out before you

seal it. Allow the child to poke and squeeze the"bag

to mix the colored condiments. Guide child's hands if

necessary, showing the child how to press on the bag to

spread the colors.

For a variation of #1, put a few drops of food coloring

in a teaspoon of vegetable oil. Put a few drops of

another color in another teaspoon of oil. Put the oil

in the ziplock bag. Adding a tablespoon of water makes

this version of the activity even more interesting:

155
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)

Caution: When you are working with :younger children, be sure

that they do not put the bags in their mouths.

Hints for Home

Try. this activity when time is short or yOu want to *id a

big clean-up. It's quick, easy, and clean.

Modifications

Visually impaired: May not be appropriate.

41)

Hearing impaired: None.

Motorically impaired: None.

From: Rainy Day Activities for Preschoolers
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3.3 SPACKLE PRINTS

Purpose: To allow the child to feel the unusual texture of the

spackle mixture And make a lasting impression Of the

child's hand.

Ages: 6 months and older.

Materials: spackling powder, one cottage 'cheese container lid

per child, and tempera paint '(optional ).

:4
Directions

Just' as Hollywood stars have immortalized themselves by

putting their handprints, pawprints, and signatures in concrete,

your child can "make agood impression" on a cottage cheese

container with spackle!

Mix spackle with water until it reaches the consistency

of loose whipped cream. Be sure the mixture is free of

lumps.

2) Pour spackle mixture into the containuelids and let

make' a handprint in the mixture. Younger

children will need some help with this.

157
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Notes: Otder children will be very interested in

participating in the entire process -- mixing pouring,

and printing.

- spackle is better than plaster of Paris for this

activity. . It dries more slowly, thus allowing the

child time to change his design.

Hints for Home

Once the prints are dry, you and your child may paint them

with tempera paint,- and put them in a place of honor (at least

.for 'a little while). 4%

Modifications

Visually impaired Be sure to let the child feel the

print after le hardens. Guide the

child's hand so that it fits into the

impression.

Hearing impaired: None.

Motorically impaired: None.
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Purpose:

. -.142

3.4 WHIPPING OR SHAVING CREAM FINGERPLAY

To usg. sense of' touch tb explore a uniquet

. texture. 'Fine motor skills are helped. by making
4

finger.painting-designs..

Ages: 6 moiths and up.

Materials: Whipping or shaving cream, food coloring, plastic

cover for table surface (such as an old shower

curtain ,or plastic table cloth), and plenty of

washcloths and towels.

Directions

a

Cover the top of a small table with a plastic surface.

Tie a towel around the children or have them wear a

plastic bib and make sure their arms are free.' to play

in the cream.

Spray the cream onto the plastic covered table top

(older children may want to.help do thist) For young

children dr children likely to'put their hands.in their

. mouths, use whipping cream. Older children can use

shaving 'cream if desired. Demonstrate how. to snake

159
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\ designs in the cream with your fingert. encourage and

guide the child in making designs if necessary. Vary

the activity .by putting a drop of food coloring in the

cream.

Modifications

11

III/Visually impaired: Guide the child's hand so sh feel

the designs in the cream.

Hearing impaired: None.

Motorically impaired: Be sure the 'child is seated so that

both hands are free to move.

160
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3.5 SCRIBBLE ART

'. Purpose: To practice fine motor sylls, develop hand-eye

coordination, and communication skills.

of-

Ages: 12 months and older.

Materials: Paper, unscented felt tip pens.

Directions

I

,Place the paper on a table and give the felt tip( pen to

the child. Encourage' the child by scribblin on the

paper. If necessary, guide the child's han to make

marks on the paper. Use a variety of colOrs to make it

more interesting. ,

2) Drawin' with an older child can provide 1(I opportunity

to introduce the concepts of directiopA and shapes.

You and your child -can take turns. c eying the lines

o
that the other draws. You can use this activity to

prai,tice °simple directions such as "Draw a line down
411

L,

the paper." As the child's abilities improve, you can

practice drawing horizontal lines, circles, .squares,

and crosses. In any event, keep the figure and

161
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Note:
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directions simple and the activity fun. This ctivity

will not only help build children's skills, it can also

result in a work of art

. refrigerator:

SP .

Unscented felt tip pens are

scribbling; children are not

different flavors of the pens.

Modifications:

Visually impaired:

23

Hearing impaired:

for

4

the front of the

best for* draWing and

so distracted by the

Use a squeeze container (e.g., plaltic

catsup bottle) and till with thickened

'tempera paint (t

either use less wat

Ovory Snow).' This

child feel the m

his drawing instrume

glue and sprinkle

None.

Motorically impaired: None.

a

thicken paint,

'or thicken with

will allow the

rks he made with

t. Or use white

sawdust on the

uickly.
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3.6 44AND PAINTING

Pur s : To have children experience the thctil qUalittes of

paint, such as its texture, temperature, as well as

its visual effects. It also encourages eye-hand

cardination.

Ages: 1,2 months to 3 years.

Materials: Shallow pans, tempera paint or finger paint (see

recipe below) large pieces of paper, sink, water,

plus lots of towels.

Directions.

1) Be prepared: This can be a messy activity. Either

roll up the infantils sleeves and cover their clothes

with a towel, or take off all the child's clothes

except diapers.

Begin the activity by making small finger prints on the

'paper with tempera paint, and encourage your baby to do

the same; she may need you. to guide her hand. Each

will respond individually to this activity; some

children will be delighted to flake a big mess and some

will be reluctant.

163



3) As your child learns to walk, you can have her step in

the paint Ran and walk across a large sheet of butcher

paper placed on the floor.This foot print exercise

needs'to be supervised carefully to avoid slips, falls,

and footprints On the floor:

Hints for Home

4

You can either make or buy a thitkened, colored soap in a

squeeze bottle to give the children at bath time to decorate the

tub. The children have fun and Ike tub gets cleaned! To make

colored soap, mix tempera paint with- Ivory Flakes until it makes

a colored mush.

A

Modifications

Visually *paired: May not be-approkiate.

Hearing impaired: None:

Motorically impaired:1May require more'manual guidance and

supervision for this activity.

Use this easy Finger Paint recipe (from Rainy Day Activities for A!.

Preschoolers ed. by- D. Ledbetter, .Mercer Isla0d Wa., Preschool

Assn., P.T.A. Affiliate, P.O. Box 464,..Mercer Island, WA,/9B040)

to make a batch of soap-based finger paint



a

S.

2 cups warm water

1 cu0 Ivory flakes-

Food coloring

- 148 -

Whiff the 'water and soap flakes together with a whisk or egg

beater until smooth. Divideinto several portions and add food

coloring.
es.

di
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3.7yRAW ART

Purpose: To refine blowing skills.

Ages: 18 months and up

Materials: Plastic straws, tempera paint, paper.

Directions

1.

1) Mix .several 'different colVs of tempera paint with

water In cups. Mix until you have a thin, watery paint.

You will be.able to show-oldeP children how' to suck a

little'paint into the end of the, straw. PinCh the

child's straw until the child has it held over a piece

of paper.
4'

3) Younger children and those with difficulty controlling

the amount of paint hey can suck will need their

fathers to. load" their straws for them.

Once the straw is held over the paper, the children can

blow through the straw to create interesting patterns

on the paper.

co

1.
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5) Vary this activity. by helping the child to fold the

papfr in half. After the child blows some paint on one

half (4' the paper, fold the paper. Let the child open,

the paper to.see the Rorschach-like ink blot pictures

that, result. Talk about what the ink blot pictures

lodk like--clouds, animals, mountains.

Hints for Home

Or
At the beginning of a child's bath, give him zcstraw and let

him blow bubbles in the bath water.

Modifications

4.

Visually impaired: May not be appropriate.

Hearing impaired: None.

Motorically impaired: A child who has difficulty blowing or

sucking may use a. paint brush instead

of a straw.

A

li
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3.8 PUNCH 'N' PASTE
A

Purpose: . To use fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination to

create an origidal work of art.

AP

Ages: 18 months and older.

-4IMaterials: Colored paper, paper punch, cups, white glue.

DiTctions

t.;

1) Punch colored paper and collect dots into cups. This

can be done ahead of the time they are heeded. Collect

about one cup of dot's for every two children.

2) Give child a sheet of paper and help her to squeeze the

glue all over the paper.

3) Show your child how to sprinkle the dots on the glue.

4) Once the glue is covered with dpts, pick up the paper

and shake off the excess dots.

5) When glue' is dry, you have created a, modern masterpiece

of punch 'n' paste art!

168
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Hints for Home.

Y'ou can vary this acetvityby. making specific designs with

the glue. You may try helping your child squeeze the glue onto

the pa in the shape assquares, circles, triangles, or even

cars, people, trees, etc. before sprinkling the dots. This can

help a child learn about different basic shapes.

Modifications

0

Ive

40,

Visually impaired: Instead of colored paper dots,

sprinkle popcorn, styrofoam beads,

sawdust, or other textured objects on

the glue.-

Hearing impaired: None.

Motorically impaired: May need assistance for squeezing glue.
.

11

par* la*V

wy ,
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SECTION'IV GREETING SONGS

The More We Get Together To the tune:

The more we get together (When Maly was a Baby, A

together, together. Baby was She)

The more we get together

The happier we'll be. (Trace smile on"face with

finger.)

For my friends are your (Point to self, point to

friends child.)

40
And your friends are my

friends.

The more we get together

The happier we'll be (Trace smile on face with

Adaptations:

17a

finger.)

1) Infants can be gently rocked ,to the rhythm of the. song.

Y

.,

A

:7
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Greetlng Song

Hello, Hello.

(Make up your own melody.)

(Wave hand.)

Hello, Hello

Hello and how are youi (Point to ot.lid4)

I'm fine (Point to self.)

I'm fine

And I hope that you are too. (Point to self and then

child.)

Adaptations:

1) 01(16- infants can be shaped through the motions.

Come on Everybody

Come on everybody, come

with me:'

Come on eveisybody, come

with me.

;Come on everybody, come

with me.

(Make Op your own melody.)

(Sitting in a circle, clap

hands in,rhythm to the

song)

Let's say "hello' to (Everyone point to child

(child's nedle). , named. Named, child gets

tossed 1 ,the air. Repeat

for each child.)

171
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Adaptations:

Liflipand wave arms of children who should not be tossed.

Where Oh Where Is Dear Little (name of Child)? (To the tune:

One Little, Two Little, Three Little Indians)

Where oh where is dear little, ? (Use child's name.)

Where oh where is dear little (Look around

quizzitallY.)

Where oh where is dear.little'

Who knows where he/she is?

--There he/she is

Adaptations l/

;*-

(Point to child.)

it a4carfover bAbY:"Oge-and-pyll it off at the end
f

.1 the swig

'01 der:t 1,1 11 dreh.: can hide,,under a scarf.:.and --00.11 it off
1.

. '

them lves. ',Some thilren :like to make .everyone

! -

t suspense before they appear.

IA
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SECTION V .COUNTING SONGS.

Two Little BlaCkbirdt

Two little blackbirds

Sitting on a hill

One named Jack-

One named Jill

Fly away Jack, fly away, Jill

(Thii is a simple chant)

A

index'fingers from each

hand to represent birds.)

(Emphasize one index finger.)

(EmPhasis other index

fingel..) '

(Wag one' finger and have it

disappear behind you' d4

the same with. the other.)'

Come back Jack, come back Jill (Bring back one finger

quickly, then the other.)

Adaptations:

1) Infants gin be assisted with the motions by the dads.

_7- Two Little Monkeys Jumping°

Two little monkeys jumping

. on the bed,

'(This iS a simple chant)

(Make, a "V" with fingers

representing two.' Jumping

is represented by fingers

"dancing" on palm of other

hand.)

173; 4
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One fell off and bumped

his head

Daddy called the doctor

and the doctor said

"That's what you get for

jumping on the bed."

-157-

(Emphasize "one" with index

finger--pretend to hold

bumped head.)

("Daddy" dials the phone and

talks to the doctor.)

(Wag finger at chi4d.)

One little monkey's jumping ("One" finger jumps on palm

on the bed

He fell off)and bumped

his head

Daddy. called the doctor

and the doctor said

"That'-s what you get for

jumping on the bed."

Adaptatioh:

of other hand.)

(All the rest is the same as

. first verse.)

Infants can be bounced on dads"knees, fall into dads'

arms, and then be "scolded," in a tickling, gentlel?

...
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Two Little Speckled Frogs! 4

Two little speckled frogs

Sat on a speckled log

Eating a mRst,delicious bug

11,

(Use two fingers in "V.')

(Sit fingers on open palm of

other hand.)

(Fingers to mouth.)

Yumt Yum: (Rub tummy.)

One jumped into the pool

Where it was nice and cool"

Then there was only

one speckled frog.

(Repeat for one)

(Emphasize one with index

finger.)

(Dive:)

(Rub upper arms.)

(Emphasize one with fingers.)

175
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111/
SECTION. VI FINE MOTOR SONGS.

Do Your Ears Hand Low?-

Do your ears hang low (Hold hands and arms

together.),

Do the:), wobble to and fro (Move arms back and forth.)

Can you tie them in a knot (Tie imaginary knot.)

Can you tie them in a bow (Trace outline Of bdw with

-index f4gers.)

I 1 . , d
Can you throw them over :{Throw "ears" over shoulder.

o ..

your shoulder. 4.
m

, ... .t

Like a c'ontinen'tal soldier, (fSliute.)
,

.. Do your ears hang 1041V

-Adaptations:

I

.4
VI

a.

1) ROck babies to and fro, easethem.to shoulder, and\\

let pem-rock to and fro.

e

176
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Hickory Dickory Dock

Hickory dickory dock 6

The mouse ran up the clock

The clock.struck one

and down he ran

Hickory dickory dock.

Adaptations:

(Use two fingers to represent

mouse and raised a forearm

for the clock.)

(Fingers "run" up the clOCk.)

(Pop up one finger on clock.)

(Fingers "run" down the

clock.)

'Ab

1) Dads can run fingers up babies' tummies, emphasize the

number "one" with finger and then run fingers down

their tummies. Make up additional motions for 14r

verses.

The clock struck Iwo, the mouse said, "Boo."

The clock struck three, the 'mouse said, "Whee."

The clock struck four, the mouse said, "No more.",
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Itsy-Bitsy Spider

The itsy-bitsy spider Make a spider by toucllija,

went up the water spout together the.fingers from. both

hands. Make the 'fingers meet

one at a time to make the

.spider go up.)

Down came the rain and (Wiggle fingers and move

washed the spider out them down.)

Out came the sun and (Open arms up in semi-

dried up all the rain circle)

And the itsy- bi.tsy spider (Fingers together- -

went up the spout again. .going up!) .

Adaptations:

1 Dad's hand can be a 'spider running up the child's

tummy. Tickle your hand down the child'I tummy to be

rain. Spread fingers on child's tummy to be sun, then

go up the tummy again with fingers.



Can You Reach Up High?

Can you reach up high?

Can you swing down low?

162.-

(Lift Child-as high as

you can.)

(Lower child close to the

floor.)

Can you turn in a. circle? (Swing child around while

holding under shoulders

f so legs swing out.)

And, go, go,. go!

-Adaptations:

(Throw child up in the

on the last "go"!)

) . Older children can follow directions `of song.

M

Way Up High, This is a simple chant .

Way up.high in the apple tree One finger held'up high.)

One little apple smiled at me. (Trace.smi1e on ybdr.face..

with finger..)

I shook that tree as hard . (Grab imaginary trunk with
411P4'

as I could. both hands--stfake.)

gown came the apple

Mm'mm,it was.good!
0

(Catch the app16.)

(Eat "apple,d rub tummy.),

k

179
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Adaptation:

1) ads hold, babies up high in fronl "of them,' bringir0

them down and rocking them, giving lots of kisses.

Wheels of the Bus

The wheels of the. bus go round (Hands go around eacnotne

and round,roundvand round, over and over.)

round and round.

The wheels ofithe bus go round

and round,

All through the town.

The people on the bus go (Arms go up.and down or

up and down, stand up and sit down.)

The wipers onthe bus go (Open hands go back and forth

sifils swish. like &wiper.) .

The daddies.on the bus go (glace finger to lips and

sh-sh-sh. make sound of sh-sh-sh.)

Additional veeses: 1.

me 'torn on.the bus.goes.beep, beep, beep

160
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This Little Rabbit Has a Fly Upon
1,1

His Nose

This little rabbit has a fly (Touch and wiggle baby's

upon his nose nose.)

This lfttle _rabbit has' a fly

upon his nose

This little rabbit has a fly

upon his nose

And, he flipped it, and he (Take baby's hand and swipe

flopped it,

And, it flew away.

lightly-at baby's nose.)

(wave hand and fly away.)

-Additional Nertes: Use different body parts (toes, tummAchin).

Adaptations:

Old6c children can followiand touch body parts, swat at ,t

the fty, and wave hand for flying away.

P
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Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star

TWinkle, twinkle littifi star, --(Open an'(ose hands.)
;41

How I wonder what you are. (Put timer on cheek nd tilt

head to one side as

47.

thinking.)

Up above the world so high (Reach arms u.p and look up a

ands)

Like a diamond in the sky ake a diaMond with thumbs

ether and in fingers

4og ther.)

Twinkle, twinkle little star. (Same )

How I wonder what you are. (Same.)

t.!

Turtle Song Make up your own rhythm and

'melody.

I hadja little turtle who (Use'hands to make box

lived ip a box shape.)

It swam in the water and it (Demonstrate swimming and

climbed on rocks climbing motions.)

'It snapped at a mosqUito (Twohands "snap" together.)

It snapped at a flea. , (Two hands "snap" together.)

It snappedat a minnow (Two hands "snap" together.)

And it snapped at me: (Two hands "snap" together,

point to self.)
0

180
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It caught the mbscidito

It caught the flea

14,

(.
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(Witt hands cupped together

peek inside each time you

say caught.)

It caught the minnow

But it didn't catch me! (Wag finger and point to

Adaptations:

1)

V

fr

'Dads can lay infants in front of them and go through

the motions of the song, using lots, of smiles,

inflection, and animation.

The Horses Go Galloping (Make up your own rhythm.)

Thp horses go galloping far- (Keep beat by slapping hands

away on; knees.)

Far away, far away

The hores go galloping far
A

away

And then they stop!

Whoa!

4Rais'e hands above head and

swingjorward touching the

ground.)

.

-4
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Babies can al watch dads go through the actions and"I

imitate, or dads can shape babies through the actions.

Airplanes (tune of Camptown Races)

Airplanes thex-fly oh so high, (Hold babies up.high.)

doM, Z0011V700Mr700flyiik

Airplanes they fly oh so low, (Zoom"babies down low.)

zoom, zoom, zoom, zoom,

Airplanes4they fly all around, (Gently swing child from

zoom, zooms zoom, zoom side to side.)

Think I hear one now. Zoom! (On "zoom" give bal4 a big

hug'.)
. .

Adaptation:
1

.

1) Older children can fly high and 164 and then Iluek down

01:
low on the last zgam.

,

*'
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Silly Song,
14,

ThiS is the way we clap our

hands

Clap our hands-.

Clap our hands

This is the way we clap our

hands

Clap our hands together.

F y.

(Maly up your own melodY,)

(Follow directions of song.)

Additional verses:

ThIS is the way we rub our

This is the way we tickle-ourselveS
-

This is the way we play peek-a-boo...'

This is the way we march arourld,...

Adaptations:

I

a

P.

1) 'Infants can be gently shaped through this song or dads

tan dp the motions letting the child watt4 them.

It

f :

, .

185
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,Open, Shilt Theme

. I e

, .

f

17.

;;.'

$

Own, shut. them, open, shut (Opeh and close hand into a

Give a little clap,, clap; clap (Clap hands.)

Open, shut thevii,.ve41,.shut (Open and ';c1ose hand intva-
,

their' fist.).

.

them iWyour lap -. Put handS41p lap.)

tY;.

I

;

- 41,
1 <11

Creep 'them, 'crawl them (Have fingers crawl up tummy

Lt
v,

S

and "thest.) s
4 4

Right up to your chin, :-($t) them on chiri..and

Open wide 141cibr little modific Open mouth wide.)
.

.

let them in briefly at "but" then

f
AlUickly put hand behind

...

Adaptations

tl

,;

ft

o,.

;

back.)

._
,

r ;

a. ;1,

I 0.

0. , .

1) infolits can either lay- or sit in front of "d401,...,:aind .- ,
..

. ..*.-"" ---''::,,

.. N

; children can watch dads, 'perform actions L ip front, of

( :0,
them, or fathers can guide them tfircough. the motioos. -.

-
;

, 1
,.

.1. i,

. *P:

.1, ,11 ,..

,
' q .. i!.

0

4

.....! .'
: .,..* r . ,

%.1., : i
'...

. .4 ...; at,

- ;:.. ; 0..-."r!
, r

.
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SECTION VII GROSS MOTOR SONGS

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, (This is a simple chant)

Teddy bear, teddy bear turn (Turn around.)

around

Teddy bear, teddy bear touch Bend and touch ground.)

the ground

f

Teddy bear, teddy bear show (Put one foot forward.)

your shoe Out one foot forward.)

Teddy bear, teddy bear ski - (Run in place.)

doos.

411/
'Adaptations:

.1

A

4

0

I) Dads can pick up infants and go through the motions.

N.

o

Clap, Clap, Clap (This is a.simple diant)

Clap, clap, clap, your hands (Follow directions of song.)

Clap your hands together .
;(.

lk

Clap, clap, clap, 9tilr hands

Clap your hands together

Stomp your feet, etc.

Nod your head, etc.

4

a

Wiggle your fingers, etc.

. 187
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Adaptations:

1) Dads can carry infants and do the actions.

Ring Around the Rosey

Ring around the nosey

Pocket full of posey

Ashes, ashes we all fall down

-/ The cowsws are in the meadow

eating butter cups

Aichoo, aachoo, we all stand
, 4A-ed

up!

.1%

Adaptation':

(Hold hands forming

(Circle moves to eitper right

or left)

(Fall down.)

(Stand u

Da can cAyy infants and do the actions.

Touch Your Toes (Are You Sleeping),

Touch your toes, touch your

toes

Turn around, turn around

Do a little jumpidg, do a

little jumping .

Squat down lbw, up you go.

(Follow directions to song.)

7
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Additional versw
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"Do a little" walking, hopping, ,skipping,

"Twisting, swaying,) sitting, swimming, sliding, or bending.,

Adaptation:

1 Dads can hold babies and go through the actions with

them.
I

I'm a Little Teapot '

I'm a little-teapot, short and (Point to self, use hand to

stout show "short" and "stout.")

Here is my handle, here is my. (Put one hand on hip, use

spout

When I get all seamed up,

hear me shout, I

Tip me over and pour me out.'

4

Row Row Row Your -Boat'

other arm and hand to form

spout)

(Blow cheeks full of air --

then whistle!)

(Tip "spout" over:by moving

upper body.)

J.

Row row row your boat (Sit, facing yddler, holding

'Get1down the stream hands. Rock back apd forgth
,

4./*

11110111
I

Merrily merrily merrily merrily wile singing.)

Life is but A dream .

189
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o \

Adaptations:

1) Infants cap hear dads say this rhyme as dads gently

sway the babies 'back and forth.,

ci

Walk and Stop

Oh, well you walk and you walk (Follow directions to song

and you.walk and you stop! emphasizing ustop!")

And you walk and you walk aneJ
...-

you walk and you stop!

And you walk and you walk and

you walk and you stop! .

And you walk and you walk and

you walk and stop!

Adaptations:

1) Dads can hold babies and sing -the song togkher

emphasizing stop! 0

Use rhythm instruments if you like.

I

Additional verses,'

you dance and yOU stop

you skip and you 'stop .

)/Vyou hop and ou s op

41'
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Hokie Pokie

You put your feet in. in a circle.

You put your feet out. (Put baby's, feet inside

circle.)

Gather fathers and children

(Put baby's feet outside

You put your feet in.

And you shake them all about. (Put baby's feet inside

circle.)

Do the hokie pokie and you (Shake baby's feet.)

turn yourself around. (Dance as you turn around in

That's what it's all abouilli° a circle.)

Use different body parts for (Bounce baby in time to

additional verses.

Jack-in-the-box

music.)

(Arm, head, tummy, whole

0
self.)

Jacr-in-the-box still as (.Lean over child hiding your

mouse, face.)

.,Deep down inside -his little (Be very quiet.)

dark house.

Jack -in -the -box, resting so (Be very quiet.)

still,

-1.1f11 you come out, Yes! 1 will! (On "yes", jump up with arms

held high. )

4
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Adaptations:

1

or.

Same for older and younger children. As they det older

more'of the actions can be done b$' the children.

a

If You're,Happy and You Know It

If you're happy and you know it
A

clap your hands.

If you're happy and you know it

, clap yoyr hands.

If you're happy and you know it

And you really want to show it

If you're happy_ and youoknow it

clap your hands.

Adaptations

4

.

omemN.ft

' 1) Change song by using different actions. . Try

substituting "wiggle your fingers" or "give a cheer"

for "clap your hands."

1

2) Vary song by changing actions and emotions. Try "if

you're mad and you know it stomp yOur feet" or

you're sad and you know know it,.tay boo-hoo."

1 92
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Let's Gq Riding'on an Elevator
.

Let's go riding on an elevator,

Let's go riding on an elevator,

First floor, secoh floor,

third floor,

Fourth floor, fifth floor

(Child should be crouched on

knees or lying on stomach.).

(Raise hands up high

designating each floyir.)

(Stand, holding hands above

head.)

Down, down, down, down, down, (Go down to lying on

Adaptations:

stomach.)

1) For infants, lay them on their backs to begin. On the

first fToorhelp them to.a litting position; second, a

standing position; third, waist high; fourth, shoulder

level; fifth, over your head. And then back to the

ground. This' will give dads and babies a good

.workout:.. Be sure to use good body. mechanics!

is
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.Sample Activity Menus'

We haate.-rpuri together some examples of activities, dances,

and songs t/ at you can present during the 'Song and Activity

portion of.the program. Ole these menus ,if you like or adapt

them ito incorporate your own ideas. These menus follow a

general pattern: a greeting song; songs to be sung While

seated; a movement song, usually 'a pence,' and then the

activity. While is pattern has worked well for us, feel free

to use a pattern that works best for you. Of courseI there may

be days when you will not follow a song-activity format at all

c,if, for instance, you opt to go swimming, have supervised baby

'.jymnastics, .4go to a "lake 'and feed the ducks, or have .an

lall-family get- together.

Note that, except for the first wok, each week's songs'

represent a mixture of previously .presented songs and new

songs. Repeating songs help fathers and children incorpora0'

them into their repertoire.

0
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Week 1

Songs

The more we get together

Itsy bitsy spider

The wheels on the bus

Let's go riding on an elevator

"' Walk and stop

Dance (with rhythm instruments)

Let's Twist Again (Chubby Checker)

Activity

Noodles and Beans

Week 2

Songs

The more we get together

Itsy bitsy spider

Two little monkeys

This little rabbit has a fly upon his nose

Let's'go riding on an elevator

rf you're happy and you know it

March (with rhythm instruments)

Washington Post March (John Philip Sousa)

Activity

Spackle prints

...o

A

A

195
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Songs

Hello, hello: '

Two little monKeys

The wheels on the bus,.

c

Way up high

If piu're happy and yciu,know it

Ring around the r-osey.

Dance (with rhythm. instruments)

Theme from ."Zorba the Greek"

Activity

Parachute

Week 4

.

Songs ..4

Hello, Hello

tJ

St.

.P.

Do your ears lay low

Way up hig*

This little rabbit has a fly on his nose

Horses go galloping

Ring around the rosey.

Dance (fathers can waltz with cii ld or gently swing child in

blanket)

Strauss Waltzes

6,-

a'
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Actiyityi.,
, ..

. .

Narble painting,

, h
. ..-,

,..

it

Weekr5

Spngs,

)-1

Where 'oh where"

TWo.littTe monkeys

Hickory dickory kick

Twinkle twinkle little star:

silty song

Teddyl)ear, teddy bear

Let's ga.riding. on an' elevator

tkctivity.

Water\plaY

1!
Week 6

Songs

Where oh where

Iv) little blackbirds

Do, your ears hang:low

Horses go galloping

Silly song

Walk and stop

Dance (with rhythm instruments)

)!fPwant.to hold your'hand LThe Beatles)

r*.*4
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Activity

:'Week 7.

,Sonsas

Come on everyboay

Puppet p,lay and shadoW play.,

.

Week 8;

S&ngs

11

Way up high

yhee4s on the bu;

Clap your hands.

Tedcfy bpac, teddy be'ir

Row, row, row your boat

Hokiepgkie

t

11,

VarAiety show (for younger children)

NailIoard (for older children)

, :!
L

qf you're happy and you know it

'UO your eark hang low

TOnkle44winkle 11ttle star
*i.,

Horset'go

-

Airplanes

Clap'your hands

41k and stop

.J`

1

cM

11

4

,

.4

.1/
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Dance (with rhytflm instruments)

You Ain't Nothin' But a Hound Dog (ElviS.PreslqS

Activity

Punch and paste IfoAolder children)

.41

Whipped cream play (for younger childr

Week .9

Songs'

The more we pet togethavf

Two Tittle monkeys

4Hickory dickory dock

this little rabbit has a fly upon his nose
4

Airplanes

Touch your toes

a'/
Hokie pokie

Dance (with rhythm instruments)

I

(C'mon Baby) Do the Locomotion (Littlt Eva) .4-

Activity

Play dough

1("

d

4

rt
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Week 10

Songs

Hello, hello

Two:Tittle blacktirds

Itsysbitsy spider

Way up high

Horses go galToping,

Teddy year

Ring around the rosey

Dance (with rhythm instruments).

(We all live in a) Yellow Submarine (The Beatles)

Activity

Mirror play

Balloon play

0.:

o

.

I
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Snacktime 11,

While- a break for refeshmts' may seem, like the most

trivial part of the Father's Program, it dogs serve several

impdrtant purposes. Snacktime is the f4rst totalOy:unstructUred

portion_of.ipe morning. When tie: fathers and their ldi'en

take a short break after the Father's Forum and Activities are

over,,the-fathers can get a cup of juice and coffee and cookies,

and mingle together. At this time, the men are free to discuss
r of

anything they wish. They may talk about their jObs, hobbies,
-

childrens' schoOls, or families.- This casual sharing of

information helps to develop social networks. Fathers may

discover-that they work fOr the same company, their children go.

to the same school, or their wives know each ,other. As!a result

of these brief encounter, the families may get together (and

provide social Support)-outside of the Father's Program.

For the father who is uncertain. of his role.in his child'.

life, snacktime provides a variety of role models he can observe

as other fathers freely ii4eract with their children. Another

father may be curious about other ren who have a disability I

like his son's or daughter's. Th portion of the morning

allows' the. father to observe er child and ask the child's
.

father questions if he wishes.
1

You may wish to have two different 'fathers volunteer to

bring snacks for each meeting. One father can bring the snack.

,

201,

.
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for the children an the other.:. for the fathers. You can ask.

that the fathers make the snack themselves- -some fathers wi 11

enjoy the opportunity to perform a non-traditional task with

their handicapped childl'or. other ,children., and they may feel

they are contrkiting Something concrete to the progrIm. With

other groups.whose members are busier, you May want-to provide

the' snacks for them. If your program collects a registration
f

fee, you may use* that money ta purchase the snacks.

Snacktime should be .4nfOrmal, and you should allow

sufficient time for discussion and observation. We find that

15-20 niiimtes gives the families time to get their snack, 010

place to sit, and chat with each other before moving on to the
0

next part of the program. Leaders should make sure that there

are enough chairs and tables for the' fathers-and their children
11.

to'-make themselves comfortable. Als', leaders should take the

initiative in starting conversations. with new fathers and

fathers sitting. alone. Asking "veteran" father to introduce

themselAs to new fathers is another heApful way to make new

fathers feel at ease.

40
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Chapter 6

The Guest Speaker

.1

A major goal of the Father's P.rpgram is to provide fathdrs

with information on child Aevelppment, services, policies, or

other concerns affecting families with handicapped children.

This goal is accomplished by the program leaders,, who present

the -fathers with information throughout the year, and by the

guest speaker% who are invited to talk_ to the father; about -

specific topics of interest. The guest speakerq function is

primarily educational. Research comparing the effectiveness: of

#edcatidmal and therapaitic approaches with parents of special
#

needs chi l,dren suggests that a. combination of the-two may have

the, most beneficial effects (Tavorminat Hampson & LuscoMb, 1976;

Sammit,. Nash & Meyers, 1980). The guest _speaker provides an:

educational balance to the reflective (t14rabeutic) apPrbach

used during The Father's Forum...
14

1

How.to Select Guest Speakers and.Topics

Guest .speakers are selected to t e basis of the

part it i pants' interests and concerns . 1 s the . leader' s

responsibility io -turvey the, fat`hers' needg

This. may be done, several ways:

9

for gue'it speakers.

2j3

1.
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Injtially, at the very first meeting, you can ask

fathers lo.cqmplete a simple form on which they can

indicate .their Specific concerns. We have. included an

' example of the ,questionnaire we used. in the Not

program in Appendix B. You may wish to use or adapt

this form for your programs

:During The Father's Forum, fathers will raise issues

thati- because of° the expertise or time 'necessary to

explain the topic sufficiently, are best 'left to a

guest speaker. When you hear these topics, you 'will.
.

wait to check with .the group to see if there is
1

aciequate interest in .obtaining a' guest- speaker to

a ress the topic.

*s.DOring Informal discuSsions, a father may ask you .for'.

infdrmation about a particular subject., If the topic

trt

r.

he 'mentions is one you think other fathers' may be

interested in, consult' with a few 'other fathers and if,

-tFier6 i.s suffitient. fnterest, arrange to bring in a

guest speaker. If not, you' should find another. way to

meet, the father's request for information.
Ft

You may_ Mink of a speaker or a topic you feel is

appropriate for tba guest speaker portion of the

program. Check first with the fathers to see if there

is an toterest in the speaker or topfc before you

invite the / p to be sure the fathers are

interested.
.0

4

-
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Suggested. Speakers and.Topic

While. fathers do express- a special, interest in topics

ti

relating to their children's future, fathers' interests are

broad. Belovi, is a partial' list of the speakers we inWed to

the pilot Iather's Program, and the topics they addressed:

Physical Therapist-normal motor development; how different

disabilities can affect moto deVelopMent. 4

Dentist-normal dental .development how dental development .

,

can be affected. by disabilities or Medications;4.dental care

v. .

for children handicaps.

Nutritionist-do children with special needs have different

0 nutritional requirements than nonhandcapped children?

w

Special Education Teachers-the need for early intervention;

selection of appropriate toys for children with special

needs; individualized educational programs (I.E.P.$); local

preschool, -elementary, secondary, and vocational proVam

available for children with handicaps.

Speech Therapist- communication behaviors of nonverbal

children; facilitating children's speech development.
. %

Educational Computer Specialist-software programs for young

handicapped children.

Fathers of Older Handicapped Children-their reflectidOs on
Was.

being the father of a child with special needs.

Sibling Panel-older siblings describing their experiences

growing up as the brotAer or sister of a child with a

handicap; sibling concerns that parents shodld be aware of.

'I
205
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Grandparents 'Panel -their reactions 'to :their grandchild's

jito parents can help grandparents accept a

child'S'handicap.
4

RepSesentative of a .Parent -to Parent oP .Pilot Parent

Group-an expjanation of the group's services so 'participants
4

may oilicide to volunteer as a helping parent or use the

group's services.

Group Home Representative- living opportunifies available

adults with handicaps; possible field trip:

Lawyer-providing for yotir Mid's future; wills, trusts, and

for

guardianships and how state laws effect them.

AdVocacy- Group Representative - explanation of services;

common prbbldis parents of handicapped children encounter

with social service agencies and schools-;. resolving these

issues.

Social Worker- ,assertiveness training for parents of children

with special needs to help them interact with doctors,

teachers, social workers, agency cepresentatives,

Psychologist - emotional development of handicapped persons;

effective discipline with handicapped children.

Inviting- and Preparing a Guest Speaker

Because some of the topics are controversial and will

stimulate .discussion of many related issues, we often ask

speakers to present on only one or two of the topics ..mentioned

2C6
1M
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above. You will select a gyest speaker who has' the abilit7,to

speak with some Authority on a particular topic: a special

educaton preschool teacher may have very limited knowledge of

vocat4nal programs. Other criteria will include their ability

to speak comfortably tol group of parents, their willingness to

answer parents questions, and if necessary, their willingness to

volunteer their time.

.It helps to-schedule guest speakers as soon as you identify

a common interest. Because many guest speakers have bpsy

schedules, if you, wait until the last minute, your speaker may

not'be available. When scheduling a guest speaker, be sure to

inform him or her about the interest expressed in the topic, ow

you feel the topic would best be presented (a short, 20-minute

presentation with time for questions and discussion is often

effective), the size and characteristics of the group (will

mothers be invited to hear th6* guest speaker), atmosphere

(usually very informal), plus informatipn on time, location,

and, if available, payment. If the site of the program is

difficult to find, be sure to send a map to the speaker. Thank

gok

you letters following a guest speaker's presentation not only

express gratitude (especially if the speaker is being paid)

y

but also increase the chances that the speaker will be 'available

to talk to the group again, should the need arise.

2C7
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Organizing the Presentation and Discussion

During a typical Father's Program, the guest speaker will .

meet with the fathers (and mothers, if 0-esent) .after the

children are secured in childcare following snack. Usually the

fathers will know about the topic ahead :of time through the

LettA announcing the upcoming, meeting (see Putting it all

Together). Mothers are often interested in hearing the guest

speakeers, and should be eted to this part of the pro ram.

Following a brief introduction, the guest speaker will
.

present his or her topic, Jeaving adequate time for questions.

The question and answer session following the presentation is

important because it allows parents to get s cific information

from the guest speaker.. Because many of the' parents will have

expressed an interest in the speaker's topic,iyou will not have

to do much planning for the question and answer session. On

occasionolhowever; inappropriate questions arise and it is your

responsibility ta the speaker to redirect these questions. A

common type of inappropriate question would be a father's querie

that is specific only to his child and requires a lengthy

answer. If a question like this arises, you should ask the

speaker if he or She has a few minutes after class to answer

individual questions about specific children. If so, you can

reassure the father that his question is valid, but will be

answered better after the class. on other occasions fathers will

ask questions that are off the subject and outside the speaker's
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area of expertise. For instance, a father may'question a spe eh

therapist About the relevance of I.Q. tests. When this happens,

you can acknowledge the father's question and tell him tha1lt

woald be better discussed after class, during the next

sharetime, or with another guest speaker. gestating the topic

at hand, you can suggest that questions dealing with that topic

will be the best way of making use of the speaker's expertise. ,

Speakers who are used to speaking to groups will have no problem

handling difficult or inappropriate questions. It will be your
i

responsibili however, to step in. and "rescue" speakers when

'necessary.
A

Speakers who can spend a few minutes with fathers after

class will provide fathers with a chance to ask specifiC

questions about their children. These questions, especially

when they follow th9general information of the presentation and

the group questions, provide the father with information be can

use and relate to his child.

NP Before breaking up fork informal discus'sion, you'll want to

make a few closing comments. You may note that the time has run

out and remind the fathers of the next meeting's date and guest

speaker. These few comments help bring closure to the program

and give permission for fathers to leave if they have to. You

may remind fathers who have additional questions' that the guest

speaker has agreed to stay and talk to individual dads.

20 9
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While some fathers are asking' the guest speaker questions

and others'are filter1ng out the door, some dads may use the end

of the" class to come to you and talk about personal concerns, or

asks quehions about services or programs. This time immediately.

after class, like the time before class and during sharetime,

provides opportunities for fatherslto seek personal attention

from the facilitators. Sometimes fathers will just want to

talk, and other times they will request information. Fathers

may suggest topics for future guest speakers. Do not get so

caught up in the closing and clean-up activities after the

program that you do not have time to make yourself available to

the fathers. Some fathers especially new fathers or men lip are

reticent to share their ,concerns within the group; will wait.

until the34can talk privately, with one of the facilitators. Be

sure you are. there to listen when this happens. . Active

listening shills and attention to father's request fdr

information will let the father know you are interested in him

acid what he has to say.

210
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Chapter 7

Final Thoughts And Advice 41,

Putting It All Together

In the previoq chapters we have described the individual

4
component activities of the Father's .Program. In this chapter

A

we will suggest one way these components can fit together. The

order in which the component activities have been presented'

throughout. the bolc--the Father's Forum, music and activity,
0

snack; and guest speaker--is the suggested'orer fpr the meeting

agenda.

We have found that there are several advantage to following

this sequence. By separating the Father's Forum and the guest

speaker with an activity and snack, two back-to-back discussion

sessions are avoided. Having the guest speaker at the end of

the meeting allows the guest- speaker time to answer fatheri'

individual questions following class.

Of course, the component activities you use and the order in

which you present them will be up to you and m4y be partially

determined by'variables such as the availability of childcare or

guest speakers. See the .chapter "Program Alternatives" for

suggestions when services, such as childcare, are not available.,

Preparing to begin a Father's Program, *like building a

garage or preparing a gr:ea meal, requires numerous small steps

that, need your attention. Also like building a garage or

211
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preparing a gre t meal, it helps to have a battle plan. Below

we have prepeed 'a timetable to follow once an. agency has

decided to sponsor a Father's Program and has hired

facilitattors. The .first timetable outlines tasks to be

accomplished before the program, begins. The' second timetable

outlines the tasks to be accomplished on the day of .the' program.

In this example, the programiruns from 40 'a.m. until noon on

AP

Saturdays.

A

a

Things to do Before the Eirst Meeting

1. Two months before. Begin Awareness, activities. Send

out fliers, brochures, or announcements to hospitals,

schools, or infant intervention centers that serve

young children with special needs and their parents.

Send announcements to local radio stations or

newspaperst In your announcements to agencies, let the

directors knowknow that you are interested in sloe ing to

their agency's parent group about the.Father's Program.

One and one-half months before. gin Recruitment

activities. Visit parents' groups 'to talk about the

Father's Program. Contact agency direttors by phone to

establi4h a referral policy.

3. One month before. Identify childcare proyiders and the

first guest speaker.

219
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4. One weekobefore. Prepare introduction to the'Father's

Forum. Plan activites for fathersi and children. If

necessary, begin to collect equipment and supplies
6

needed for activity.
(

5.. One day, before. Prepare or plan snack.

What to do on Program Day

8:30 a.m. Staff arrives. Set up chi\dpare room,

arrange / chair's in room where fathers will/

meetkduring the Father's Forum and the guest

. Speaker presentation'. Set up snack tables

and activity equipment. Prepare coffee, and

9:45-10:05

cis

10:05- 10:40.

set up snack. Set up table for name tags.

Greeting. Be sure to arrive early enough so

the preparation is over before fathers.

arrive. This way you will be free.to welcome

lathers and children. During this time, help

fathers situate chiNren in childcare. Show

the fathers where the children will be, and

them introduce them to the childcare

providers.

The Father's Forum. Try to 4agin this first'

activity as close as possible .to 'the

"official" starting .time (inthis case 10

a.m.). This way fathers who are on time are

not penalized, and yoJ will not run out of

time due to a late start.

. 213
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10:40-11:05 Music and activity. Fathers rejoin.their

children to le"arn songs . and. enjoy

activities. Often the music, activities, as

well as the, snack are held in the same room

as childcare. During this time, childcare

workers will set up the snack.

11:05-11:20 Snack. Be sure not td` ltt this .part .run too

long so sufficient time is left for the guest
P

speaker.

11:20-12:00. Guest speakers. Children are usually left

with 'the -childcare providers during this

portion of the program.

12:00-12:30 Although the plgram ends at 12.noon to allow

fathers who have other engagements to leave,

many times fathers will wish to stay, talk,

and ask guest 'speakers and *facilitators

..c
specific questions that they did not bring up

during the Program. Don't be in a rush to

clean up and leave; many fathers share

informati n and ask questioss at this time

0 r
that th are' reluctanttoleing up with a

grout,. Be .sure to make yourse'f accetsible

to
r

fat h ers who maYt need to discuss concerns

on an individual basi.

12:30-1:15 Clean up

A

he
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Program Alternatives

In previous chapters, we have described the Father's Program

model, that has been successful for the pilot program and, with

.

some 'modifications, the field 'test sites. For a number of

reasons, the schedules and activities we have offered may not be

right fir. your program. The purpose of this chapter, then., is

to encourage you to adapt and tailor the Father's Program model

to meet theneeds ofsthe fathers in your community ith the

resources you,have available.

Father involvement is an important, albeit new,concept As

this concept spreads and changes from a novel idea to an

eApected part of parent involment programs, we anticipate that

many models will evolve in order to best meet the particul'ar

needs of different groups of men and children to be served.

This is both needed and desirable; one model cannot meet the

diverse needs of a/1 fathers of Oecial heeds children.%

The following variations of he Father's Program model ma,4

better meet your needs than the demonstration model we've-

described (In future:editions c51 this handbook wewould like to
4,1

publish additional variations that have worked for otAer
c, #

programs. We hope that you will write us and let us know about

adaptations you have found successful).'

Alternative times. In some communities, Saturday morning or

afternoon meetings may not be feasible because of work. or

, V
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program schedule conflicts. When thq'happens, meetings may need

to be held in the evenings or at Other times suitable for the

fathers. the. obvious drawback V evening" meetings for fathers

4414!
of young childrep is the conflice between the late hour and the

child's bedtime. If' evenings are the only possible times for

hers of young children, you may wish to consider a "fathers
4

6
ly" structure, xplained later in this apter,

Alternative locations: If you ser thers from mOre,;than

one school or intervention program, you may wisig to consider

.

varying the location. for instance if two schools on opposit

sides' of a city are co-sponoring the Father's 4ogram, you may

decide to alternate meetings so' fathers from one center are not

burdened with a Jong drive for each meeting; .A 'stable. location

4

is usually preferable to constantly changing locations for a

group .of fathers from the same area. jf, however', you draw

00c

I

fathers from several school's. or intervention Centers; they may

enjoy meeting occasionally at different program locations 'to see

what other,prOgrams have 'to offer.

Field trips. . The Father's Program shoul never become

routine; field trips can provide variety, information, and fun

for the fathers and children who participate. Field trips fall

into two general'types: informational and recreational . While

recreational field trips will generally include the children,

216 1
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idformational may or may not. Informational field trips

may include a vis it to a group home or a sheltered workshop to

see What options may be available to, special needs children in

years to come; or- amvisit to the state legislature to lobby on-

4.

behal of children with special needs and theiry families.

eational field trips may include a visit to the zoo, an

aquarium, or a restaurant that' employs . disabled) persons;

watching Special Olympic events; or swimming for dads- and 'I.'.

children. Field trips can offer group members a chancee/tp get

to know each other better in a relaxed, casual atmosphere.

Topical workshops. When 'fathers express an interest in a

topic that will take longer-to explore- than the time'norMally

allotted-for the guest speaker, an entire mee'tin004, be devoted

.to '.a special topical workshop. Topics such as Public Law

94-142, the IEP process, sibling concertis,' or grandparent
1

concerns are examples of issues that fathers may want to discuss

at greater length than is possible in a regular meeting.

Agencies ,end school districts may be able to provide you with

speakers on topic concerning school-related laws and policies.

Sibling or grandpa ent workshops may include a staff-moderated

panel of family members.

One-time "Fathers Only" workshops. This variation on the

Father's Program its valUable when a group of fathers express a

217,
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tentative interest in .a Fatber's Program. The following 'format

has, been, used iucce)ssfully with groups of fathers ranging in

size from six. to eighty-five.,. Like 'the 'Father's 'Pro.gram, a

Fathers Only Workshop encourages fathers to share . their,

experiences with other fathers. For most f'athers, this Will °be'.

a unique experience,

a

One month prior to the workshop, fathers ihould be contacted 40

by mail, phone, or bbth and informedofthe upeoming workshop.

You may wish to consider, inviting fathers from programs in the

.
-

.

surrounding area. A sample'of a letter for a fathers WI- hop
,

used by th ilot 'program is included in Appendix C. Before the

meeting, arrange tf chairs in a circle and provide nametags,

refreshments (sore programs provtde yretzels and beer!), and

workshop sheets which outline the topics you will}over (see

Appendix C). As fathers filter in, greet them, ,offer them

nametags, coffee, -and workshop sheets. Small talk and a

relaxed, jovial attitude will go a long way to making the

fathers feel Alt ease. After allowing several 'minutes grace for

fathers who are late, welcome the group, introduce yourself, and

briefly explain the-purposes of the meeting:

a chance to meet other fathers of Special needs.

children;
4

an opportunity to discuss their common experiences' and

interests with other men who understand the joys and

challenges of being the' father_ of a special needs child;

21 8.
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a chanCe to ask questions about schools, programs,
e

440

,iervjces, and policies that affect children with

.swial needs.

Following this brief introduction , Alecide how many groups of

1' fathers lou will have: Assign the ,Fathers to two gebups if the

- - 4
total 'number of fathers is over 12. Between 6 to 9 members in a

sroup is considered optimal for allowing a diversity of

experiences and opinions, and still providing each father a

chance to have his say.

Ask the fathers to introduce themselves and tell the group a

little about their child and their family. Tell them they may

use the questions on the workshop sheet, but that they do not

III/
need to .restrict themselves to those questions.. During the

.

introductions, the experiences. that one father shares will often

ti

elicit comments from other" fathers who have *Similai

experiences. ..As long you do not let one father's concerns

dominate the grodp, this ensuing interchange of comments and

questions can lead to. a rewarding discussion for the

participants. You, as the workshop facilitator, shOuld assure

that all fathers haves. a chanCe to talk (see chapter on The

Father's Forum);,. and be sensitive to requests for.information

that cannot.be answered by the group. After. the meAtinglou can

;discuss the befit. fdr.fathers to obtain the information they

requested during the meeting.

g

al

4

21:9 r.
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At the end of the workshop (allow at least two hoUrs for an

in-depth discussion), close the meeting by 'making a few summary

comments.- You may wish to remark on the array Of concerns,

challenges, and joys facing families of special needs children

that you have heard during the workshop. Also, because most

'participants have never met with other fathers before, you may

ask them for their reaction to.this type bf workshop. If you

are interested in providing additional meetings, you can ask if

they would like to meet again. Wfitten evaluations from the

fathers can also give you valuable feedback on the fathers'

reactions to the workshop. An: example of an evaluation form for

one-time "Fathers Only" torkshops can be found'in Appendix C.

"Fathers Only" programs.1 Somelprograms, because of time,

location, or childcare conflicit§, may choose to meet without

Children. These programs can be run essentially like the

Father's Program model presented in previous cippters, except

that more. time will be availablefor The Father's ForUM and the

.guest speaker.. Other programs that are an outgrowth of a

Fathers 'only WOIrkshop, may continue meetings for the fathers for

the first few'meetings, and then gradually add guest speakers

and children's activities to the program's agenda.,'
'1

Children at alternate meetings. Tre inclusion of children

at Father's Program m'eettbgs. adds 4 special dimension. These
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meetings can beoome a cherished time for father and child;

fathers can watch other children in action and use other

fathers' styles of interaction as models for their own behavior;

meanwhile, mothers get a little time off. Still, lack of

resources for childcare may make it difficult to have children

attend each session. An alternative to not involving children

at all would be to have children attend with their fathers at

-every, other meeting. The meetings for fathers and children-can

focus on recreational, child-centered ac'ivities and guest

speakers who enjoy having children present to demonstrate their

topics, sdch as phyiical therapists, 'dentists, music therapists,

or preschool teachers explaining how, to select toys for

children. At alternate meetings, fathers, can devote their time

to The Father's Forum activities and guest speakers who address

issues, plicies, and services of group interest.

Special events, Special events may be functions ,for the

whole family, just for mothers and fathers, or just for

fathers. These special events add and excitement to the

Father's' Program; they also can expand a family's base of

support.

. Alf-family *functions are 'special events where dads and

children are joined by sibs, moms, grandparents, uncles, aunts,

and maybe a close neighbor or two. The Father's Program pilot

effort-tosts three all-family events each year. In DeceMber, a

;,
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Winter Holiday party features a pot-luck brunch, entertainment

(perhaps clog-dancing or a Juggler), sing-alongs, and, of

course, a visit from Santa. The Spring Fling also has a brunch,

art 'prolects, egg hunts, and a visit from all the barnyard

animals we can find. A summer picnic at a nearby beach or other

scenic spot marks our end-of-the-year get-together.

While these are definitely recreational and social

gatherings, these special events perform several important

functions. Meeting other families cap strengthen a familiy's'

social network; decrease' their isolation, and provide

information and models for coping with a handicapped child.

Mothers meet one another and talk about their children; siblings

play with other' siblings and other special needs kids;

grandparents meet other grandparents and see that families of

children with handicaps can function successfully. One of the

all-family parties was a revealing experience for one

grandparent we know. Prior to the event, he thought that

handicapped children were born into poorly cared for,

undesirable families.- This misconception made it difficult for

him to accept his grandchild's diagnosis. After attending an

p11- family party and seeing the competent, caring families who

)

attended, his notion about handicapped children changed

dramatically. During the party he approached a facilitator and

expre.sed interest in volunteering time to work with handicapped

children!
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Other special events may be held for moms and dads only,

such as dinner at a restaurant employing disabled people,, or an

evening party without the kids. Taking in a local basketball or

football game may-be an enjoyable event just. fOr dads. An

annual ham and eggs breakfast for fathers ctnly is a special

event at the pilot Father's Program. Fathers help prepare the

breakfast and there is plenty of time for leisurely
Or

conversation. Sometimes there is a guest speaker. 4'

A.

.a

Ip

Special events can enrich a program's schedule and help ake

the program vital and meaningful to all family member The

program alternatives preSented in this chapter are examples of

how you can tale that program to meet the needs. and interests

of the fathers you serve given the resources you have

available. Father involybment is an evolving concept. We hqv

you will be creative in making further adjustments in order to

offer your noup of fathers and children a responsive, viable

program.

4,

22'3

- 1.
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Chapter EA

. Evaluating Your Program

Programs will have different needs for evalugion data --

liormation on the. effect the 'program 14s. had on tile

participants; Mast basic will .be the leaderst need to satisfy

their-curiosity whetjher all their work and time have benefited

the parents `they have served. If a Father's Program is being

supported by a community agency, the leaders will probably have

to account far how the agency's funds are being used, and what

impact they are having on the program participants. Father's

Programs that are affiliated with universities or other research

iNstitutions may be involved in more extensive evaluations that.'

reflect the resources and philosophies of the researchers who

are assigned to.study the programs.

The Seattle Father's-Program wis developer rider a federal

grant which required that we evaluate the impact of the

program. We therefore implemented a ,very extensive study of the

families, and we are continuing to follow up on these families

through a 'stsequent federal research grant we have obtained.

It Would be unrealistic for most father's Programs to attempt an

evaluation, as extensive. as ours, which required families to

complete an'annual 1-2-hour-long assessment pdaage, and a staff

of researchers to prepare and analyze the data. We will

describe at the end of this chapter the approach we took, and

st.
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the results' we have obtained thus* far. But we expect few.

Father's Programs to follow our evaluation model, simply because

they will not have the timi or the money.

Pre -post Alternatives

Choosing measures. All Father's Programs will bee able to

find the resources to, conduct a very short and simple evaluation

in the form of a pretest and a posttest at the beginningarand end

of a program year. Program leaders may want to select one of

the assessment measures we used in our.program for this pre -post

evaluation. For example, if Am are most interested in finding

out how the program affected the father's depression or the

family's coping patterns, you could ask the fathers to complete'

the Beck Depression Inventory or the Family Environment Scale.

If you are most interested in developing fathers' social

supports, you may want to use the Inventory bf Parent's

Experiences, which measures change in this area.

A
Many programs may want to measure variables that we did not

address in our evaluation plan. One area of interest might be

fathers' problem solving skills related to being a parent of a

child wi special needi. We would expect that the information.,

fathers ceive during the program meetings, and the experiences
.1

they share with other fathers will help, them locate the

resources in their community they need to cope with the special

needs of their child and family. Our staff are developing a

re. .-

.1
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problem-solv g measure we will use in our long-term reshrch,
44-

and we would be happy to share that measure with others. There

are also similar measures that have been developed by other

researchers, and program staff who have access' to .university

libraries or consultants may wish' to review several

problem-solving Instruments before they sblect the one most

4

suitable for their program.

Many programs will want to include a: very practical

evaluation that is *directly referenced to the program's

content. This type of criterion - referenced evaluation has to be

tailored individually to each program and its site. You would

begin to develop this kind of measure by reviewing your agenda

for the program year prior to ihe first, meeting. Identify

.topics, activities, and, speakers you will have on your agenda

and the kinds of information and skills you 'expect fathers will

obtain from those activities. Then draft some questions that.

will reflect what you think fathers will learn- from those

presentations. For exa001e, if yob are planning to teach

fathers games they can play with their children, one question

might be:

How much time do you spend, \in a typical week, playing

0 with your special child?

If you plan to invite a guest speaker to talk, about respite

care, you might ask:

c,
l

226
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Do you know how to obtain services through you state's

respite care program?

If you plan activities and speakers that you hopelmill increase

fathers' involvement in their children's school prOgrams, a good

question to ask would be:

In the past year; Row many times have you visited your

child's school?

or.

Have you attended an IEP meeting at your child's program?'

Interpreting your results. When you collect pre-post data

on your group of fathers, you will want to test the hypothesis

about the difference between their scores on the mea10-es before

they entered your program, and after they participated in your

Program. Social scientists who-4.attempt to test their hypothesis

'begin by assuming that their hypothesis is not true. This

assumption is called the null hypothesis.

The statistical test social scientists often use to test the

null hypothesis, or to determine whether the difference between

pre and post results are significant is called a t-test. This

tea is a ratio of the difference between the two setyof score

means and the variation of the two sets of scores. The t-test
4

is relatively simple to calculate, and can be done with a pocket

calculator.. We recommend, however, that you try to find someone

in your community who can analyze your data for you. If there
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is a college 'or university nearby, you cluld contact the

statistics, education, psychology, or social science departme

to find:air if someone on the faculty or-a graduate student

could help yoU analyze your data. This might be a good project

for a graduate student, and you probably would not need to have

a large special budget to pay a consultant. Of course you will

want to tiffer your statistical aide whatever you can to show'

your appreciation, be it a consultation fee or simply a:letter

acknowledging the individual's help and cgntribution to your

program: .

Our Evaluation Plan and Results

As we explained, we planned an extremely comprehensive

evaluation of the Father's Program. We .worked with our

consultant, Or. Mark Greenberg, beginning several months before

we received our federal grant. In fact, we are still waking

with him now, after our grant has ended, to complete analyzing

data from our final posttest.

The hypothesis we set 'out to test was that the Faqpr's

Program .would have an impact on the stress and depression ilevels

and social support of fathers in the frogram and their wives.1

Because there were really no examples of evaluation' designs for''

fathers programs that we could follow, we' also hoped to identity,

a convenient and reliable assessment plan that others could use

to evaluate their pr grams, We chose a totaloof 10 measures in

all which we:asked our families to complete in the firsot year of

228
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the federally. funded togram. We tater reduced the number of

measures to 7. The two mates included in Appendix D indidate

the measures we used'and the parent domains they were-used to

1.
describe. A description of these measures is also appended.

Copies of these measures, can be obtained- by -writing to the

individual authors, or by .writing to us at the University of

Washington.

At this time we are able to share the results of our initial'

pre-post-test of fathers and their wives. For the benefit of

researchers w be reading this,' we used a series of ondLWay

ANCOVAs s age, father's occupation, and father's

4

education as covariates to examine the effects- of program

participation on fathers. Child's age aAd mother's eduCation

were used as covariates to assess the effects on mothers.

To summarize briefly our findings, fathers who participated

in the program had depression scores that were lower than those

for newly enrolled fathers. They also' reported less sadness,

fatigue, pessimism about the future, and guilt, and more .

satisfaction, and better decision-making ability. Wives of men

enrol led in the program 'also reported lower feelings of failure,

and more positive feelings of attractiveness than wives of newly

enrolled fathers. Fathers in the program and their wives also

reported less stress due to the child's incapacitation compared

to newly enrolled fathers..

I

I:r
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The program also appeared to have positiVe effects on the

social supports of parents involved 'in the program. Program

fathers reported more satisfaction with people they could share

their mostprivite feelings with, and greater satisfaction with

their-religious and neighborhood involvement. Both fathers in

the 'aerogram and their wives reported more satisfaction with

people to share good/happy times with, and_wives of program

fathers reported more satisfaction with the 'amourit. of time they

had to themselveS compared to wives of newly enrolled fathers.

These are preliminary results, but' thdrlare pftTising,

particularly because the fathers we evaluated I not yet
. .

-
experienced the fully refined program; these data reflect the

leact of the pilot program only.. Readers who wish more

information on this evaluation are referred to

Meyer and Greenberg (1985) in Analysis and

Developmental Disabilities, Volume , pp.

%e

.

Vadasy, Fewell,

Intervention in

%el

a
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Appendix A

ti

Active Listening

What It and Is Not

Asa Father's Program faCilitaior, you will be called upon

to lead discussions, act as a role model for other fathers, and,

on occasion, speak to fathers- 'of newly diagnosed handicapped

children. Active listening is a, valuable skill that will help

you become more effective in these roles--ai
y

well as in your

roles as husband, father, and friend.

Liitening is attending to what someone says; we usually

think of it as a passive activity. Active lAstening.requires

that the listener attend very carefully to what the speaker is

saying. The active listener tries to understand the speaker's

feelings and to clarify what the speaker is trying to say. The

listener does not add his own thoughts, 'Opinion, or advice. He

simply. listens and then reflects back to the speakerl6at he

thinks the speaker was trying to say.

, For example, a father fiom your program tells you: "Weekends

are becoming pretty crazy at our house. Both Bobby, my

5-year-old with.Down syndrome and his sister, Sherry - she's 8 -

are home all day and they fight like crazy. When they do that,

Jill, my wife, gets real upset and she starts yelling.. I'm sure

not looking forward to ChristmAs vacation."

237
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Let'.s look at three possible responses to this father's

statement:

Facilitato0 A: "Sounds like what your family'.%

experiencing is pretty normal for kids - handicapped or

not. It may not be a lot 'of fun now, but don't worry,

they'll grow out of it. I know - Ive been there."

Facilitator B: "Siblings of handicapped kids

often have special concerns and sometimes ,behaviors

resulting from those concerns., Why don't you bring

Sherry to the next SEFAM SIBSHOP on December 15th?"

Facilitator. C: "You're afraid that Christmas

break will be one long tense weekend."

Which respon e do you think is the most appropriate?

Facilitator sought to reassure the father. While well

intentioned -and perhaps true, Facilitator A's response has the

effect of glossing over the father's concerns and°gently closing

the door on further discussion.

Facilitator B attempted to provide a solution to the

ather's problem. There are many different ways to approach

this problem, and the facilitator may be lucky enough to offer a

solution that sounds right for thefather--butthen again it may

be all wrong. If the father rejects the facilitator's solution,

he wtll have no incentive to continue talking to the facilitator

and exploring the situation.

23.
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We11-Intentioned'Communition Roadblocks

Facilitators A and B, trying to reassure .and provide

solutions for the father, commit two of what.Dr. Thomas Gordon,

author of the highly recommended Parent #T--

calls the "Typical Twelve" blocks to cbmmunication. Here's a

list of Gordon's "Typicaf Twelve" with examples of responses a

facilitator could make. These. responses can effectively shut

the door on conversation with a father (wifet.friend, child) who

hai approached you forte help. They can convey a lack of

Acceptance, trust, or faith that, with help, the person can come

up with his own best 'solution to his concerns.

1) .Ordering, directing or commandingr

e.g., "You.lOn't deny grandparents the right to see.

their grandchildren!"

"Quit feeling sorry for yourself!"

2) Warning, admonishing or threatening.

e.g., "If you don't enroll your baby jn..,an intervention

program, she'll really ,:be at risk for developmental

delay!"

Exhorting, moralizing, preaching.

e.g., "You shouldn't feel like that..."

4) Advising, giving solutions,lor suggestions.

e.g., "Why don't you invite the grandparents over for

breakfast after church and .then tell theM about Mike ?"

239
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.Lecturing, teachlngoiving logical argument's.

e.g., "I think you'.11 find that having a handicapped

baby wilt bring you and your wife closer together than

ever before."

6) Judging, cHtioizing, disagreeing, blaming.

e.g., that Just doesn't make sense."

qi Praising agreeing.

e.g., "Well, you appear to me to be doing a pretty good

job handling Sharon's problems."

8) Name-calling, ridiculing, shamiaci_j

1

e.g., "That's ridiculous. Anybody can see that there

is alot of affection in your family."

9) Interpreting", analyzing, diagnosing.

e.g.,1 "You're just saying that because you're hurting

alotiright now."

a.

W

"You'really don't believe that at all."

10) Reassuring, sympathizing, consoling:

e.g., "You will feel better' about it in the morning."

"L think your daughter will come around to your point
.'t

of view:"

11) Probing, questioning, interrogating.

"Did the doctor say something to make you feel angry ?o"

12) Withdrawing, distracting, humoring,. diverting.

,e.g., "Wel1...on, to happier subjects..."
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It can be devastating to read through the "Typical Twelves

because we all use some% if not: all,, of them at one time or

another. Some of the approaches, lip reassuring and

questioning, may seem natural and helpful; indeed, in some

situations questioning,and reassurance may be very appropriate.

If the speaker isiunclear or.distraught, a question may help the

listeni'r better understand the speaker's conerns. It is better

to ask a question' than to iscptend to understand a confusing

statement (Egan, 1982). Open-ended questions such as "I'm

sorry. I. think I lost you. Could you go over that again?"

indicate that the 14tener wants to understand what the speaker

has to say: Other questions can help define .the . speaker's ,

concern. A question such as "Let me see if I understand you

correctly.; you're sayih that Mike didn't have seizures before
4

the operation?" can give the listener a more complete idea of

the speaker's concern. Questions are misused when,they are used

too often or are used, detective-style, to solve the speaker's,

problem.

We usually offer reassurance to let they listener know that a

situation really is or 001 become acceptable. Yet, this form

of reassurance is of limited value to the speaker because it

ignores how the speaker feels right now. On the other lhand, the''

empathic statements used in active listening acknowledge and
I .

convey acceptance of the speakerl.s problem. ReaSsurance is most

valuable when it, restores a person's confidence, and active

:
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listening can help restore a person's.confidence in his ability

to find an acceptable solution to his problem.

Facilitator C does'inot offer the father a solution to his

4v
proplem. He reflects the father's concerns without offering

opinions or advice. This is a safe.procedure for two reasons.

If the listener understoodthe speaker's problem accurately, the

/speaker is given a "green light" to continue talking about his

concern. If the listener misunderstood the concern, the speaker

will have a chance to correct him. The speaker could reply

"Well; it's not the Christmas vacation 110 so worried about, but

my wife."

Non-Verbal Encouragement

This reflective approach also lets the speaker "think 'out

loud" and often find a. solution to hi,s concerns that is most.

appropriate to him. Facilitators can give fathers permi5,sion to

think out loud and can keep the doors of communication open

without saying "Tell me more." Gerard Egan (1982) lists five

ways a listener can non-verbally let the speaker know that you

are interested in what he has to say:,

1) Face the speaker directly, Let your posture show that °

you are interested and that the speaker, has your full

ion.

(
,,,,
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Adopt an open posture.' A listener with tightly crossed

legs and arms folded across his chest does' not

communicate that he is open to the: speaker's thoughts.

If you adopt an open, relaxed position, you can help
O

the listener relax and feel that you are receptive to

what hehas to say.

3) Lean toward the speaker Aen it is appropriate. :Take

care that you'are not so relaxed that you pre ent a

slouched "laid back" position that can communicate

disinterest. If you incline your body slightly toward('

the speaker, you can let him feel that you are involved

%,,l1ri what he is saying.

4) Maintain eye conttict. Your eyes, like your posture,

let the speaker know you are "with him." If you don't

look at the speaker, he will begin to feel that you are

not attending to what he is telling you.

5) Try and be relatively relaxed while engaging in these

behaviors. Most of us ,probably follow most of theSe

16,

common-senseryes naturally when we listen to others.

Become aware of rules that make you available to a /7

speaker and practice them the next opportunityyou have

to listen. /

Other non-verbal behaviors, when used appropriately, //

entourage speakers to continue talking; these include body

gestures such as nodding the head, tilting the body, or knitting
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the eyebrow. Very short, verbal responses or "empathetic

grunting" can also. encourage the speaker to explore his concerns

further. Examples may include "mmm...;" "uh-huh, "ah," "oh,"

etc. Higher on the "evolutionary chain" of listening behaviors.

Ifil-sfiort one-, two-, or three-word phrases that let the speaker

know that you are still with -him. Phrases like "I see," "yes, ".

"is that right," "no ki&ing," "really, " "wow:" can encourage a

reticent spealter to continue talking.

Slime fathers need an explicit invita ion to tai. Here are',

0

some invitations that are recommended by r. Goedon:
,

"What's your point of view on this?"

"Let's hear what you have to say."

"This seems like something important to you."

.--4- "I'd like to hear about it."

"Shoot, I'm listening."
4

"Sounds like you've got something to say about this."

Reflecting the Speaker's Concerns

All of the listening behaviors discussed so far,encourage

\\ the! speaker to continue .to speak. The listener remains

essentially.passive and does not interject his own. thoughts Or

opinions, keeping the 'focus on' the speaker's concerns. While

it's possible to behelpful to a listener with these few passive

listemingl techniques, a 1far more valuable technique requires

that,th4 listener assume a more active role.

4* 244
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Active listening, like empathic passive listening, requires

that thelislener not add his own advice, sympathy, ar ments,

or solutions but reflect the speaker's. Consider these exa ples:

Speaker: "You know, when you're getting ready for your
..t.

L
first baby, and trying to 'do everything right, you.can,'t

help, but have dreams for your-kid...And then this happen's.

It's just not fair."

Listener: "You've been robbed of your dreams for your son's

future."

Speaker: "Nothing personal, mind you, but I really don't

see how meeting with a group of otherfathers .is-going to

solve my problems. I don't think anything can do that."

Listener: "Righ now, things are looking pretty black.

You're not sure anything can help you el

In each case, the listener does not deny the speaker's

feelings, does,not challenge him, and does not try to solve his

problem for him. Instead he repeats the core of the speaker's

message, what the speaker is.really saying.

%ow

.Practice Tips

The only 'way to become proficient at active listening is to

practice it. Ltilkiiy, it is possible, to use Wive listening.
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often., You can practice listening to Your spouse describe her

tiring day, or your friend gripe about his job. Remember that

active listening is not only used with problems& For example,

consider this example: 6

r"

Speaker: "The doctor said Brian probably won't have to come

in for anx additional -heart surgery."

Listener: "You're, really relieved abaft that."

Speaker: "You bet."

Below are a few guidelines that will help you practice
4

listening skills:

- Don't parrot the speaker. The speaker needs a listener,

not a tape recorder. An example:

Speaker: "Those teachers at Susie's school - -- they're

so negative. Tley really,make me Mad.",

ie's teachers really make you mad."

It can be very disconcerting for the speaker to hear his--bwn

words echoed back to him, and it may stop him from continuing.

The listener would be more effective if he tried to reflect what

he understood the speaker to say:

246
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CEP

9

Listener:' "You're annoyed that Susie's teachers IPA

so pessimistic about her."

Use "..3 varietY'df words to tell the speaker you understand

message. There are many more emotions than

happiness sadness, anger, or concern, and the listener's

job is to clarify these feelings for the father,

Table )ists some words that make finer emotional

distinctions; we have adapted the list fro6

Parent-to-Parent training packet.

Avoid beginning empathic statements with the phrase "I

hear you saying..." This overused phrase has become a

cliche and it can be so Jarring that it can stop the

speaker from listening to.you or Proceeding. When you

are actively listening, you will think the phrase "I hear

you saying...." but reflect back what you understand the

father has said.

Speaker: "I'm really a mess.' One minute I'm high and

happy, and the next-minute I'm doWn in the dumps. I

never know what's next.m

Listener: , (Thinking: I. hear you 'saYing.-..) "You

feel like you're on an emotional rollercoalter that

you can't predict."

247



Keep your eibpathic statement brief. Egan recommends

that you make frequent* but brief responses to the
4

speaker. Unnecessarily long responses like the following

Change the focus. from the speaker's self-exploration to

the listener's attempts to understand the speaker.

Speaker: "You know, we can't even affdrd this child.

It was going to be hard enough meeting living expenses

even if she wasn't handicapped. Now we have all sorts

of extra expenses."

Listener: "On top of all the typical expenses that a

yotfng family has -- food, shelter, transportation,

heating bills, .now you have to cover all of Liz's

expenses for therapy, equipment -- the whole bit. You

weren't sure where the money was'going to come from if

hadn't been handicapped, and now you're really

confused."

- A lean, less self-conscious and more facilitative reply

might be:
0

Listener: "You're' overwhelmed and you don't know

where the money will come from."
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r Give yourself time to think. You can avoid long- winded

responses like the one above if you give yourself time to

think before responding. If a listener is giving a

speaker his entire attention -- truly listening actively
le,

.. it will be'difficult to immediately respond with 0

brief, thoughtful statement. Give yourself a few seconds

before responding. Do't worry about pauseS; chances are

you will notice them,much more than the speaker will. _1,...,

0 9

Know when and when not to actively listen.
.

/

I

Certain- /
w

comments and questions call for direct replies or /

C
answers, not active listening.

Speaker: "When does the next Father's Program meet?

Listener: "You are curids about the Father's

Program's schedule."

Obviously, this father does not need'active listening as

much as he needs a straight answer.

Speaker: "Janet and I are concerned that Sarap is

stillinot talking. She's our first, so we don't know

whether,that's normal or not:"

Listener: "Is there a speech therapist at her

school? If not, I have the phone number of a.

therapist who can assess her language ant! explain to

you and Janet normal speech acquisition."

dr
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Ddn't attempt tt practice active listening If you,don't

have sufficient time to spend on it. If a father raises

a concern as 'you are trying to get to the airport on

time, make an appointment to talk to him ,another time

rather than try to address the father's need then sand

there; Active listening takes. time.

Also keep in mind that not all fathers will want to open

up their concerns for active listening. Some people with

problems won't want to talk about them, or not at the

present time. Their.rights need to be respected.

Express empathy through your tone, manner, and ,language.

A subdued monotone response to a father's excited account

of his trip to another city for his child'.s special

surgery will not make him feel that you understand his

feelings, even if your words are correct.

A dry, academic response to a blue,collar. father's

statement also may not make the father feel like you

understand his position and feelings: Your tone, manner,

and. language must convey 6 the speaker that you are

"with him."

250
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Be natural.

You -will eventually be able to weave your active

listening skills into your everyday speech, and you'll

begin to forget you are using a special techniqueft: If

this is your first encounter with active listening, this

may seem. like an impossible task. Practice your skills

whenever you can; there's a good chance you'll be
.
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rewarded for it Once you "open the door" to

conversation, you may discover things about your wife,

friend, or child that you never knew before. As you

listen for the core message -- the content and feeling --

you may discover more about yourself and your own

feelings. Par;rit-EFfectiveness.Training (P.E.T.) courses

can also help refine your active listening skills. They

are occasionally offered by school districts. In some

citiet, "Parent Effectiveness Training" is listed in the

White pages of the phone directory.

Benefits and.LiMitations of.Active Listening

In the The Father "s Forum group, active listening can be

used to help a father clarify his concerns; it can also be used

throughout the discussion to .check on what you hear fathers

. saying. Active, 1 istenkr19 will' also be Valuable when an

individual father shares a personal Concern with you. If you

are also a father of a special needs child, your experiences

2 51
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will bring a genuineness that will greatly 'fpcilitate your

active listening. You may not be able to so)ve a father'.5

problem just by practicing active listening (ihdeed, some

problems are unsolvable). Your empathy, however, will help the

speaker share his concerns, and this alone can have a cathartic,

therapeutic effect.

A final caution: Active listening can't solve all

problems. Some fathers will have more problems or more serious

problems than active listening can solve, and they may need

professional counseling. The counselor may also use Active

listening techniques, )r other techniques that may be more

appropriate. Counseling is a specialized skill that requires

training and supervised practice. Your active listening skills

can help identify fathers who may need this more specialized

help.
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table A-1

Emotions:

Happiness Sadness Anger

Intensity .Elated Depressed Furious
Excited Disappointed Enraged
Overjoyed ", Alone Outraged

High Thrilled Hurt Aggravated
Exuberant Heart-buokon0 Irate
Ecstatic 'Dejected Seething

0 Fired-up Hopeless Ripped off
Delighted Sorrowful

Crushed

Cheerful
Up

.Medium Good

Relieved
Satisfied
Contented

Glad

Content
Mild Satisfied

Pleasant

Fine

Pleased

Fear

Left-out
Down

Upset
Distressed
Regret

:4

Unhappy
Moody
Blue

Sorry

16

Lost
Bad

Dissatisfied

Weakiless

Intensity' Terqiflied Melpless
Harrified Hopeless
Scared Beat

Stiff
High Petrified Overwhelmed

Fearful Impotent
Panisky Small

Exhausted
Drained

'11.

48

,4

411

Scared -- Dependent

Frightened Incapable'
Threatened Lifeless ,

ro

Resentful
Khd

Annoyed
Frustrated
Aot gitated-

H

Disgusted

Perturbed

Uptight .

Dismayed
Put Out

/

Confusion

Bewildered-.

Trapped
Troubled
Desperate
Lost

Disorganized
Foggy ,

Mispl.aced.

DisdHented
Mixed-up

Unsure

Puzzled
Bothered

Uncomfortable

Irritated Undecided
Touchey Baffled

Perplexed

Strength

Poweeful
Aggressive
Gurig-Ho

"Pbtent
Super
Forceful
Proud

'Determined
Dynamical,'

Guilt

Sorrowful
Remorseful
Ashamed

Unworthy
lorthless
Rotten

Energetic': Sorry

,;Capable, loNtoWn
ttinfiderit Sneaky

1)

1;

6f

.;! 4

.18

1:

.004
,

e ,

*,

t.
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Medibm

Emotions:
,Happiness

Insecpre
Uneasif

Shocked

Apprehen-
sive

Nervous

Worried
Mild Timid

Unsure

Anxious

I I Or

N1,k
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Sadness Anger Corlfusion

Tired Persuasive "ft

Rundown Sure
Lazy
Insecure
Shy

Unsatisfied Secure Embarrassed

Under-par
Shaky
Unsure
Soft

Lethargic
Inadequate

^ ' 11

2 t-J

A

Durable
Adequate
Able
Capable.

4
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. Appendix B

The Role of the Sponsoring Agency

#4,

Ageneies that sponsor a Father's Program will be those who

recognize that having -a handicapped child is indeed a "family

affair." They will recognize that fathers play an increasingly,

vital role in the lives of their children:and that fathers'

needs -- like those of the'children's and mothers' -- deserve to

e,
be addressed. The agency's, role, then, wilt' ,be to. help identify

qualified staff 'to . run the program, and to provide

administrative and financial support.

One of the attractions of the Father's Program is that it

need not be'difficult or costly for an "agency to support. If an

agency already has access *to the physical space (school

classrooms or church daycare space) and preschool equipment and

toys, the participants in 'Father's Rrogr'amsc4n use them at

times when they are usually net being used, sucCas on Saturdays

or evenings r- times most convenient for fathers.

Agency directors should consider the expenditures'outlined

below when considering sponsorship of a Father's Program. Note

that in, many states these costs may be offset by sseimbursementS

from state developmental disabilities bureaus for the service

provided to the child and her father.

'r
4
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Stpend for professional , facilitator - Unless ttlis

facilit'aior is already an employee of the sponsoring agency (in

whichcase"cogotimemaybegivenfor time; ipent\, on the

'program, or unless the facilitator iS a volunteer (perhaps a

graduate student running the Obgram for credit), the

will need to provide the professional facilitator with a

stipend. Considering the retponsibilities of the program, such

11

as recruiting new fathers, securing gues speakers,

l
pl g 'and

arilrunning the program, and maintaining contact ,with p ants,

the facilitators' job can easily 'take one and one half days per

program meeting.

Stipend for father facilitator - The professional

facilitator must commit tkemost_ time to the program because he

is responSible for almost all of the-responsibilities outside of

the actual program session. The father facilitator will require

a minimum of one half day per program session. The agency may"

0. find a father who is willing to volunteer his services.,

Stipends. for childcare coordinator and providers - In

Chapter 3 on childcare, we describe the responsibilities of the

childcare coordinator and providers. In Chapter 7 we also

suggest alternatives if the sponsoring agency cannot locate or

afford childcare providers or coordinators in the section on

program alternatives. If an agency can ,a d to make childcare
A r

available, we estimate the need.for a commitmept of one-half day

or the childcare coordinator 04 fOr each childcare provider.

256
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Stipends for guest speakers - Often, guest speakers will

volunteer their Ow. Irnot, they may require a small payment

for their services.

Snacks - Costs for snacks may be handled several ways: the

agency can pay for them; fathers can pay for them through a

smallcontributiontheyrnake,at the beginning of the program

year, or fathers may take\urns 5reparing and bringing thynack.

Clerical assistance, postage, supplies - We usually mail

notices to fathers in the PrograM announcirt upcoming meetings

and guest speakers. The costs for preparing these mailings and

postage are usually minimal, and are usually assumed/ by the

sponsoring agency.

41

Sample Budget

Below is a sample budget for one meeting. 'oil fathers

program. In this sample, costs are, offset by reimbfrrsement from

a state deveymental disabilities bureau. The 96sts presented

are only estimates. Actual costs for your progrim may be higher

///

or lower, but use this budget to begin to Plan your expentes and

how'you will meet them.

4

1
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Stipends for: professional facilitator: $ 125 (1-1/2 days)

father 'facilitator: 40 (1/2 day)

childcare coordinator 35 (1/2 day)

childcare provider #1 1.2 (1/2 day)

childcare providec#2 12 (1/2 day).

childcare provider #3 12 0 (1/2 day)

guest speaker services donated

clerical assistance,

,postage, supplies

donated, snack donated by fathers

4 236

Reimbursement' by state developmental disabirgies:

reimbursement per dyad

for ?,hours service

number of fatherihild

dyads served

cost

minus reimbursement

actual cost per

program session

8

$76
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IMIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
Ariformatiosn Services

411/ .SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98195 For additional information contact Patricia F. Vadasy
(206) 543-4011

Ponths

of age, and in 1983-84 to include tiontS, uncles, grandparents, and other ,

elatives of handicaRed children up to 60 months old. Staff are currently recruiting

lip

fdr this'year's activities.. There is no cost to families and all families

with handicapped infants and toddlers are welcome.

(more)

TELEPHONE (206) Et.43-3620

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

What happens to a father when he and his wife take.their'newborn handicapped

infant home from the hospital? He often.fees lonely, discouraged, and overwhelmed

by the day-to-day challenges of caring for and ,educating a handicapped child. He _ -,,

wants to do everything ire can to hep his wife improve the quality of life for, their

chitd,yet.he may not knoW where to begin.

A new three-year program at the Experimental Education Unit of the Child

Development and Mental Retardation Center at the University, of Washingtontis designed

twaddress the needs of fathers and other traaitionally underserved members of the

young handicapped child's family.. Supporting Extended Family Members (SEFAM) will

focus in its first year on the fathers oikandicapped infants from 0-36 months of

age

Fathers and their infants meet every other Saturday morning .fr=om 10 'to noon on

the UW campus or in the fathers' communities. Saturday group sessions provide time

Aft for fathers to share their concerxs about their children, and"opportunities for

41, fathers 'to learn songS,dances, and exercises that help' them discover new ways of

enjoying their infants and contributing to their development. Guest speakers

are invited to talk to tA fathers about concerns they have identified. Topics may

include dental care and nutrition' for the handicapped child, toy selection, and

planning'for the child's future. SEFAM staff members also meet with families

. individually in the evenings and the family's convenience.

One of the research goals of SEFAM is to study.the changes over time of the

patterns of family interaction as a result of participation in SEFAM activities..

Dr. Rebecca Fewell, associate professor of education in the area of special

education, is the directocof the SEFAM program. Don Meyer-and Greg Schell,-who

have been involved in the pilot program for SEFAM started three years ago at the EEL.

by Dr. Sam Delaney, are the project coordinator and. family educator. Patricia

' Vadasy is responsible for developing informational and curriculum materials. .SEFAM

staff will expand the program in 1982-83 to include siblings and infants up to 48

*



SEFAM

add one

I . c.

SEFAM staff welcome invitations from groups and individuals to discuss

the prog'ram, and prospective families are welcome to observe a Saturday morning

session. For additional information, SEFAM staff can be contacted at

(206) 543-4011.

PFV
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WHAT IS SEFAM? .

SEFAM (Supporting Extended
Family Members) is a program for
families of handicapped infants and
children. It is designed to help fathers,
siblings, 'aunts, uncles, and grandparents
interact more effectively with the
handicapped" child in the child's natural
environment.

c

SEFAM is a demonstration program
funded, by the U.S. Department of
Education's Handicapped Children's
Early Education Program (HCEEP). It
is based on a successful 3-year pilot
program that has been offered at the
University of Washington's
Experimental Education
Fathers and Infants/Toddlers. Class.
SEFAM will gradually expand upon this
program by serving handiCapped.
children up to agt their siblings and
other. family members.

WNAT DOES SEFAM OFFER FAMILIES '
2 NTH HANDICAPPED INFANT'S?

SEFAM ,offers families an
oppsertunity to get together with other
families, share their common concerns,
and learn how to become more
effective caregivers, educators, and
advocates for the handicapped child:

. 'Families learn how to interpret their
infant's behaviors and better meet the

,developmental needs. They
learn how to take a more active part in
their.child's education and prepare the
child for participation in the community.

!

/
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HOW CAN' I FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
SEFAM?

Families who are interested in
SEFAM are invited to observe a
Saturday 'morning session. A SEFAM
'staff member will be happy to talk
with prospective families . or groups
about the program. Families are
welteme to call or write the SEFAM
staff for a,dditiopaP information.
Inquiries from other professionals,
students, and teachers )4re also most
welcome.

Dr. Rebecca R. Fewell' Project Director
Don Meyer -,Project Coordinator

Greg Schell - Family Educator
Patricia Vadasy - Materials Developer
Stephanie Prince - Project Secretary

4 Supporting Extended Family Members (SEFAM)
Experimental Education Unit W3-10,

Child Devetopment and Mental Retardation Center
University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98193

(206) 547 -4011
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WHO DOES SEFAM SERVE?

In the first year of th,, program
(1931-82), SEFAM will. serve fathers of
infants from birth to 36 .months of age.
In Years 2 and 3, the program will
expand to include:

Year 2- handicapped
up to 48 months of ,age
siblings

infant's
and. their

Year 3- handicapped children up
to 60 months of age and their
aunts, uncles, grandparents, and
other family members.

Families with children having any
kind of handicap are eligible to
participate.. ....

ARE MOTHERS 1f1CLUDED?

Yes, mothers are invited to
participate in many SEFAM activities;
however, they are not the major focus
of this family program. Many parent
programs are successfully meeting the
needs of mothers of handicapped
children. For example, eriany
programs meet during the day when
fathers are usually not able to
participate. SEFAM was planned
ppecifically with fathers and the rest of
the child's family in mind -- to help
them better' understand and res and to
the child's needs., We antic ate
SEFAM will benefit, mothers .Iroy

involving other family members in the
care. and education of the handicapped

a 6
child.

WHEN AND WHERE DOES SEFAM
TAKE PLACE?

Families meet. every .other
Saturday morning .from 10:00 to noon.
Initially, meetings %yin be held on the
Univepity of Wasliington campus at
the Experimental Education Unit of
the Child Development and Mental
Retardation Center, and will later
move into locations in the families'
Communities. Individual family
consultations will be arranged at the
family's convenience.

41!
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WHAT HAPPENS AT A TYPICAL
SEFAM SESSION?

At the beginning of the Saturday
session, families share their
observations and concerns about their
child's 'development. Fathers talk
about the things their child has done in
the last week or two; and common
problems are often identified: Fathers
of older infants often offer new fathers
suggestions that are based- upon their
experiences playing and caring for their
infants. Fathers usually learn a song,
dance, ,or exercise they can Use at

home when they play with their child.
Each week a different family member
brings a snack to share with the
group. Guest, speakers ate invited to
talk to the group about topics the
families have suggested. Topics haye
included: nutrition and dental care for
the handicapped child; planning for the
child's future; and selecting toys for
the child. In an informal 'and natural
setting fathers are helped to become
more sensitive to the special needs of
their child, to better understand their

handicap, and to improve the
quality of life for their child and
family. ,One of the goals of SEFAM is
to study changes across time in the
.patterns of/ family interacts as a
.result of participation . in SEFAM
activities.

.

IS THERE ANY COST FOR FAMILIES.,
-TO ATfEND SEFAM SESSIONS?

There is no Cost to families who
rake part 'in SEFAM, and families are
invited to attend as freqeently as
possible given their busy schedules. .

WHAT IF MY CHILD IS ALREADY
ENROLLED IN ANOYHER PROGRAM?

The focus of, ,SEFAM is on
interactions between the family and
the child and, as Such, SEFAM 0

'- complements other 'programs in which
'the child may be enrolled. Families
whose children take part in ather
educational programs are most
welcome in the SEFAM program.,

V



The foiling person has expressed interest in

SEFAM's Fathers Pxogram:

Tpe following person has expressed it est in

SEFAM's Fathers.Prbgram:
Address

) Address, .

City Zip City
Phone Phone,

Child's name
Age Child's name .

Age,..._-______

Child's handicap
Mother's name

Zip

This card is sent by.
'Representing
Work phone

Additional comments;-
4. .

SEFAM contacts: Don Meyrr, Greg Sche114543-4011

-Tee following person has expr4ressed interest in

SEFAM's Fathers Program:

Addkess

City Zip
muePhone a--°

Child's name

Childis handic4
Mothee's name

.11

This card is isentohy
Representing
Work p one

II

AdditionaIcommentet

,

Child's handicap
Mother!s name

This card is sent bx,
Representing
Work phone

Additional comments:

.1

SEFAM contacts.: Don. Meyer, Greg Scpell 543-4011.

The followifig person'has expressed interest in

SEFAM's Fathers Program :'

Address

City Zip.
Phone

Childs name ge

Chp.d.'ei handicap
Mother's name *-

,

.

SEFAM conaigss Don Meyer, Greg.Schell 543-4011,

This card is gent by
Reprepenting
Work phone

Additional commenter

SEPAM gortta001:':.POn 144 ere.:
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Dear Parents,

On Tuesday, February 15, 1983, at 7:00 p.m. the Child Development Center,
Valley School of Special Education, and the Good Samaritan Children's Therapy
Support Group will sponsor a special meeting for FATHERS ONLY. Hosting this
special program will be Don Meyer and Greg Schell. Don and Greg have run the
successfurFathers Program (SEFAM) at the University of Washington for the
past five years and recently presented a 'Fathers Only" workshop at the Down's
Syndrome Congress Conveption in Chicago for 85 fathers.

Why are we offering a special meeting for fathers only ?. Because fathers of
special needs children rarely have an opportunity to discuss their concerns
and interests with other fathers who can fully understand the joys and challenges
of being the parent of a child with special needs. Also, fathers often'have

111/
con-

cerned about their children's future, and may have questions about wills, trusts,

interests than mothers. For instance, many fathers are particularly con-

employment opportunities, and residential facilities. At the Fathers Only meeting,
dads will have an opportunity to ask questions of other more "seasoned fathers as
well as discuss their children, their children's handicaps and the effects the
pandicaps have had ongthem and their families.

If you have questions to ask, issues you would like to discuss, or information
to share With other fathers, join us at Good Samaritan Hospital's Olympic Room
(across ftom the cafeteria) at 7 pm. on February 15 for an informative and
rewarding discussion of topics that affect us all.;

Sincerely,

Ois

!,.
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Ili " FATHERS WORKSHOP
A.

,

DOWN'S SYNDROME CONGRESS NOVEMBER 1982

The Fathers'Program is based on the belief that fathers have the

potential to be each other's best resources. The purpoge of this

workshop is to introduce fathers of children with Down syndrome

. to other fathers. By sharing your experiences and interests, you

will help all the group members develop a broader understanding Of

the special joys, concerns and challenges that are a part of being

the father of a child with., Dawn's syndrome.

We'll begin by asking each father it the circle to share with your

group your name, where you'live, and some information about your

sot. or daughter, such as age, school placement, etc. Feel free to

ask each other questions and make comments, but pace yourself so

everyone getel a turn.
J.

Listed below are some topics you may wish to address when discussing

111 your child:

- how did you hear about yourchili's diagnOsis?

- what was your reaction to the diagnosis?

- was this different than your wife's reaction?

- how did the child's grandprents react to the diagnosis?

Yfbw hays being a special father changed your life?

what do you think your nonhandicapped children's biggest needs are?

what is your child's biggest challenge right now? ,

when you think about your child's future, what do you see?

26 4



We are asked to give Fathers Only workshops from time to time. 'A little

feedback from you will help us make tem more valuable for the fathers who

attend.'

1. General reaction to the workshop.

-

O.

, I,
or'

111
2.. What aspect of the workshop was most helpful to you? '

%
,

I

3. What would ha4 matte. khe meeting more valuable?

11,

.11

4. What types of information would you like tO receive?

a

5. Was this a convenient time for you to meet? 4c

If not, when would it be more convenient for you to meet?

. 0

6. Would you be interested in attending other meetings like this one?

If so, how often would you be interested in meeting?

7. If you would like to attend the Fathers Program, please give u&the

following information so that )we may notify you of future meetings:

- your name, address, zip code, phone miler

- your child's name and ages

269
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SEFAM Individualizing Parent Involvement

Do you have questions aboUt:

1; Physician

. \
2. Physical Therapist

3. Child.Developmept

4. Speech/Hearing Therapist

5. Genetic Counseling

6.* Nutrition

7. Dental Health

8. Advocacy Groups

9. Sex Education for Handicapped
Children

10. Laws relating to Special Education

11. School programs available for your
child'

--currentl

Ap...--whenie/she'gets older

12. How to find a program that meets

the needs of you and your child.

13. Respite care

14. Tax information on deductions for
handicapped children

15. Availability of religipus programs
for your child

16. Specifjcmhandicapping conditions

Other

4
441

4.

4.

(see other side)
# 1# 270
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S PAM Individualizing Parent Involvement

p ge 2

Would you like to have the opportunity to

discuss:

I. Concerns aboUt how your child
relates to the family

2. Concerns about your child's

future

3. Concerns about the public's

reaction to your child's handicap

4, Concerns about how your life W 1l
change or has changed

5. Other

r .
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SUPPORTING EXTENDED FAMILY MEMBERS '

A.m§_EFAtmENTmATRIx
Experimental Education Untt,714J-10

Child Development and Mental Retardation Center
and Colfege of Education
Universttrof Washington

Seattle, WA 98195

Father Domains

Nifether

Domains

4'

Sibling
Domains

4.1
L.0

0 0
1. 1
2 2

00
LL.

SEFAM Family Measures

Beck Depression Inventor

Family Environment Scale

:Inventor of Parent's Ex eriences

Questionnaire on Resources & Stress
Revised

X

X

X X

X

X

XX X

P

Te

In

rent Needs Inventory

rent's Role Scale

chin Scale

vidualizing Parent Involvement

aptiftnnformation Form.

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X X

X

SEFAM Staff:
Dr. Rebecca R. Fewell, Project Director
Donald J. Meyer, 1 Coordinator

Greg Schell, Family Educator
Patricia F. Vadasy, Materials Specialist.

I
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Suddbrtind Extended Famil Memblts SEFAM

A Handicapped n siren s ar y Fuca on rogram P) Project
Experimental Education Unit .WJ-10, Child Development end Mental

Retardation Center , University.Of Washington 98105
(206) 543-4011' .

4'

'SEFAM Staff:
Dr. Rebecca R. Fewell; Project Director
Donald J. Meyer, Project Coordinator

'Greg Schell, Family Educator
Patritia F. Vadasy, Materials Developer

Family Measures
'Being Used by tfie SEFAM Project

.1983

It,

cr ;

The SEFAM program has taken an ecological approach to providing services.

for, the handicapped young child and the child's family" by involving fathers,
siblings, and other extended family members who have been traditionally viewed

1111
at playiniLminorAiroles in the ,child's care and development. The program is
designed linth the child's" entire family milieu in mind, and will involve

latilers, siblings, grandparents, and other familyimembers in activities in

succeeding program years.

In order to determine the effectiveness of our program, SEFAM's evaluatiol -
plad must have an ecological focus; and therefore include& assessments orthe,
family. unit in .natural settings, as well as measures of famili, setial

interactions. SEFAM.staff, together with the program's consultant, Dr..Mark
Greenberg, selected athattery of instruments to evaluate longitudinal chandk$
in the family's stress and coping. Two concerns guided our selections.

First, we wanted to extend the scope of our evaluation beyond the mother-child_
or father-child dyad. SeCOhd, we wanted to, avoid the negative bias that has

led, ,many` researchers tb. focus on family, pathology. rather. than family

strengths. We wanted a model that would enable us to identify resourse*.that
help families adapt and cope effectively after the birth opt, a handicapp0
child. The measures we selected enable us to focus on-four areas of faMily
strengths. destribed'in the Folkman, Schaefer, and Lazarus (1979) model- of-'

toping: Health/energy/morale; 'social, networks; utilitarian resourFes; and,
general/specific beliefs about ability.to cope.

. . '-;t11414,.,

a.
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The foklowing tatrix shows the instruments we are using to assess these
family domains.

Health
Energy
Morale

Social

Networks

Utilitarian

Resources
GenerAl/Specific
Beliefs about

Co in

Beck Depressionk
Inventory

X

Parent
Needs
Inventory

X

Questionnaire
on Resources
and Stress-

, Revised ,

X

Inventory of X . X

Parents' #

Experiences

1110'
Family
EnvirOnment
Scale

.4

X

.444=110...44.4444.414.4mI 4111M.1.1=m1=1MMINIMONNY.1MIII

SEFAM
Demographic
Form

In addition to these six measures, we are using several measures of family
interactions and home' environments. The Teaching Scale is being' used to
record oblervationsof father-child- interactions during a teaching task. The
Parent's Role Scale is being used to record each parent's responsibilities for
-child' care and' .home tasks and their satisfaction with their current
arrangement.

A total of nine measures are administered toSEFAM fathers' both prior to
,intervention, and on a yearly schedule thereafter. Mothers are also asked to
complete the Inventory of Parents' Experiences, the Beck Depression Inventory,

:the Family- Environment Scale, the Questionnaire on Resources and
Stress-Revised, and the Parent's Role Scale. SEFAM staff will be adapting
appropriate instruments for use with extended family,. .members during the
1982-1984.program years.

v*
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446 instrument is described briefly below, with reliability and validity
datireported when available. We hope that this information will be useful to

others who are seeking to evaluate, the effects of families' involvement .in

early intervention programs for handicapped young children.

1) Beck Inventory (short form)

Reference- Beck. A. T., Ward, C. H., Mendelson, M.
J. An Inventory for measuring depression. Archives
1961, 561-571.

Method- Self-administered questionnaire

N\.
Variable- Parent's depression

, Mock, J., 81 frbaugh,
of General Psychiatry,

Description- The short form of the Beck Inventory consists of thirteen

groups of statements describing the individual's present depression

-level. Subjects select the statement that best describes their feelings

of sadness, pessimism, failure, dissatisfaction, ,guilt, disappointment,

self-destructiveness, interest in othe0s, decisiveness, self-esteem,

Self-motivation, fatigue, and appetite. The original instrument is

composed of 21 categories If symptoms and attitudes.

Reliability/Validity Estimates- Internal consistency was evaluated by

analyzing the scores of two samples of 226 and 183 consecutively admitted

clinic and hospital psychiatric patients. The Kruskal-Wallis

Non-Parametric Analysis of Variance was used to compare scores for .each of

the .21 categories to the total scores for each, individual. All

relationships to the total score 'were significant beyond the 0.001 level

except the weight- loss category (0.01 level of signiflisance).--,Ite

split-half reliability coefficient was .86 using the Pearson r, and' .93

with.a Spearman -Brown correction. Use of the Mann-Whitney U test to

determine the Inventory's power to disCriminate between depth of

depression categories revealed signflkicant 0.0004)' differences

between all adjacent categories except between the moderate and severe
categories, where the differences had respective p-Values of 0.1 and

0.02 with the two samples. Correlations ,betmmen Inventory scores and

clinician ratings were .65 and .67 (p demonstratidb the

,instrument's valtdity (Beck et al., 1961).

2) Family Environment.Scile (short form)

Reference- Moos, R. H. Family Environment Scale and'Preliminary Manual,
1974. Available from Consulting Psychologists Press, 577 College Ave.,
Palo Alto, CA, 94305.

Method- Self-administered questionnaire

Variable- Family support systems ,

tir
mis

V
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Description- A 440-item
tversion

of .a 90-item -true-false list of
statements.: Parents must decide whether statements are true orJalse"for
most family members. Provides information on family relationships' (e.g.,
family members help one another, fight frequently) personal growth and
social activities (e.g., family members, are encouraged to be independent,
attend concerts, .entertain friends) and systeek maintenance, including
religiouS supgiort (e.g. family members say prayers, 'attend church,

1st)nfide in each other). to.10 subscales: cohesion,The FES items fall In
e ressiveness, conflict, ,independence, P achievement 1 orientation,

o

intellectual-cultural orientation, active- recreational orientation,
,fmpral-religious emphasise.organization, and - control, . (

Reliability/Validity Estimates- Moos. and Moos (1976) report internal
consistency for 'the 10, subscales ranging from .64 to .79, 8-week
pest- retest reliability ranging from 68 to .86, and average subscale
ihtercorrelations around ,20.' When th instrument was administered to a
diverse,sample of 100 families, cluster analysis Of FES scores revealed, 6
distinct family types: expression orientede strKture oriented,,
independence oriented, achievement orien ed, moral/religious oriented, and
conflict oriented.

Additional References- Moos, R., & MOS Families In R. H. Moos
(Ed.), Evaluating correctional and c nity sett gs. New York:
Wiley, 1075.

(

Moos, R. H., & Moos, B. S. A typology of family social
'environments. Family Process, 1976, 15 (4), 357-371.

Individualizing Parent Involvement

Reference- Meyer, D., & Schell, G. Individualizing_ Parent Involvement.

Unpublished instrument. University of Washington, Experimental EOUcatipn,
Unit, Seattle, WA. 1981.

Method- Questionnaire

Variable- Parents' program needs

Description- Aquestionnaire desighed to help plan an intervention program
responsive to parents' needs. Parents indicate what kind of information
they would like to receive about medical care and community resources and
concerns they would like to discuss with other participants.

4) Invhtory,of Parents' Experiences .

Reference- Crnic, Ragozin, A., Greenberg, M.,
of Frarents' Experiences. University of Washington,

Method- Can be administered by interviewer or
questionnaire form (45 items).

Variable- Parent's support systems'
.0 1

& Robinson,' N. Inventory
Seattle, WA, 1981.

completed by ofrent in

1.
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Descri tion - The IPE is a multidimensional measure which consists of 5.

separa e scales:\

1. Denpgraphit questionnaire
2. Satisfaction with parenting scale ,

a) Role satisfaction
b) Pleasure in. child

.% 3. General life satisfaction rating
4. Queitionnaire.on social support

tommuhity support
b) Friehdship support

, 6) Intimate support
5." Life experiences surveril-ife4tritt4

Parent Needs Inventory '

Reference- Robinson, L. E., .6 DeRosa, S. M., Parent Needs inventory

(Aeviiea edition 1980). Parent Consultants,1011.14ardy "We, Austin, TX

78757.

:-

Method- Q-sort (Adapted into 3 self-rating scales by SEFAM staff)

/Variable- Parent needs

Description- Professional administers Q-sort requiring parent to4respond

to three sets of 25 statements each. A first sort represents the parents'

.present- situation and a second sort represents the parent's ideal

situation, ,The three areas of assessment are: the grief process,

knowledge olchild development, and knowledge of local resources. Each of

the three. sections of the PNI Q-sort takes about one hour, to complete.

The PNI should be administered individually to eadh parent. In order to

reduce the amount of time required at the home interview,.SEFAM staff have

adapted the PRI into a self-rating scale which parents complete at their

--convenience.

Reliability/Validity Estimate -.Reliability of items in. relation to the.

entire inventory was tested by computing the Kuder-Richardson and Hoyt

Formula.for.each section. Scores for each section were: Grief ,,64, Child

Development .83i *lint .Local Resources 'lest4retest reliability,

determinNy asking students in a university early childhood development

class t tegorize the statements. twice with a .4-week interval between
ratings, showed Pearson's Product Moment Correlations of .64 for Grief,

.33 for Child Development, and4..47 for Local' Resources. The authors

report. that factor analysis to establish the validity of individual item

is underway.

6,) Questionnaire on Resources and Stress - Revised

Reference! Holroyd, J. .e., Manual for the Questionnaire on Resources and

Stress. U.C.L.A.' NeuropsialiiiTc Institute, 760 Westwood Blvd.; Los

nge es, CA, 90024, 1973.

Method- Self-administered true-false questionnaire

S
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Variable Handicapped child's effectk on fAmily

Description- The original version of the QRS cod0
are grouped into the following 15

Poor health/mood Ill iteMs)
2. Excess time deman41114)
3. Negative attitudeltoward'index case (21
4. Overprotection/dependency (13)
5. Lack of social, support, (10)
6. Overcommitment/martyrdom (7

Pessimism (13)
8. Lack of family integration (23)

. Limits. on family opportunity'
10. Financial. problems (17)
11. Physical incapacitation (14) ,
12. Lack of activities for index cate:,(7)

,indektase (7),
14. Socfal obtrusiveness (7)
15. Difficult personality characteistIcs

Greenberg (1981) has developed. a shortened version of the,,,QRS.,_for use with
fami 1 i es of young deaf -chi 1 dren . This "54-versiori; assesses -'thy :,*.foll Owing.
dimensions.

1,

I.: Poor health/mqod
2. Excess time demands
3. Negative attitude,tbward index case
4. Overprotection/dependency
5. tack of social support
6. Overconvnitmentimartyrdom
7. Lack of family integrativ ,

8. _Limits on family opportunity, -

9..:Difficult personality characteri
41.

This shorter version has been used by staff with the SEFAM partitiPAnts.

Instrument ...Use. Rel iabi 1 it Val i di t stimates Hal royd::::- (1974) has
compare' ques onna re responses of ers -and fathers..-...mothers of

. mentally retarded children al& niothersOfemotionally; disturbed chilaren;, '
and mothers living With a hisband Okkin6thers: They:_.found<i.that the QRS settles 7, Al.; 13, and :15 differentiated .'reinilliret'vf
impaired childreni. although the scales. did not _ differetitiate betWee,
familiess of,. institutional ized - And noninstitutional i zed children. liolrOyd,

"proWti;,':Winkler, and Simmons- (1975) also. ,,Used the instrument O tto Measure .":'

stress experienced -` by parents of 'institutional i zed iff." and
. non ainsti tut i one 1 i zed autistic chi 1 dren , Mothers Op- .. were I.: Solely
responsiblelor child care .described themselves as having; more demandS
theft' time and fewer.: eppprtunittes for personal development.fthed": Orried

'mothers husbint. living -in. the. home. Married mothers also
'..experienCeif.nrejime demands and fewer opportunities fora personal freedom
than'...their ``:husbands. Single mothers experienced even more of these
'Problems as well as more .financial Problems. A,.comparison of mothers of ..

, 4,
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.aut 1 ittc 10V 0own sYndrome, and loo. outpatient : psychiatric clvinic
children filo) royCklIcArthOr , 1976) revealed that the mothers of autistic

dren,::r.eported- -*re stress than mothers' t the other two groups . The
*Others :::Of autistic Mildren : iekperiented more . stress in the areas
eflected.'on: Scales 3, '4, 8, 13, . . t

; . .

The QRS has al sci. been. 'administered -to .the parentS of 'Multiply haddicaPped
.eevaluated : the Child Study Center at George' .Peabody -College,

sp. it -half .:04dfeven ) *Liability coeffiients -greater, than :45 'were
....::Tennessee --(Demers, 1976) . Nine the sal"es fo'r which

tallied.' (scales .1 1, '7, 8, .9., 10, -11, 15) were }completed by 19
:.-parents- :of severely handiCapped, children: and by -13 . parents of mildly.-

handicapped clyildren. 'Parents . of severely handicapped. chi Toren showed -1
..:Signifttrantly .'itigherStresS.Apn. five'-of the nine scales. They had:: more

problems :and .more..:family iotegration and support problems than
parents.: of ''the; :mildly ..liandicapped . A comparison of .a subgroup group of 9

of deaf-!.bliNt = Children and 9. parents of visually - impaired children
difference in the amount or type of stress. -related

hearing:, iMpairMent,' .

.
.

800inian-,,, Bel 1: ,(.1980). has used the.-: Holroyd.instrument. to determine specific
characteristics of' :`handicapped: infants that were related to the amount of

tress* reported by their -Mothers. She -.found that the child's additional
: unuiuel caregiving demands, social responsiveness, and self.stiliplatory
havtorS best predicted the ':amount-. of stress the mothers ';reported, and

, that., the,-caregiving demands al obe accounted for 66% of the variance in ther. J.. . , ,amount' pf.-stress reported: . - , .. . .

ditional erincesplBeckaian-Bel P ,-:Chararteristics of handicapped
the relatinrishi between chili:Characteristics

u e oc ora
S er 4 on, n viers y aro na, )980.

ma "Street iris parents Of multiply. handicapped children,"
Master's thetiS GeOrgeleabodyCollege. forleachers '1976

.0r.eenberg,
nun: el 'n

Wel 'Winer r.t `of the eval ation' of :the
and home-

Ca epor u,
of.Vashington-i' DOI of PsychologY.

.:

tiOestioni4tre on resources and. stress: ''An 2:!

responte to 'a handicapped fami 1y.
0*19614014arteRIatailEliw19$4 tii.:::-,92.44; - , .

;;Provi4. Simmons! 3. Q. , Stress In

::10stoutionalUet and - 006- I nsti tutional zed autistic.
nit Rs hol 1975..''3.', :26.-

Holroy.di:.!4). , Mental retardation and stress on the
parents A .0ontrast.:.: between Down's, syndrome :anCchil,dhOod autism.

ftriqUiL01414)i114.0:00f. iCieristo 1976, 80(4) '431-436.
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7) Teaching Scale

Reference- Teaching Scale.' (Birth to Three Years) Nursing .Child
Assessment Training (NCAST), UiversiUi of Washington School: of Nursing,
Seattley:WA 98195.

Method- Observation checklitt of teaching taskd

Variable. Parent- child interaction

ft-

Descrtption- Observerilotes presence of parent-child behaviors during a
teaching task. Areas of .observation include: parent's sensitivity to
infant's cues; parent's response to infant's distress; parent's jostering
of >infant's social emotional ' growth; parent's- fostering oY child's
cognitive growth;.child4 Clarity of cues; and child's responsiveness to
parent. Examples of, observations in each category are: parent praises
child's success; parent does not yell at child; parent laughs or smiles at
child during teaching;' parent verbally praises child after child As
successful; chtld vocaliies during 'teaching; child -smiles after parent's
vocalization.

.9

Parent's Role Scale

4

Re erence- Gallagher, J. J., Crdss, A., & Scharfm6, W. %Parental
.

a ap a ,on to a young mndicapped child: The father's role. Journal of,
the Division_ for Early Childhood, 1981, 3, 3-14.,

,- . .

Description- The t
la
Mily Role

,

Scale w s 'developed- by James Gallagher and

110

Arthur Cross in 'their study of par ntal stress, .social Supports, and
parental role flloction and satisfacti n (Gallagher, Cross, 4 Scharfman,
198l). Their Scale measured the .degree to which a parent is '4involgedAn'20'
family-roles. The scale was adapted by SEFAM staff. %

4e

It

%

4

9'
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Beck Inventory Beck, A.T., Ward, C.H., Mendelson,' M.,
, Mock, J, 6 Erbaugh, J., 1961

Instructions: Ibis is a questionnaire. On the questionnaire are groups of statements.
Please read the entire-group of statements in each category. Then pick out the one
41Ipstatement in that group which best describes the way you feel today, that is right now.
Circle the number beside the statement you have chosen a If several statements in
the group seem to apply equally well, circle each one.

Be sure to read all the statements in each group before making your choice.

I. .

0 I do not ot feel sad

1 I feel sad or blue

2.

3.

.

5.

6.

7.

8.

2 I am blue or sad all the time and I can't snap ouX of it
. 3 I am so sacovunhappy that I can't stand it

0 I am not particularly pessimistic or discourage, 4 about the future
1 'I feel' discouraged about .the future

2' I feel I have nothing.bo look forward to
3 I feel that the future is hopeless and obat things cannot improve

0 do not feel like ,a failure
1 I feel I have failed .more than the average pervn .

,2 As I look back op my life, all I can see is a lot'of failures '

3 I feel I am a complete failure as a pet/son (sod,' daughter)

0 I don't .feel disappointed in myself.
1 I am disappointed in myself
2 ram disgusted with myself'
3 I hate myself

4

0 I am not particularly dissatisfied
1 I don't enjoy things the way I used to
2 I don't get satisfaction out of,anykthinganymore
3 I am dissatisfied with everything

0 I don't feel particularly guilty
1 I feel bad or unwolthy a good part of the time .

2 I feel quite guilty
3 I feel as though I am very bad or worthless

-;

0 I don't have any thoughts of harming myself'.
1 I feel I would be better off dead

.2. have definite'plansthmAting.sulcide
I would kill myseif'if-rhad'the 'chance

0 I have not lost'interest in other people
1 I am less interested in other people than I used to be
2' I have lost most of my, interest in other people and hive little fueling for them
3 I have lost all of my interest in other peopilbanedon't'care about them at all

2.

.22

(). 28'2
. e 41: . .
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9.

10.

t

0 I make decisions about as well as ever
1 I try to put off making decisions
2 I have great difficulty in making deCisions
3 I can't,,make any decisions at all-any more

I.

. 0 I don't feel I look any worse than I used to .

1. I am worried that I am looking unattraCtive
2 I feel that' there are permanent changes in my appearance and.they make me

look unattractive
3 I keel that I am ugly

11.

0 I can work about as well as before'
1 It takes extra effort to get started at doing something
2 I have to push myself very hard to do iinything
3 I cAn't do any-work at all

: I

0 I don't get an re tired than,usla1.

1 I get tired more easily than I usl. to
2 I get tired from doing anything
3 I get too tired to Jo aoythIng

.

13.

0 My appetite is:6o worse than usual
1 My appetite is not as good as it tied to be
2. My appetite is much worse now . 1

3 I have no appetite at all any more

44°

I

1 .

4

7
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Family Environm t Scale SEP

Moos, R.H,, 074

There are 40 statements ,below.. They are state ants about lapilli s., You are to

II,decide which of thesestatementp are true of your amily and which a e false. If you

think the statement is True oo:.-rapstly True about your family, circle the T. If you

thiftk the statement is False or mostly False about your family, circlle the F.

, ..
1

You may feel that some of the statements are true for some family members and
false for others. Circle T if the statement 4.8 true-for most members!. Circle F

if the statement is...false for most members. If the members are evenl divided,f

I
decide what is the stronger overall impression and answer accordingly °

11
Remember,we would like to know what your family seems like to yo . So do not try

to figure out how other'members see your,. family, but do give us your eneral impression

of your family for each statement. ,
.

. .

.

1. Family members really help and support one another.

2. Family-mgmbers often keg.p 4eir feelings to themselve7I

c.

3. We fight a lot in our family.

4. We don't do things on our on very often in our family.

5. We feel it is important to be the best at whatever you do.

6. We often talk about political and social problems.

-7. We spend most weekends and evenings at home.

8. Family members attend church, synagogue, or Sunday School'

fairly Often. T'

9. Activities in our family are pretty carefully anned. .T F

10. Family members are rarely ordered around.

T r

T F

T F

F.

11. Me often seem to be killihg time at home.

12. We say anything we want.to around home.

13. Family members rarely become openly angry.

,

14. In our family, we are strongly epcouraged to be indepet* T., F

.'
.

e
15. Getting ahead in life'is very important in our fami y. T F %

T F

T F .

T F

16. We rarely go to lectures, plays or concerts.

17. Friends ofvn,pome over for diAner.or to,visit.
r

18. We don't say prayers in our family.

19. We are generally very 'neat and orderly.

20. There are very few rules to follow in our family.

b

.,
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21...We put a lot, of energy into what: we do at home.

IN22. It's hard to "blow off. steam" at home without upsetting
somebody.

23. Family members sometimes get so angry they throw things.

24. We think things- out for ourselves in our famiV.

25.

26.

27.

%

How much money a,person makes is not very importaht'to us..
V

Learning about new acid different things is very important%
in our family.

Nobody in our family is active in sorts, Little League,
bowling, etc.

78. We often talk about the rrigious meaning of Christmas,
PassoVer, or 'other holidays,

29. It's often hard' to find things whenrxou need them in our
household.

30. There is one family mgmber whemakes most of the decisions.

31. There is a feeling of togetherness in our family.

32. We tell each other_about our personal problems.

33. Family members hardly ever lode their tempers.

34. -We come and go as we want to in our. family.

F

F

T F.

T

F

T

T F

T F

F

T

T

T' F

35. We believe in competition and "may the best Man win."

T F36. We are not that interested in cultural activities.

37. We often go to movies, sports events, camping, etc.

38. We don't believe in heaven or hell.

39. Being on time is verb important in obr family.

40. There are set ways of doing things at home.

T F

T F

T. F

T F



Univers4ty ok gashington CrrHe, K., Ragozin, A., Greenbergl,

M. , & Robinson, N. 1981.

IOVEOTORY OF PAREI"S EXPrRIEWES.

Below are questions about you, Your\child, and the rest of your family,!!e would like-to knqw how all cif you are .ptting on,these days. .

In the miestions. "chill" or " " always. refeO to Your preschool
child, not to any other children. For each ouestion. ple'se circle or fill in
the answer which best describes your situation. Feel free toi4-4ZOmmeiiti7---

Parenting

A .

1. Ho,.4 man" melically-related nrofessional persons (nmes, doctors, alidiologis..
etc.) could you to to about your chlir

1. n-1 person
2. 2 people
3. 3-4 people
4. 5-; people

5. More-than 3 people
'7. Other (please explain

V.

2. Ho' satisfied are you with this*ituatiol?

1. Very dissatisfied (I wish thins were very different).
2. Some'ihat dissatisfied (I would like sore changes).
3. Somewhat satisfiel (Ok for nol! pretty good)

Very satisfied (I'm really nleased)
7. Onee (please explain)

3. How many educationally-related professional-persons (counselors, teachers, etc

1. 0-1 person
2,. 2 peonle
3. 3-4 peonle

4. 5.-1 people
5, Fiore than 3 people
7. Other (please explain

4. How satisfied are you with this situation?

1. Very dissatified.(I wish things were very different).
2. Sdmewhat disOtisfied.(I would like' some-channes).
3. Somewhat satisfied. (Okay'for novo.. pretty good).
4. Very satisfied. (I'm really pleasel).
7. Other (pleaSe expllin)

7

a
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5. If sometime you were to have bad or an cry feelinns about your chill, how
many people- 10 you talk to abotitthts?
1,--0-1 'person
2. 2 people
3.- 3-4 peonle
4. 5-6 people
5. More than G peonle
7. Other (please explain)

6. "hen vou feel this way, '10 .you go to:
A. Spouse Yes A)
R. Relatives

. Yes No
C. Frienls Yes' No

Professonals . Yes ^ No.P

4

a

How satisfiel are you with the availability of people like this?
1. Very dissatisfied (I wish things were very different).
2. Somewhat dissatisfied (I would like -some changes)
3. Somewhat satisfied (Ok for now pretty good).
4. Very satisfied (I'm really pleased).
7. Other (olease explain)

8. If you were to have a minor problem with your child,'how many people
(friends or family) would you talk to, whose a4vice yo0 trust?

0

1. 1-1 person
2. 2 people
3. 3-4 oeople
4. 5-f; people

5. :.lore than r peoole

7. Other (please explain)

14heel you feel this way, do you go to:

A. Spouse Yes l'o.

R. Relatives Yes ,:o

C. Friends Yes lo
O. Professionals .Yes lo

10. Ho-, satisfiei are you with this situation?

1. Very dissatisfied (I wish thing1 wer- very different).,
2. Somewhat dissatisfied (I would like some charms).-
3. Someharsatisfied 10k for now pretty good).
4. Very satisfied (I'm really pleased)
7. Other (please explain

1
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rl. Hoik, do you feel about the chores that are part of child's care?
1: I really don't enjoy that part of having a child.
2.4 I mostly donit 'enjol" those things, but sometimes I do.
3. It's nk.
4. I have mixed feelings--I enjoy some things and don't enjoy others.
4., I mostly enjoy those things, -but sometimes I don't.
6. I really enjoy those thlngs--there's nothing I don't like.
7. Other (please eplain)

12. Sometiles narents have dou1ts that they are doing the right ttljngs with
their children. .Do you ever have doubts?

1. Frequently
2. Sometimes
3. Hardy ever, seldom
4. "ever
7. Other (please explain)

13. Many parents have mixed feelings about their children. Do you ever find
your child irritating?

1. Frequently
2. Sometimes
3. Hardly ever, seldom
4. lever
7. Other (please explaA

ori

14. Pave you ever been sorry you hadkthe child?

15.#0

1. Frenuently
2. ,Sometimes
3. Hardly ever, seldom
4. "!ever

7. Other' (please explain)

Ho4 much of child's care are you doing yourself?.

. Someone else -does most of it.
2. The work is shared equal y. .,)

3. I get a nool deal of'he (I dovabout 60-75Z myself).
4. . I kget t little hell) (I 0io aaubt W1-90°!, myself).
5. I do everything myself (95.4007)
7. Other (please explain)"

288
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16. Ho,. satisfied are you with the mount of child cere you are doing?
1. Very dissatisfied (I wish things were very different).

2. Somewhat iissatisfie 1 (I mull lili.e some chanoes),

A 1
tmewhat Satisfied (Ok for now nretty good)

. Very satisfied (I'm 'really Pleased) ),

7. Other (please 'explain)
=.

17. Now much of the housework and/or care of Wier children are you ioing yourT.

1. 'Someone else does most of it.

2: The 'work is shared equally.
3. I get a good deal of heir) (I do about '1 -75% myself).'
4. I pet a little help -(I do about g1-9(r myself).
5. I do everything myself (95-1007,).
7. Other (Please explain)

'
4.6

18. Kr, satisfied are you .this amount of household resnonsocSility?

1. Very dissatisfied (I wish things were very ifferent).
2. SomT.qhat dissatisfied (I would like some changes).
3. SomeAlat satisfiei (Ok for now pretty good)
4. Very satisfied (I'm really pleased)
7. Other (please explain)

19. How much time. do you clot for .yourself eac'i day? Do not count time working,

sleeping, or in school.

1. None or less than 1/2 hour.
2.. Between 1/2 and 1 hour.

3. 1 1/2 to 3.hours.
4. 3 1/2 to-5 hours.
5. ;lore than 5 hours.

7. Other (Illease explain),

I

20. How satisfied are you with the amount of time you get to you'rself?

1. Very ,Nssatisfied (I Kish things were very different).
, 2. Somewhat dissatisfied (I would like some changes).

3. Sompat satisfied (Ok for now. pretty good). ."

1!. Very satisfield (I'm really pleased).
7. Other (please explain)

V
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21. -About bow mach time were you a,,ay-from child, in the past two weeks, for

for social reasons (for example, going to movies.or sporting events

visiting friends).

1. .$one at all or less than 1 hour.

a 2.. Between 1 anTI.hours...

3. 4 to 9 hours.

4. 11 to 25 hours.
5. Wore than 25 hours.
7. Other (olease explain)

22. How satisfied are you with the amount of time you were away?"

1. Very. dissAisfi6 (wish things were very different).

2. Some.hat dissatisfied (I Would like some changes).

3. Somehat setiJied-(I'M really nleased).
l04. Very satisfied (I'm really oleasei):

7. Other (please exolain)

t

23. These days, what are your overall feelings toward your child?

'24. Do'you have a general desire for more peonle to talk to about your chill?

1. No.

2. Yes, but I don't want to bur ten anyone vith my,problems.

3: Yes, burt I don't kno;i'where to go or who'to talk to.

4. Yes, but I do not feel aggret-,sive enough to go out aril finl them.

I would rather be anproache4 by groups or inrfividuals.

7. Other (please exolain)

25. Briefly describe ypurself as a father.

I.

a
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General Life Situation

26. Vow involved are you in your neinhhorhoni?

1. ::ot at all.

2. Some!hat.
3. Very involved.
7. Other (please explain)

27.' satisfied are you with this situation?

) 1. Very dissatisfied (I wish things were very different).
2. Somcwhit dissatisfied (I would 1 ike some changes) .

3. Somewhat Satisfiel (Ok for now- pretty good):
4. Very'satisfied (I'm really 'leased).
7. lIthe'r (please explain)

1:N
A.%). Are there anv ornanizel groups that are a source of support for you? If

any, nlease snecify (Parent (7rouns, recreation groups, etc.)

1. :lone.

2. Some.

3. Many.
7. Other (nlease explain)

29. How satisfied are you with this situation?

1. Very dissatisfied (I wish things were very different)..
2. Somewhat dissatisfied (I would like some changes).
3. Somewhat satisfied (Ok for now: pretty good).

Very satisfied (I'm really "leased).
7. Other (please explain)

30. Are you involved in an .organized relinion (Protestant, Catholic, etc.)-
that'is a source of sunport for you?

1. Not at all.
2. Somewhat.
3.. Very involves.
7. Other (please cxnlain)

"MO
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31. How satisfied(are you with /this situabion?

ti

1. Very dissatistied (I wish things were very Aifferent).
2. Somewhat dissatisfie1:(I wo,211 like some changes).
3. Somr!what satisfied (Ok for w retty good).
4. Very satisfie; (I'm tially nleasel).
7. tither (please explain) ,-*

ok,

32. Think of a typical day this past week. About how many times 'lid you talk
on the phone with your friends or family?

1. lo talks. ,

2. 1 talk.

3'. 2-3 talks.
4. 4-7 talks. ,

5.) More than 7.talks.
7. Other (pleas, explain)

*.-

33. How4satistie4 are you with this amount of phone. visiting?'

1. Very dissatisfied (I wish things were very different).
2. Somewhat dissatisfiei (I would like some changes).
3. Somewhat satisfied (Ok for now. ptetty good).

Very satisfied (I'm really pleased).
7. Other (please explain)

34. If you were tp become unset or angry, would you have someone to talk honestly
to, who is not illtiolvd? How many pvple?

1. No peonle.
2. 1 person.
3. 2 oeonle.
4. 3-4 neo ')le.

5. More than 1 people.
7. Other (please explain)

35. Men you feel this way, do you go to:

A. Spouse Yes No
B. Relatives Yes No
C. Friends Yes, No
D. Professionals Yes No

36. How satisfied are you with this situation?

1. Very dissatisfied (I wish thinns were very differept).
2. Somewhat dissatisfied would like some changes),
3. Somewhat satisfied (Ok for now; pAtty good)
4. Very satisfied (I'm really pleased).
7. Other '(ple'ase explain)

Est.SI GOPY AVAILABLE
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'.37. 'Then you are happy, is there someone you can share it with
'will be haony just because you are?

MD.

.

somedhe who

1.' Mo.

2. .Yes..

7. Other (please explain)
4

38. Ilhen you feel this way, do you go to:

'P.. Spouse 'Yes Mo
/8. Relatives Yes :!o

'C Friends Yes No
/

C.

D. Professionals Yes. ,No

' 319 How satisfied are you with this situation?

I. Very dissatisfied (I wish thinns were very different).
2. Somewhat dissatisfied (I would like some Changes).
3. Somewhat satisfied (Ok for now; pretty good).
4. Very satisfied (I'm really Please*
7. Other (please explain)

r-

1- 4

,

40.., Do you exnect your relationship with your spouse to continue?

1. I don't expect the relationshin to last.
2. I feel the relationshin prob,:ly will last.
3. I f!er the relationshin definitely will last.
7. OtHer (pleaie explain)

4

41. How satisfied are you with this situation?

1. Very dissatisfied (I wish things were very.different
2. Somewhat dissatisfied (I would likeisome changes)..
3. Somewhat satisfied (Ok for now pretty good).
4. Very satisfied (I'm really pleased).
7. Other (please explain)

42. At'present, do you have someone you can share your most private feelings .with'

No.

2. Yes.

-7. Other (please explain)



43. Oho is this person or who are these oeonle?

4
4

44. How satisfied are you with this situation?

1.
Very aissatisfied (I with things were very different
Somethat dissatisfied (I would like some changes).

3. Somewhat satisfied (Ok for now: pretty good)
4. Very satisfied (I'm really pleased)
7. Other (please explain)

a5. !!hen you take everything into cUhsideration -- the child, your adult life,
etc., -- how would you describe your current life situation?

1. Things are very bad right now.
-2. Thinns are fairly bad right now.
3. Things are Ok -- not bad and not cool.
4. Things are fairly good.
5. Things are very good.
7. Other (please explain)

4

1

a
************.
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QRS-R
Holroyd, 1973

(Modified by Greenberg, 1981)

This questionnaire deals with your feelings about a child in yOur

family. There are many blanks.on the questionnaire. Imagine the child's-

name filled in on each blank. Give. your honest feelings and opinions. .

Please answer all of the questions, even if they do not seem to apply. If

it is difficult to decide Itue (T) or False (F) , answer in terms of what

you or your family feel or do most of the time. SametimeS the questions'

refer to problems,your family member does nat have.4 Neverthelessthey

can be answered True or False, even then. Please begin. Remember to

answer'all of the questions;

doesn't communicate with others of his/her age group. T F

2. -Other members of the family have to do without things because.

of

3. Our family agrees on important matters.

4. I worrlr-about What will happen to

longei- take care of him/her.
I ,

5. The constant demands for care for limit .grOwth.anii

when I can no

T

T F

T F

development of someone else in our family. T F

6.
is limpited in the kind of work he/she can do to

make a living.
T F

7. have accepted the fact that might have to live

out his/her life in some special setting (i.e., institution or

group home).
T F

8. can feed himself/herse/f.-
T F



j.

O

%-\

9. I have given up things I have really wanted to do ih order T F'

to care for

10.
is able to fit into the ftmily social group. T F

'Al. Sometimes 1.avoid taking
out in public. T F

12. In the future, our fainily's social life will suffer because

*of increased responsibilities
and financial pressure.

T F

13. It-bothfs me that will always be this way. T F

14. I feel tense whenever I take out in public. T F.

15. I cango v4it with friends whenever I rent.
T F

16. Taking on a vacation spoils pleasure for the

whole family.
T F

17.
...knows his/her own address.

18. The family does as many things together now as we evet did.

19.
is are who he/she is.

'r F

(
20. I get upset with the way my life is going. ...1

.T F .

21. Sometimes I feel pry embarrassed because of . T F

22 doesn't do as much as he/she should be able tb do.. T F

23. It is difficult to courrunicate with because'

he/she has difficulty understanding- what is being said to

him/her. -...

T IF

24. There are many places Where.we can enjoy ourselves as a

family When "7-cares along.
T F

11

,

25. is over-protected.
T ,F

.
.

26. is able to take part in games or sports. T F

27.
has'too-much time on his/her hands. 'f F

28. I am disappointed that does- not lead a normal life. T F

%Se

1
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25. Time drags for , especially free_ time,-

30.
.can't pay attention very

.31.
needs Yelp in the bathrocm.,

32. It is easy for me to relax.

33 I worry abda-Vnat-litil.be done with lob= he/she

1r

T F

T P

T

gets older. 4 ,

T F

.

e ,

34. I get almost too tired to enj4 myself.,
T F ,

.

.

,

. .

35. One of the things I appreciate about is his/Yer
.

*
,

!

confidence.

- T F

36. There is a lot of anger and resentment ineour family.
T..

37.
.is able to go- the bathroom alone.

38.
cannot rememher what he/she-says from one

moment to the next.

39.'
can describe' himself/herselfas a person.

40.
can ride a bus.

41. It is easy to communicate with . .
..

42. The constant dem,S.nds to care for
limit my. growth

. .

and development.

43.
accepts

himself/herself as a krson.

44. I feel sad when I think of .

45. I often worry about what will happen to
when I no

longer cen take care of. him/her.,

46. People can't 'undf2rstand-what
tries to say`

47. Caring for
puts a 'strain on ue.

48.41V4iTIers of our family get to the same kinds of things..

other families do:

297
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:

will always he a prohiem to us..

is able to .ekpress his/her feelings to' oti'Lrs.

has. to use a bedpan or a diaper.

1

kiucti of the tirre.

can walk without help.
)

46,

O

fr

.

se%

.

".

LL

: .

T

T F.

\I`

F

T F

1#.4
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AubIllson Doltusa, 19110,- 60(1111ed, by levfl, tibyer,'Schell, Vodasy, 081. (Blue CD)1PYPPt.PrX .

ThiS tnyentory will help Oetermine parent's areas of greatest. concern. ,The statements on this page refleCt feelingS

that most ovents'of handicapped childreri experience -at:some time acid to some degree: Please circle the nthnber that
, .most.accOately feflectsyour feelings .right now.
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1 3. - 3. 4 5. .6 '7, 8. 9

:
1. 1 don't understand what doctors try to.telt me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7. a 9

,, _______2. I worry that my,child will not bd ready far school. 1

'
1 2:. 1: 4 .5 6' 7' 8 9

3. 1

_
feel that my child's feiTings are 40ferent from those of other children. 1 2 3 4 5 6 .7 8 9.

L, .4. I feel that parents cause a child bad behavior. .

., .

. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .8 9 .

5_,___I.feel thdt.handicapped chif&en misbehave. more than other thil"d6A . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
6. 1 feel that my child doesn't get along with children his/her .own. age. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 '8

7. 1 feel th8t my child's physical abijities are different from °thee children's.. 1 , 2 3 4 5 6 7 ,,,,8 f;:.',;--...1;,

8: I feel that doctors need to be more understanding when talking with parents about ,

4'i9T--7-::k.

0

their handicapped child.
.

.

: 1 2 3 A 5

9. I feel hat punishment is the best way to correct bad behavior. ,
1 2 3 4 5

010.' Fwish T knew what children my child's age should be learnin.. 1 2 3 4 5

11.-1 feel thatEy child seems to be unhappy a lot, 1 2 3

.12. f7feel-iliat most physical_problems can be cured throy9h treatment. 1 2, 3 4 5 6 .7 8 9

13. _I feel thltit know the effects ofthe medicine my child takes. 1 2 3 4 6 7 6,_ 9
14 -.1 feel that Oysical problems:-can cause emotional and learnin eroblems. 1 2 .3 4. 5 6 8 9
15. I .need t6. know more about physical groWth and development,

' 16:71 feel that I know how poor health affects my.ch4Is behavior._
. 11. I worry, about my_child not learning as fast as other children.
18. 1 feel that my.child is smart in some fillIgs and Slow fn others.
19:774-wishth5t I could better iaerstand the feelings of-I-IF-511d, 1 3 4-77 6

20. 1 hope 1 am doingthe.rtght things to help mychild learn. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

21. 1 keel that my child can't control-his feelings.
.

1 2 3 4' 5 6 7 8.,

22. My child seems_phyilcally_different. 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3

3

9

9.

9.

l t1 feel ehat doctors ha-Ve given wrong answers about my Ian cappe' child........__.. ......_. 1 2
(

4 5 6
,

i
24. I feel that children ,act the way they do because of the r, age. 1 2

2. t think f-killow better than anyonelliiThow my child is feel iiir7----'-r-r.37-'4. 6 8

...mah
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. Parent:1400S inventory

This
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inventory will help determine parent's areas of greatest concern. The statements on'this page refl
most parents of handicapped children 'experience at some time and to some degre'e. Please circle the
accurately feflects-your feelings right now..
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this statement sounds:
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(Yellow 1.10

eelings
er that

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

If I-had the money for a larger, 1 would sue the people who run my citild's program. 1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8

2. 1 need ed to get out more. . 1 2 1----"V. 5 6 7 8 .9

J. :1 f eel thiere needs to he help with. big medical bills. I. , . 1 2 3 .4 5 6 7 / 8 9

4 .-1 f e-er -there needs to be help to buy special thin-4s such as eyeglasses apdwheeichairs,1_ 2 3 *4 5 6 1 8 9-7--
5. I feel some agencies treat me unfairly. 1 2 3 4 5 ,6 7 . 8 9

6. 1 wonder what would happen to my child if 1 die.- 's
1 2 3 4 5 6 -.2 8 9

7. There are not many fun things for handicapped Children to do. 1 2_ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

*8. There are many things our family doesn't do because our handicappe child wouldn't
enjoy them. . .

. 1 2

9, 1 would like _to_gy back to school. 1 2 3

10.7-[,76a-flia-t6gencies l_go ta for hel_p_give me the ".run- around'`.
11. I dim' t know how to get the services that my_child -needs. 1 2 31 2 3 4 664 77 8 9

12. It is hard to get a babyOtter for handicapped children. . . 1 1
13. 1 feet that money profilems cause a lot of family troubles. 6 . 1 2

111 7-1 f eel no one really knows how 1 feel......_ 4... .

.1 .2
1 2

3 4 7 8 9

4 5 6 7 r q---

15. MY. Iiicsliai-citiiiTeand T never have anytime away, from our kids.
167..1would 1 ,e to take some classes so I 'could get a better o .4 -17.::

1 would _like_ to _teach chiildrenwith hands caps.

1rk, i WOO d- 1 ik-e to Viiiiii-abou-t- -the -riiihts of-the handfcapped..
l'i. I would like to take some ,_classes just for fun.

I won 1d I Ike to go to meetings to lear_n about _the handicapped
'1. bur ly trouble oftOn-Comeclrom having aThandicappeTchild.
.2. I feel 1)0Piess when Pn t.H.Yibe bi Is caused by

can't 'StandC6hear--iiiy _csy .

'1. -am being IiiiniOieifilfol.LC-fificili
te61.souip peq'ple handi cad:en:hi Id.

III BLS COPY AVAILABLEPlense turn le form over and fill out the othr sidt'
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Parent _Needs inventory
fh

.This inventory will help *determine parent's areas of greatest concern. The statements on this page reflect 'feelings
that most parents of handicapped.children. experience at some time and to some degree. Please ci.rcle.the number that
most accurately -reflects your feelings right now.
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1 2 3 4 5' 6 7 8 9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

.1 2 3 4 6 8
1 2 3 4 5 7 8 '9
1 2 3. 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 2 3. 47T-6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9.
1 2 3 4 5 6-7 8 9--*
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9

1 2 4 5. 6 7 -89
1 2 3 4 6. 7 8 9,
1 2 3" 4 5 6 7 9----
1 2 3 4 50' 6 7 '8 0--
1 2 4 '5 6 7 8 9
1 2 3 . 4 5 6 7 8 912 3 :4 5 6 7 8 9
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8-719--
1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 2 3" 4 5 6 7 8 9
ha.VebeliiiVecidifferentiy befort my chit was born if I had known hefshe

1. I feel lost and alone'in dealing with'my child's problems.
_ _

i l d

___
2. I feel my chi s handic could ave been prevented.

)

3. 1 feel there must be a 2 rpose,for_my chi)d's 'handicap.

47-1fujSelileoneelS-e-is t blaTe for my child's handicap._
!T--1rakNmy handicapped c ld anywhere I would take an other child.

6. 1 (661 thaifliere is a ime to stop grieving_ over things that ,cannot be changed.

I. I feel something bad niy happen if I am not with my child. .

8. 1 feel I would change places with my.handicapped child if I could.
, Tj7--1 feel that it is all right,to show anger in front of handicapped criildren.

10. I my child needs my help more than anyone else's help.,,.
____

.feel
1 1 , . I feel life. As. o burcien, ___ _______, ____

i?. I don't mind answerIngiquestions about my_OliTs handicap. ,

13. Ifeel_proud of thep_ ns my _handicapped child makes even when the _gains are small.
14. 1 feel _haviii_g_4-4ndic-appleil ciiiid--causes extra stress and _arguments.
15. lfeel that I do more than my share of the work in the family.
16. 4 think people whO have normal don't have serfOus problems.
!7. I 'feel upset when I watch other children my age who are not 'Ilan-a-Capped.
18. No one else seems to Te-6I--aihurt as I am over having a handicappe-Vciiild.
19. I do not like to be with illy_ chi lrin public.

wac- going to be Ilandi'ca_pped.
_t_____

\ 1 2 3 4 5
2.17 I think there mat a cure for my cli- di-S'--ffoblein if only tiip doctors -could find it. 1

i'2. I cry when 1 think of how (Ay child would` have been if he/she had not been handicapped. 1

i'.3. I get angry more often than-1 did befo I had a handicapped chi9. 1

.?4 , I don' t f eei:44huiband/wffe harb-6en supporti veof my needs. .

4'5. I don't feel m husband wife-}/I su ortive OV)qneeds of our Waidlia) 0

6 7 r 8 9

2-3- 4 5 6-7-8 9

2 3 4 92-3'4-5-6 7 8 9 .16 D-9--
6 7 8
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EveryparenthasanotionoftheldaylleorSliewouldlnethinsto be Ideally. This time circle the number that reflects

/low you would l(ke to feel ideally.
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1 2 )3 4 5. 6 7, 8 9

1: I fuel lost and alone in dealing with m child's problems. .1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. I feel my childri-handicap_could have een Prevented. 1 2- 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

-.3. I feel there must be a purpose for my ch d s handicap. 1-1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4. I feel someone el-ii-isAl_blamelor my child's handicap. ft. 1 2 3 4 5 6 .7 B .9

5.1 take my handicapped child anwhere 1 would take any other'child.. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 9

6. .1 feerthat there 'is a time to stop grieving over things that cannot be changed. 1- 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ''

7. I feJ-iomething_bad may happen if I ail not with my:child. . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-

8. I feel. I would change places with. my handicapped Chil-if I could. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9'
9. I feel that it is all riiht to show anger an front of handicapped children. 1 .2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9

10. -I feefilly chilorneeds.my help more than anyone else's help. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

11. I feel.life is a burden. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9

12 I don't m,ind answ-6-ing_queiiions about child's handicap.
!,.._

..

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9

13. I feel proud orthe.gains my handicapped child makes even when the gains are small. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 '

14. I feel having a handicappgd child causes extra stress and arguments. 1. 2 3 4. 5 6 8 9

15. I feel that I do more than my share of the work tn the family. 1 2 1 4-5-6 7 8 9

167120inkii*ple who have normar-Zhildren donTt have serious problems. 1 2 3 4, ' 6 7 -8 9

I7 __.1 reol upset when 1 watch other children my child's age who are not handicapped. r--.2 3 4 g- 6 7 8 9

11:-No one.else seems to feel as hurt as.1 am over hiving a handicapped child. 1 2 3 4 5' 6 7 8 9

19. I do. pot like to be with my chilTin_public. 1 2 .3 .4 6 7 8 9

20. 1.woiild haVilehaved differently be ore my child was born if I nad-iiiiown he /she

Was going to be handicappgd. .

, 1

21. 1 think there may be a cure for my childri probTeli-lf only the doctors could'find it. 1 3 4 5 6 7 8.9
22:--1-(*ij)*1-thilicpf-how my child would have Wheishe.had not been 1

_. ....____.. ,-. .M. .MOft$

.'""'''.7"

23. I get angry more often than 1 dfd before I had a handicapped child. ..----1 4 6 7 8 9

24:_I. don't feel myfiusbanaMfe has been supportive of my heeds, .
4. 5 6 7---8 9--

26. 1-dOnTITeiiiti husband ifihilbieniu 6:0;i6-bribe nedia-bi,ThiridlaWid416.1 4 5 6 778 .9

3J 4 5 6 7 8 9

BEtii ..opy AvAILABLE,,
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Every parent has a notion of the way he-or she would like things to be ideally. This time circle the number that reflects
how you would like to feel ideallb e
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1. I don't understand What doctors try to tell me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.2. 1 worry_ that 4 Chi 1 d will not ,be ready for school 1 2 3 .4 5 6 7

3.- I feel that my child's feelings are different from those Of otlter children. 1 2 3 r.6 7,

4. I feel that parents cause a chilei tiad behavior. -/ .. 1 2 3 4 5 6-1L- 7 8 9

5. I feel that handicapped children misbehave more than other chTTEIToin. 4 1. 2 3 4 5 6 7. 8

. 16. I f6e1 that my child doesn't_get along with children his/her own age. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. I feel that my child's physical abilities are_different from other children's. 1 4,2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

.8. I feel that doctors need to be more understanding when talking with parents about
th4.ir handicapped child. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9. I feel that __punishment is the best way_to correct bad behavior. .1 1 4 4 5 C
IO. I wish I knew what children nay. child's age should be learning. , 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 '8 9

. '--11. I feel -that my child seems to be unhappy a_ lot._ . 2 3 4 5 6 7' 8 9'
127I feel tfi'A most physical problems an be cured throunh. treatment. -6'1" 4 5 7 8 9

13. 1 feelhat I know the effects of the medicine n chmild takes. . 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9.

14. I feel that physical -problems. can cause emotional and learning. problems. ,1_ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9. .."

-f5:' .,-reo_ to )(now more about physical ,growth and developTen. 1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 8 9

16. t-feetthaerknow how poor health affects Ty child'ilLbehavior., 1 2 3 4 5 . 6 7 0 9

17.- 1*rryOcitit41YChird not-learning as fast as other children. 1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 11,
9

li: I feel that tr-Fcltkld is smart in some things_ and slow in others. 1 2 3 1 5 6---7 8 9

1 1-wish that t could better understand the feelings of Ty child. ,
1 2 3 4---5 6 1---8 9

I hope I am doing the right things to -help_Ty child learn.
feel my child can't Control his feelings.

.

22. y. child seems ptiiially different.
23. 1 fe6T-16F-doctors aye given-wrong answers ?about my
24. I feel that chiThren act the*wa the do cause of this

25. 1 thin know setter t



Every.parent has a notion of the way he or' she would like thing's to be ideally. Thit time circle, the number. that refleAts
how you would like to feel ideally. e

-A v

If I had the money fora law er I would sue the eo le4Who run m child's ro ram.-- 2 3 4 5 6 7 8' 9

L. I. feel a need. to get out more. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3: I feel there needs to be, help w th big medical bills:. .

. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 : 8
4. feel there needs to be help to buy special things such as eyeglasses and wheelchairs.1 2 3' .4 5 6 7/ 8

5. I feel some agencies treat me unfairly. .* ' 1 2 3 4 . 5 6 7: 8, 9
6. I wonder -what would happen to.my child if I die. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 "9

,

7. There are not many fun things for Tiandicapped children to do. - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8.. 9
8. There are many things our family lloesn't do because our handicapped.chiTd wouldri't

enjoy teem. .
1 2 3 4 5 6 7- 8 9

9. I would like to go back to school. 1 2 3 ,4 5 6 -7 8 §
10. I feel that agencies 1 go to for help give me the run-around". 1 2 3 4' 5 6 ,..4 8 a
11. I don't know how to get the services. that my child needs. .1 2 3 -4 "5 6 T 8 9
12. It is hard to_g

.
et a babysitter for handicapped children. 1. 2 3 '4 5 6 7. 8

13. I -feeT7116t money _problems cause a lot of family troubles. 1 2 3 '4 5 6 7 8 9
14. I feel no one rvall knows how I feel,- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8' 9

15. My husband/wife and I never have any time, away from our s. 1 356 _7 _8
16. I would like to take some classes so I could get a better job. 1 2 .3 . 4 5 6 7 -6\9[T
17. I would like to teach children with handicaps. ..1 2 3, 4 5 6 7 8' 9 4.1

18, I would like to know about the rights of the handica ed. 4' 5 6 7. 8 9

19. I, wpuld like to take some classes just for fun.
.

, I 3 5 67 8 9,
20. 1 wPd-like to_go to meetings to learn about the handicapped. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . .,-,

21. 011J- f.aiiji_trouble often comes from having a handicapped child. , 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-
22. I fe-Whelpld's when I -Can't pay the bills causeilby.my. child's haaicap. 1 2 3 4 5 6 T---1) . 9,,

23. I can't stand to hear my child cry. ,. 1 2 3 4 5 6. -li 9-7-
24 7-1_thin-k-Tam being punished by my child's hanacap. 1 3 . 4 5 -6 r. 8. 0.
25. f feel some le ma blame me for ha in a handica ed child. 1 2 3'. 4 5 6 8 9 '
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Parent Rote. Scale f.

Adapted. from Gallagher, Cross, and Stharfman (MO)

Neyer,. Vadasy, And Greenberg (1982)'

4

01

We are interested ih the ways parents' responsibilities are shared within'

different families. 4:e hope such ihformation will enable us to_. learn
1/4

how.

different families adjust to both the joys and strains of family living:

The jobs listed in this guestionnaii.e are those found to all 'families
.

regardless of who does ,them., We ,would like your opinion .)5.--to (Al" \:110 does

eachlojob in your faMily, (B) who you would like to' do it, and (C) how

satisfied you are with the way it is being done now.

wet

b

-.

311 ,.
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ParentkS,Pole Scale .

,;,

Pl'ease 'circle 1 (one) .,answer for A, 1 (one) answer for 3 and 1 .(one)
.answer for C in each question. If someone helts you with a, jot', iiIiase write
in that person's relationship to you in the blanks provided.

1. 'WHO READS TO. yHE.CHILD(REN) OR HELPS THE CHILD(i;EU) WITH HOr:PORK?

At tHU DOES THIS NO11? B. AO WOULD. YOU LIKE TO HOW SATISIFIED ARE YOU
HAVE DO IT? WITH THE WAY IT'S .

4 BEING 00,,E iW?
I .

1 do it alone.

'I do it wita
help from my
spouse.

1 share it
equally with °
my spouse.

)11
4. My sp se does

it 'th help
from me.

1. I'd like to do it 1. Verydissatisfied.
alone.

11iI'd like to have Sbmewhat esatis-
help from my spouse. fled.

3. I'd like to share it
equally with my
:spouse.

My spouse would ao
it with help from
me.

5. My spouse'dJ6es 5. my spouse would d
it alone. it alone.

2. WHO REWARDS OR PUNISHES TOE CHIU(REN) AS APPROP

A. WHO DOES THIS NOW? B'. WHO WOULD 1101) LIKE TO
HAVE DOIFIT?

*

N,
I U0 it alone.

I do it with -

help from my
spouse.

I share it
equally with
mfspouse.

My spouse does
it with help
from me.

My spouse does
it alone.

Neither satisfied

oissatisfitd,

4. hoderatelY satis-

5. Very satisfied.

RIATU

I

C. HOW SATISIFIED ARE YOU. //
WITH THE WAY IT'S
BED% DONE //

1. I'd like to it 1.
alone.

,2. I'd like to have
help from my spouse:

I'd like to share it
equally with my
spouse.

my spouse would r:o
it with he )p from

me.

5. Ily spouse mould oo
it alone

3124

2. Somewhat/dissatis-
fied.'

3. Neither satisfied
nor dissafisfied.

4. Moderately satis-
fied.

5. Very s*atisfir.d.



!'t . 1.1 '...
it

! /
,11 I

Yi 1110 TAIiW ME OFITHE 'CHILO(REM),MEW THEY ARE SICK OR UPSET?yr
WHO DOE5 THIS flOT B.' WHO OULV4OU LIKE TO 'Cop HOE SATISIFIED ARE YOU

4.

:1

HAVE D(.1IIT7
. WITH THE WAY IT'S
aurici DOA 140V? /

I 4o it'-alone.

e. A

I do it with
help from my
Spouse.

11arq it. 401

'equally .wi:th".-*;,

ky' spOUse. Iy

hy\spouse dOes
it with help
from me.

,

My spouse doe's
it. alone. ,

I'd like to do it
'alone.

I'd likeoto have
help from my spouse.

U

3. ,I'd like to share it
equally. with my

spouse:

4. MY Wow would do
it .with help from
me.

5. hey spouse would do
it alone.

1. Very dissatisfied.

2. Somewhat dissatis-
\f lea.

Neither satisfied .

nor dissatisfied.

4'. Moderately satisr
fled.

4.. WHO -TAKES THE CHILD(R'EN) PLACES NEN:I-HEY CAN'T GET THERE

A.

Very risf led.

THEVSELVES?

WHO DUES THIS 00',1 B. WHO 'OULU YOU LIKEN C. HOW SATISIFIED ARE YOU
HAVE DO IT? WITH THE WAY iT!.S.

kt BEIM DOVE

I do it alone.

2. I do it with
help from my
Spouse.

3. I 'share it_

equally with
mj spouse.

4. My spouse does
it with help
from me.

5. My spouse does'
it alone.

O

1. I'd like to do it 1. Very dilAatisfied.
owalone.

2. .I'd like to have
help from my spouse.

I'd like to share it
equally with my
spguse.

4... fly spouse would do
it with help from
me.

p

5., spouse would do
it alone.

313

Somewhat dissatis-
fied.

3.. Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied.

4. Moaerately shtis-
fied.

0

5. 'Very satisfied.
o



WHO DECIDES WHERE THE FAI9ILY'S 60VEY WILL LE SPEPT?

A. WHO DOES THIS NOLv? B. wHO WOULD YOU LIKE TO C. HOw SATISIFIED ARE YOU
HAVE DO IT? 1.'ITH THE AY

BEIM Dam .E 00t!?

1. I do it alone.

2.
a

do it with
help from my
spouse.

3. I share it
equally with
my spouse.

4. piy spouse does
it with help
from me.

5. viy spouse does
it alone.

6. WHO BUYS THE GROCERIES?

A. WHO DOES THIS dOW? B.

11.

1. I do it alone.

2. I GO it with
help from my
spouse.

3. I share it
equally with
mif spouse.

1

4. My spouse does
it with help
'from me.

5. spouse does
it alone.

1. I'd-like to do it
alone.

2. I'd like to have 1

help from my spouse.

3. I'd like to share it
equally with my
spouse.

4. My spouse would do
it with help from
me. 46

5. My spouse would do
it alone.

WHO WOULD YOU LIKETO
HAVE DO IT?

1. I'dklike to do it
alone.

2. I'd like to have
. help from my spouse.

1. Very dissatisfied.

2. Somewhat dissatis-
fied.

S. Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied.

4. moderately satis-
fied.

5. Very satisfied.

C. HON SATISIFIED ARE YOU
MTH THE WAY IT'S
BEIPG DOA 000

3.. I'd like to share. it
. equally with my

spouse.

4 spouse would do
it with help from
me.

My spouse would' do
it alone.

314

1. Very dissatisfied..

2. Somewhat_dissatis-
fled.

3. !either satisfied .

nor dissatisfied.

Moderately .satis-
fled.,

5. Very satisfied.



!It

7. MO COOKS THE hEALS FOR THE WILY?

A. ;JHO DOES THIS 00U? 'B. 4,J10 WOULD YO9iLIKE TO

HAVE DO IT?
C. NOV SATISIFIEU ARE. YOU

1414 THE AY IT'S.
DWJE NOW?

1. I do it alone.

2; I do it with

help frum my
-spouse:

3. 1 share 'it

equally with
my spouse.

My spouse does
it with help
from me.

5. My spouse does
it alone.

1. 'I'd like to do it
alone.

2. I'd like to have
help from my spouse.

3. I'd like to share it
.:equally with my
spouse.

4. My spouse would do
it with help from
me.

5. Ply

it

1. Very dissatisfied.

2. Somewnat dissatis-
fied.

3. Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied.

4. Pouerately satis-
fied,

spouse would do 5. Very saiSfied.
alone.

8. -t:IHO DEALS WITH A:01 OUTSIDE AGENCIES SUCH AS SCHOOL,
mEDICAL SERVICES, ETC.?

A. WHO DOES THIS 110W?

CHURCH, SOCIAL MD

B. WHO WOULD YOU LIKE TO C. 1101! SATISIFICD AREYOU
HAVE 00 IT? VITH THE WAY IT'S

BE DOME MOW?

I dlibit alone.

2. I do it with
help from my
spouse.

3. 1 share it

equally with
a my spouse.

4. My spouse does
it with help
from. me.

5. my spouse does
it alone.

1. like to do it. 1. Very dissatisfied.
alone.

2. I'd like to have
help from my spouse.

3. I'd like to share it
equally with my
spouse.

4. My spouse would do
it with help from
me.

5. My spouse would do
it alone'.

315

2. Somewhat dissatis-
fied.

3. Meither satisfied
nor dissatisfied.

4. Moderately satis-
fied.

5. Very satisfied.

tC



9. 140 KELPS Ii TOUCH
rErGHUORS AnD FRIENDS?

A. WHO DOES THIS HVO B. wilohi.!OULD YOU LIKE TO
HAVE DU IT? HOL SATISIFIED AkE You

WITH THE NAY IT'S
DOrE

1. I Oo it alone.
0

2. I Jo it with
Welp from my
spoUse,

3. I share it

equally with
my spouse.

4. hy spouse does
it with help
from me.

Ny spouse,does
. it alone.

I'd like to do. it
alone.

2. I'd like to have
help from my spouse.

3. I'd like to share it
equally with my

, spouse.

4. My spouse would do
it with help from.
me.

1. Very dissatisfied.:

Sometlhat dissatis-
fied.

_

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfiec:.4.

4. Moderatelv satis-
fiec.

5. -0y spouse would do 5. Vet)/ satisfied.it alone.

10. IN SO1'.E FAHILIES, OTHER PEkSONS BESIDES HUSBAKS AND WIVES TAKE PRIOARY
RESPOnSIBILITIES FOR SOhE OF THESE ROLES. IF THIS IS TRUE IN YOUR FA1'ILY,
PLEASE LIST THE ROLES AND WHO WOULD BE THE PARTICIPANT BEIM

Role

Participant

For tie folleviiing
four questions (#11-14), please. provide information on who

fills (filled) these roles for all of your children. We have provided snace
under each question for you to provide

information for up to three chiloren.
Pleas: use the extra sheets for questions #11-14 if .you have more than three
children.. If some of your children are older, please answer who filled these
roles when the children were younj.

_
.

1

l

316



11. Who is pressptly responsible for feeding younfl children in your family
and who was responsible for this when your older children were young?

Child's name A. Who does/did
this?

1. I do it,a1one.

2. I do it with
hslp frompmy
spaUse.

3. I share it
equally with
my spouse. .

4. ;1y spouse does
it with help
from me.

5. My spouse does
it alone.

Child's name A. Who does/aid
this?

2.

I do it alone.

2. I do it with
help from my
spouse.

3. I share it
equally with
my spouse.

4. My spouse does
it with help
from me.

5. Py spouse does
it alone.

r

B. Who would you
like to have do it/
to have done it?

1. I'd like to do/
to have done it
alone.

C. How satisfied
are/were you with
the way it is/as
aone?

1. Very dissatisfies.

2..I'd like to have/ 2. Somewhat dissatis-
to have had help fied.
from my spouse.

3. I'd like/have
liked to share it
with my spouse.

4. ny spoue 1plid
do it/have do it

with help from me.

5.Hy spouse would
do it/have done it
alone.

B.. AO emuld you
like to have do it/
to. have done it?

1. I'd like to do/
to have done it
alone.

3. Nei101er satis-
fied nor
dissatisfied.

4. Moderately
satisfied.
me.

5. Very satisfied.

C. How satisfied
are /were you wito

the way it is/was
done?

1. Very dissatisfied.

2. I'd like to have/ 2. Sowewhat dissatis-
to have had help fled.
from my'spouse.

3. like/have
l'iked to share it

with my spouse.

4. My spouse would
do:it/have done it,
with help fromHma.

5.My snouse would'
do it/have done it
alone.

317

3. Neither satis-
fied nor

diSsatisfied.

. I-
4. vloderately

satis400.
me.

5. Very satisfied.

a.

::BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Child's name

3.

A. Who aoes/aio
this?

1. I Uo it alone.

2. I po it with
help from my
spouse.

3. I share it
equally with
my spouse.

4. My spouse does
it with help
from me.

5. Hy spouse does
it alone.

B. :4no-woul;; you

like, to have' do it/

to have (Jane it?

C. How satisfied
are/were you with
the way it is /was

done?

1. I'd like to do/ 1. Very dis'satisfiec.
to have done'it
alone.

2. I'd like to have/
to nave hart help
from my' spouse:

3. I'o like/have
liken to share it
with my spouse.

4. hy spouse would
do it/have done it
with help from me.

5. My spouse would

do it/have done it
alone.

2. Somewhat dissatis-
fied.

3. Neither satis-
fled nor

dissatisfied.

4. Moderately
satisfied.
me.

5. Very satisfied.

Please use aduitional sheet.if you have more than 3 children.

12. Who is.presently responsible for changing the infant's wet or dirty
diapers and who was responsible for this when your older children were
young?

Child's name A. Who does/dia O. Who would you C. How satisfied
this? like to have do it/ are/were you with

to have done it? the way it is/was
done?

416

1. I do it alone.

2. I do it with
help from my
spouse.

3. I share it.

etlually with

my spouse.

4.' My spouse does
it with help
from me.

5. by spouse does
.,it alone.

1. I'd like to do/ 1. Very dissatisfied.
to have done it
alone:"

2. I'd like to have/ 2. Somewhat dissatis-_
to have had help fled.
from my spouse.

3. I'd like/have
liked to snare it
with my' spouse.

4. My spouse would 4. Moderately
do it/have done it satisfied.
with help from me. me.

3. Neither satis-
fied nor

,dissatisfied.

5.hy spouse would 5. Very satisfied.
do it/have done it
alone.

318 BEST COPY. AVAILABLE



.1-

L

Child's name A. WhWiAdoesfuld
this?'

Child's name

do it alone.

1/4

?. I Go it with
help from my
spouse.

3. share it
equally with
myspouse.

4. My spouse does
it with help
from me.

5. hy spouse does
it alone. ,

A. ''Who does/di

;this?

.

do`', alone.

e'

, B. who would you
like to have do it/
to have done it?

2.Tdo it 'with'
help froM:my

3. I-Share it..
.eqUaLly with

,

my_spod,se.

4:. hy spbuse doe's'

it WO
'from me.

-

5..fly sctu does

...". 1.,

1. I'u like to do/
to have done it
alone.

C. How satisfied
are/were you with
the way it is/was
done?

tisfied.

2. I'u like to have/ 2. Somewhat uissatis-
to have naa help 'fled.
from my spouse.

3 I'd like/have
liked to share it
with my spouse.

4. y spouse would
do it/have done it-
with help from me.

5'..ixSpouse would
do ithayel done it
alone.'

3.. 'either satis-
fied nor'

dissatisfied.

4.iloderately
satisfied.
me.

5. Very satisfied.

who would Yott
. C. ,How satisfied

like to have do it/"are/were you with
to,haVe done it? 'the ,e,iayit is/was

,done? .

1. ao/ Very aissatWied.
ici.....bayewne it ',I,

alone.
.

have/
to'ihave ! ,

froM w5USe:,'

3. Wetther.satis-
fieginoi:, '

dissatisfied.

.4. Voderately
Sattsfied.

,5. Very satisfied.

I I

,3p,rth,likethave, .

.lik'ed to shar'e',..1.X.v

4. il:yipoL4e.woUid

dorle it

:Witti help from'me.

5:PiPppOpSelwilu1 d
'(o ititwe ,done it
atone. /

1

4e

Pleas:), use aduitional'sheet yOu 4ave'mpi.e than'3.Nthildreti:'

BEStcopy, AVAILABV



13. Who
for

is responsible for'yivinu.younc chilcren eaths ana Who was responsible
this when your oluer chilcIren were young?

Child's name A. Who does /die
this?

'

1. I do it alone.

' r

,

2. I do it vitn
helpfrom ,mY
spouse.

3. J. Share it

equally with
my spouse. '

4. my spouse dons'
it with,help
from me. ,

5. t.y spouse does
it alone.

thild's name A, Who doesidid
this?

:2.

0

II

I do it alone.

2. I do it with
help from my
spouse. ,

3. I share it
equally with

I my spouse.

4. My spouse does
it with help
frqmme.

5. hy spouse does
it alone.

BEST COPY AVAIL;{

R. WI° would you C. How satisfie
like to have do,it/ are/were you with
to have done it? the way it is/was',

done?

1. PC like 'to do/ 1. Very dissatisfied.
to have,done.it
alone.

2. I'd like. to have/ 2. Somewhat dissatis-
to have had help fied.
from my spouse.

3. l'u like/hhve

likeu to share it
withlny spouse.

3. Neither satis-
fied nor
dissatisfied.

4. by spouse would , 4. .19derately
Co it/have done-iti satisfiett.

with help from me.' me.

,5.Ny tkuse,would
dp it/have done it
alone.

Very; satisfied.

R. Who would you'. 'C. How satisfied
like to have,do it/ are/were you with
to have' done it? , the. way it,is/was

done?

Very'dissatisfied.1. I'd like to do/
to have done it
alone.

2.1'd like to have/
to have had help
from my spouse.

(-1r.-I'd like/have
\liked to share it
with My spouse.

4. Ply spouse would

do it/have done it
with help from me.

5.1(!y spouSe would

do Whave
alone.

2. Somewhat assatis-
fled,

3. keither satis-
fied,,por

dissatisfied.

4. moderately
satisfied.. '\

me, \

5. Very satlsfiac.

I.

0

F



s

.40
114

Child's name.

3.

A. Uhd aoes/uia
thi

do it alone.

2. I do it with
help.frommy
spouse.

3. t shareit
equally with
my spouse.

4. by spouse does
it with help
from ffer

5. 'My spouse does
it alone./

9'

6. who would yo C. How satisfied
like to have do tti are/were you with.
to have done it? ,' the.way it is/was

k i

done?
:4.

1. I'd like to 1. Very dissatisfi*:c.
to have done it

.

)alone. %I-

2. I'd like to *di 2. SomeldHat dissatis-
to have had help' fled. (N
from my spouse.

44.

3. I'dlike/have Eeither satis-
liked to share' it yfied nor
with my spouse. dissatisfied.

4. Fly spouse would

dO it/have dipe it
wir help` from me.

5.My spouse would
do it/have done it
alone.

4. moaerately
satisfied.
me.

5. Very satisfied.

Please use additional sheet if you have more than 3 children.

14. tiho is responsible for putting young children' to qga, and who was
responsible fur this when your older children were youndT

Child's name A. ,Who'does/eid - B. Whp would you
this? like to have do it/

to have done it?

1. I do it alone.

2. I do it with
help from my
spouse.

3. I share it
equally with
my spouse.

4. ny 'spouse does

it with help
from me.

5.. My spouse does
it alone.

BEST COPY MAW

1. I'd like to do/
to have done it
alone.

C. How satisfied
are/were ydu with
the way it is/was
done?

7

.1. Very dissatisfied.

2. l'o like to have/ 2. Somewhat dissatis-
to have had help fled.
from ,my spouse.

/

3. I'd like/have
liked to share it
with thy spouse.

4. My spouse would

do it/have done it.
with help from me.

5.4 spouse would
do it/have done it
alone.

321

Neither satis-
fied nor
dissatisfied.

4. Moderately

satisfied.
me.

5. Very satisfied.



qui

Child's nave A. Aho Coes/did

2.

tnis?

I do it alone.

2. I do it with
help from my
spouse.

3. I share it
equally with
my spouse.

4. my spouse does-
it with help
from me.

5. My spouse ooes
it alone.

Child's name A. Who does/did
this?

3.

I do it alone.

'AV

2. I do it with
help from my
spouse..

3. I share it
equally with
my spouse.

.

4. My spouse does
it with help
from me.

5.. My spouse does
it alone.

3. Imo would you

like.to have do it/
to have done it?

1. I'd like to (.o/

to have done it
alone.

_ .

2. I'd like to have/ 2. Some.Aat dissatis-
to have 'had help fied.
from my spouse.

r

C. Hots sattsfied

are /were you Nith
the way it is/was
done?

1. Very nissatisfied.

3. I'd like/have
liked to share it
with my spouse.

4. Hy spouse wouln
do it/have done
with help from me.

54Ay spouse would
do it/have done it
arone.

B. Who
like to
to have

would you
have do it/
done it?

1. I'd.like to do/
to have done it
alone.

3. Neither satis7
fled nor.

dissatisfied.

4. hbderately
satisfied.
me.

5. Very satisfied,

C. How satisfied
are/were you with
the way it is/was
done?

1. Very dissatisfied.

2. I'd like to have/ 2. Somewhat dissatis-
to have had help 'fied.
from my spouse.

'3. I'd like/have
liked to share it
with my spouse.

4. My spouse would
do it/have dohe it
with help from me.

5.My spouse would
do it/have done it
alone.

3. Neither satis-
fied nor
dissatisfied.

4. Moderately
satisfied.
me..

5. Very satisfied. r.

Please use additiiohal sheet if you have more than 3 children.
.

A

.1
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PERSON OBSERVED IN INTERACTION (CIRCLE)
MOTHER ,FATHER OTHER

em40H

)CIRCLE)
NO

ACHING TASK
LENGTH OF TEACHING 1CIRCLEI MIN.

i or LESS 2 3 4 5
- ..,

SETTING (CIRCLE)
Now CLINIC

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTX..
SCHOOL Ok,NURSING

NURSING CHILD ASSESSMENT SATELLITE. TRAINING PROJECT

OTHER

S OR MORE

T. SENSITIVITY TO CUES

1. PARENT POSITIONS CHILD SO CHILD IS SAFELY SUPPORTED.

TEACHING SCALES (BINARY FORM)
(BIRTH TO THREE' YEARS)

NO

2. PARENT POSITIONS CHILD SO THAT CHILD CAN REACH AND MANIPULATE
MATERIALS. se.

3 PARENT GETS THE CHILD'S ATTENTION BEFORE BEQINNINO THE TASK, AT
THE OUTSET OF THE_TEACHINCLUILTERACT1074

4. IN NEARLY ALL CASES PARENT GIVES INSTRUCTIONS ONLY WHEN THE
CHILD IS ATTENTIVE (9W.).

$

6. PARENT ALLOWS CHILD TO ExPLoriE THE TASK MATERIALS FOR AT LEAST
5 SECONDS BEFORE GIVING THE FIRST TASK RELATED INSTRUCTION.

11.-PARENT POSITIONS CHILD SO THAT IT IS POSSIBLE FOR THEM TO HAVE
EVETO-EYE CONTACT WITH ONE ANOTHER DURING THE TEACHING

*EPISODE

7. PARENT PAUSES WHEN CHILD INITIATES BEHAVIORS DURING THE
TEACHING EPISODE.

S. PARENT PRAISES CHILD'S SUCCESSES OR PA TCAL SUCCESSES. 4,

9. PARENT ASKS FOR NO MORE THAN THREE PERFORMANCES WHEN CHILD
IS SUCCESSFUL AT COMPLETING THE TASK.

o"

IS. PARENT CHANGES POSITION OF CHILD ANOIOR MATERIALS AFTtIl _

UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT BY THE CHILD TO 00 THE TASK.
1!

II. PARENT DOES NOT PHYSICALLY FORCE THE CHILD TO COMPLEtETHE
TASK

U.

i.

,

SUBSCALE TOTAL
(NO OF YES ANswERs)

NCAST ION),

CITY

CHILD'S FIRST NAME

CHILD'S AGE (IN MONTHS)

CHILD'S RACE

MOTHER'S EDUCATION (CIRCLE)
S YRS OR LESS 744404 14243.
14.15-16-i 74E4940*

MARITAL STATUS (CIRCLE)
,T.TATITHEO NOT MAITTHED

YES

27. , PARENT SMILES. OR TOUCHES CHILD WITHIN 6 SECONDS,WHEN CHILO
SMILES OR VOCALIZES.

S. PARENT PRAISES CHILD'S EFFORTS OR BEHAVIORS BROADLY (IN
. GENERAL) AT LEAST ONCE DURING THE EPISODE.

29. PARENT MAKES CONSTRUCTIVE OR ENCOURAGING STATEvENT TO THE
."-CRILITOTIRRICC THE TEACHIMITRTSINC71014-

30. PARENT DOES NOT VOCALIZE TO THE CHILD AT THE SAME TIME THE
CHILD IS VOCALIZING.

31. PARENT DOES,NoT MAKE GENERAL IIEGATNOTI UNCOMPLIMENTARY
REMARKS ABOUT THE CHILD. --

32. PAM/4T DOES NoTNELL AT THE CHILD WRING THE EPISODE. , . .

".. -
'33.* PARENT DOES NOT MAKE CRITICAL. NBLIATIvE COMMENTS ABOUT THE

CHILD'S Usk PERFORMANCE.
.

ESPONSE TO DISTRESS (INOICATE WHETHER DISTRESS °COW;
a NOT) I .
2. STOPS THE TEACHING EPISOOE

.. 2

3. MAKES POSITIVE. SYMPATHETIC. OR SOOTHING vERBALIZATiON:l. ": /

4: CHANGES VOICE VOLUME TO SOFTER OR HIGHERPOCH (DOES NOT
,

1
.

S. R RANGES THE CHILD 6 POSITION ANO/OR TASK MATERIALS .

J. ..t
6. MAKES.SOOTHING NON ERBAL RESPONSE, E G. PAT, TOUCH. ROCK, ,

CARESS. KISS.

7. DIVERTS CHILO'S ATTENTION BY PLAYING GAMES. ipirsootrqs NE14
TOY.

S. DOES NOT MAKE NEGATIVE COMMENTS TO THE,CHILD
. ;

It DOES NOT YELL AT THE CHILD.
.

' J

NOT USE ABRUPT MOVEMENTS OR ROUGH HANDLING. '

II. DOES NOT SLAP HIT OR SPANK
1

: i'

22 DOES NOT MAKE NEGATIVE COMMENTS TOHC(ME VISITOR ABOUT MECHILD .
;

. .

SuestAisl TWA' ....

(NO OF YES ANSWERS) ,. i t ,
.-. I.; ...

.

.

. , . .

, .

S 5CiALEMOTIONAL 146;1H .004 RING .

PARENTS BODY POSTURE IS REtA9E13 OURINO THS, TEACHING EPISODE
(AT LEAST HALF THt TIME) , .: ' ,

24 r PARENT IS IN THE FACE ro..7Ace POSITION WITH htskoGuSpfio THE
TEACHING (NT/MAC (ION Mg LEAST HALO THE 'HMO: ,f

SUBSCALE TOTAL
. (NO. OF YES ANSWERS)

I. . .

d

t .

,

IV. COGNITIVE GROWTH FOSTERING .

I ' 34. .PARENT PROViDES,AN IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT WHICH IS FREE C
. DISTRACTIONS FROM ANIMATE SOURCES (S(011;.PETS.'etC.). . .

.. . . .. ,(.4a ^. .

T4SJ. 35. PARENT FOCUSES ATTENTION ON CHILD'S ATTENTIONI ON.THE TR81,
MONO MOST OF THE TEACHING 180% OF THE TIME).

N. PARENT LAUGHS OR SMILVS ATICRILD DURING THE.TEACNIN4. .

N. PARENT GENTLY RATS. CARESSEE.00ORES. On. OR St$0116 040 ./DURING EPISeDEr

4,41,4:',,46.4"/..tt.,41.44,

,A
6 .

.1

38. AFTER PARENT GIVES INSTRUCTIONS AT T 5 SECONDS IsALLENWID 7 .

FOR THE CHILD. TO AT TEMPT THE TASK BEFORE PARENT INTERVENES
AGAIN 7

4 . . .

.
, .4 .

. .

.

r 37, PARENTALLOWS NON-TASK IMANIPULATIoN OF THE TASK MATERIALS
AFTER THE ORIGINAL PRESENTATION, g

..

4 .

PARENT-DOC/WO PERCEPTUAL QUALITIES OF THE TASy( MATERIALS
TO THE CHILD. 7 .. .

39. PARENT USES AT LEAST TWO DIFFERENT SENTENCES oR PHRASES To
Descsay T,HE TASK TO THE CHILD.

4 1 I.f. ARENT USES ExPLANATORY VERBAL STYLE MORE THAN IMPERATIVE
TYLE,1N TEACHING THE CHILD.

.
. . ...

41. 'PARENT'S DIRECTIONS ARE STATED IN CLEAR. uNAmetouti(Js
' LANGUAGE II E. AlEUGUOLIS Y. 'TURN, REACH.417NAME,GuOut ...

FON THE KNOB TOWARD ME.")
re. 7 :- .

42. PARENT USES BOTH VERBAL DESCRIPTION AND MODELING .

SIMULTANEOUSLY IN TEACHING ANY PART OF THE TASK i
.

If
6

, IS. PARENT ETcounoes040/0a ALLOWS THE CHILD TO pEPpoRm THE
TASK BEFORE INTRUDING IRON THE Inn OF TASK MATERIALS,

44. PARENT iEASALLY PRAISES CHILD AFTER CHILD HAS'PERCQT144110
BETTER'OR.MORE SUCCESSFULLY THAN THE LAST ATTEMPT.

S. PARENT SMILES AND/OR NOOS 74TER CHILD PERFORA4294111REIR
MORE succEsseuto THAN THE LAST ATTEMPT. ' ...

N. PARENT stsPosotTo VHS clots, voosuzAtiosi WITH VERBAL .

RESPONSE.

42 PARENT USES BOTH VERBAL AND NONVERBAL iNstiluCTIONS IN
TEACHING THE CHILD. . . . .

. , At, - I
it PARENT USES TEACHING LOOPS IN INSTRyCaOCHILRITPtellefo

TA

4Ik PARENT SIGNACTC,MPLETiONOP4TBSOttio VERBALLY OR
NONYERBALLY.

aAnep41 SPENDS NOT YORE THAN S MINUTEVANG NOTIrl*$ THAN /SAE 4.
MINUTE IN TEACHING THE,C,14840 THE TASK . .

-. SiSicALSITOAT.
ENO. ,C41. Yelf,1#444Wli I.



A

YES NO

V. CLARITY OF CUES

51. CHILD IS AWAKE 'f;

52. CHILD WIDENS EYES ANOIDR SHOWS POSTURAL ATTENTION TO TASK
SITUATION.

HIL0 CHANGES INTENSITY OR AMOUNT OF MOTOR ACTIVITY WHEN TASK
A TERIAL IS PRESENTED

..

.

54 CHILD SMOVEI.IENTS ARE CLEARLY DIRECTED TOWARD THE TASK
. MATERIAL$ OR AWAY FROM THE TASK OR TASK MATERIALS (NOT

DIFFUSE) .0

55 CHILD MAKES CLEARLY RECOGNIZABLE ARM MOVEMENTS OURING THE
TEACHING EPISODE. (CLAPPING. REACHING. WAVING. POUNDING.
POINTING. PUSHING AWAY).

56 CHILD VOCALIZES WHILE LOOKING AT TASK MATERIALS.

57. CHILD SMILES OR LAUGHS DURING THE EPISODE.

SO CHILD GRIMACES OR FROWNS DURING THE TEACHING EPISODE.

59 CHILD DISPLAYS pEctENT NEGATIVE CUES DURING THE TEACHING
INTERACTION

) .

60. CHILD DISPLAYS SUBTLE NEGATIVE CUES DURING THE TEACHING
INTERACTION.

SUBSC ALE TOTAL
(NO. OF YES ANSWERS)

RESPONSIVENESS TO PARENT

61. CHILD GAZES AT PARENTS FACE OR TASK MATERIALS AFTER PARENT
HAS SHOWN VERBAL ORNONVEREIAL ALERTING BEHAVIOR.

.

62. CHILD ATTEMPTS TO ENGAGE PARENT IN EYE-TP-EYE CONTACT.

63. THE CHILD LOOKS Or THE PARENT'S FACE OR EYES WHEN PARENT
ATTEMPTS TQ ESTABLISH EYE-TO-EYE CONTACT.

.

64. CHILD VOCALISES OR BABBLES WITHIN S SECONDS AFTER PARENT'S
VERBALIZATION

,,. .1
CHILD VOCALIZES OR BABBLES WITHIN 5 SECONDS AFTER PARENT'S

. GESTURES. TOUCHING OR CHANGING FACIAL EXPRESSION

.

116. CHILD SMILES AT PARENT WITHIN S SECONDS AFTER PARENT'S
vERRANATIGN. .

.
67. CHILD.SmILES AT PARENT WITHIN 5 SECONOS AFTER PARENT'S GESTURE.

. TOUCH. OR FACIAL EXPRESSION CHANGES

NI WHEN PARENT MOVES CLOSER THAN 6 INCHES FROM THE CHILD'S
FACE THE CHILD SHOWS SUBTLE AND/OR POTENT NEGATIVE CUES.

T. .
09. CHILD SHOWS SueTtJE ANDIOR POTENT NEGATIVE CUES WITHIN S

SECONDS AF TER PARENT CHANGES FACIAL EXPRESSION OR BODY
MOvEXAENTs ..

..

70. . C1.411.1T3HOwS SUBTLE ANDIOR POTENT NEGATIVE CUES 'WITHIN 5
geoopos AFTER PARENT'S VERBALIZATION.t

'.

A
.°T'' V

7.1. Tat tilikAv SHOWS SUBTLE ANDIOR POTENT NEGATIVE CUES WHEN
PARENT ATTEMPTS TO INTRUDE PHYSICALLY IN THE CHILE7S USE OF TH
TASK MATERIAL,}

. '. ... -

...72. CHILD PHYSICALLY RESISTS OR RESPONDS AGGRESSIaELY WHEN
PARENT ATTEmpTS. TO INtRuDE PHYSICALLY IN CHILD S uSE OF THE
TASK MATERIAL

--_-_____.;

.

..

1

73. THE CHILD STOPS 01 SPLAyING DISTRESS CUES WITHIN 15 SECONOS
AFTER PARENTS SOGTH(NEEATTEMPTS.

......____,....._ i

.

SUBSCALE Far
INO OF YES ANSWERS)

r I

A

41-

!LATER TOTALS FOR EACH CATEGORY:

SENSITIVITY M cues .
1

RESPONSE TO DISTRESS i

SOCIALEmOTIONAL GROWTH FOSTERING ,

COGNITIVE GROWTH FOSTERING

Cumin, OF CUES
)

.

RESPONSIVENESS TO PARENT
.

. . .

TOTAL (NO. OF YE% ANSWERS( 1

1. WERE YOU UNCOMFORTABLE DURING ANY P RT OF THE TEACHING DU
TO 0311. PRESENCE?

B. NOA. YES

IF 'I E ILMH ?

I

A-

2. GeSeRvEors COMMENTS:

.

Oil All.ABLE

Lr

1

V

A.



4

SEFAM Individualising Parent Involvement

I

Dooyou have questions about:

ti

1. Physician

2. Physical Therapist

3. Child Development

4. Speech/Hearihg Therapist

5. Genetic Counseling

6.. Nutrition

7. Dental Health

8. Advocacy Groups

9. Sex Education for Handicapped
Children

10. Laws relating to Special Education

11. School programs available for your
child

--currently 4

--when he/she gets older

12. How.to find a program that meets

the needs of you and your child.

13. Aspite care

14. Tax information on deductions for
handicapped children

1. Availability of religious programs
for your child

16. Specifit handicapping conditions

17. Other

1i

COMMENTSYES NO

I

a

L

(see other side)

325.



ok. SEFAM Individualizing Parent Involvement

page?

4

alk

Would you like to have the opportunity to
discuss:

Concerns about how your child
"relates to the family

Concerns about your child's
future

a

Concerns about the public's
reaction to your child's handicap

4., Concerns about how your life will
change or has changed

5. Othe40

a

441

yr

YES NO COMMENTS

1



rM

.

ti

f

SEFAM
Progyam

Model Preschool Center for Handicapped Children
Expeiimental,Education Unit

Child DevelopMent and Mental Retardation Center
University of WaShington

Seattle, Washington
98195

9

11.

1. Date this form was completed '/ /
. Too: yr.

2. Child's.D.a. Case No.
3. Child's Name4
4.' Name of Present

Father or Guardian:
.5. , Name of Pfesent

. Mother or. Guardian:

4

P

O S

Child's Residence: Street

Child's Sex:
1 [] male
2 [] female

City

Zip

- 8. Chilestirthdate: / /

mo: may yr.
".

Mother's birthdate: /. /
mo. -aay yr.

10. Father's birthdate: /

110 :Ethnic/Racial -

Background:.
.

%Caucasian
Black

.Amer. Ind. /Eskimo

Latin American
. Chihete

Japanese
Filipino

Other. Oriental
. East Indian

Other

11/81,

mo. may yr.

in 01[] 01[]
(]20 020

3[] 03[] (]3()
40 04[ ] 040
5[] 050 050
61) []60 no]
70 (P[]
drputu 1)8[ ]
9[] []90 (Du
00 mo no[ ]

40.

Phoele

area

State

- .

pref17 number

12. Type- of area:

0[]inner
10urban
20rural
3[]other

to 49,

city

(50,000+)
(2,500-)
(2,600
000)

13. Indicate the Guardians
fn the Child's home:

(female) (male)
00 None
1[]-Natural Parent-411
20- -Step Pareht -02
3[]-Adoptive Parent-03
40 --Foster Parent--04
50-Other Relative 05
Total .adults

in home:.
Total minors

in home:. 11



(1

14. .EduCation:

".] Years of fmmal education:

Check highest attained:

degree
high schoolll,raduate

H.S. equivalent certificate

some college
associate (2-y7) degree

bachelor's degree
some graduae work

master's degree
pose ester's work

doctoral degree
post-doctoral work

unknmn

-Ever a special ed. pupil?

15. 121621.11Y2E21221Lico°1 of
Parents

Empioy.:.ent

father

1[ ) full t.Lm'I

mother

2[ ] part time (]2-
3[ ) unemployed (]3
4[ ] never worked C34
5[] can't work 115
61] retired C36
7C) oeceased

.

Occupation

lathe,: mother
1(1 profesional
?r.]1110b wn/manage C.12

Xi cleric:1 CD
cale: (14

5[] craftsoan C)5,
6[] 'machine op. C)6
7(3 domeatic work i:17

8[ ] laborer []8'
51.] servicework
OC ) none C.10

Other

*M.

t

4

present'
mother/father

6.

b
1 )

Z.]

1
2 []
3 13
4 ()

5 []
'6 (1 06
7 1[ 4
8 1]
9 1

A C

(]

B [)
yes (1.
no []

16. Gress Annual Income

a

Father:

Mother:
Other:
Total

Family: $__

Income Sources
(check up to 3)

occupation
investments

social security
public assist.

retirement
health insur.
unemp. comp.
other family
other person

other

328.

1--
0.111111..
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V

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

I,

17. There are natural siblingsl. of the client and other children associated with
the clieniTiliesent home. For each, provide the 6-115ii (additional sheets will be
provided if necessary):

'Illbrothet
(1) Born: / ; 20sliter

mo. yr.
10Yes

Living home? 2[]no

Condition (check up to 3):
0[]normal Rucrippled
MEMR, mild BOother health impaired
2[]EmR, mod. , COspeech/communication dis.
30THR, mod. 00mnotionally disturbed
4(PMR, severe WneurOlOgiCtillY impaired
3[]prof. ret. F(]Down's syndrome
6[]hear. imp. G(]deceased, natural death
7aleaf H[jdeceased, accident
80vis. imp. JOdeceased, handicap related
9[)blind Knother

;1[]natural

2nhalf
3f]step
40adopt
50foster

10brother
2) Born: 20sister

he. yr.
1[1yes

Living,at home? 20no

.10natural
20half
30step
40adopt
50foster

10brother
3) earn: 2[ "!sister

mo. yr.
19 yes

Living at home?

Condition (check
0[]normal A(

mild B
2 ]E)4,]E)4, mod. C
3 TWA,. mod. DC

40TMR, severe E[
50prof. ret. F[

Wheal'. imp. GE

70deaf H[

8[]vis. imp. J(

90blind 1([

4) Born:
0

Conoition (check.up to 3):
0[]normal Ancrippled
10EHR, mild ,BOother-health impaired
2[ ]E mod. C[Npeecb/communication dis. .

307mR, mod. Wamotionally disturbed
407MR, severe E[jneurologioally impaired
5[]prof. ret. F0Down's syndrome
6[]hear. imp. GOdecessed, natural delth
70deaf HOdeceised, accident
env's. imp.. indeceased, handicap related
9[]blin1 Kuother

(ask for additional sheets if necessary)

mci7 yr.

Living at home?

2( no

;10natural
20half
30step
4padopt
5 roster

up to 3):
]crippled
]other health impaired
apesch/cortieunicationdis.
]emotionally disturbed
]neurologically impaired
]Down's syndrome
]deceased, netural.deeth
]deceased, accident
]deceased handicap related
?other

(]brother
2(]sister

1( )yes

2[]no

;10natural
20half
30step
Wadopt
5()foster

Condition (check up to 3):
00nornal A0crippled:
10981., mild . BOother health impaired
2[]E4 R, mod. alspoech/communiditioo dis.
301NR, mod. D(]emotionally disturbed .

4uTHR, severe Eijneumalogically impaired
.50prof. ret.: F ]Ciolin's syndrome

.

Wheal% Imp. G[]deceased, naturcO.doath
7[]deaf K]deeeased, accident
80vis. imp. J(]deceesed, harjOicap related
90blind :Mother

(32

f



18. Child's 23.

aliTiTTata
/-

Weight at birth: /

1W7-
1[ ]Full term ,1Hnormal*birth
2Hpremature 21]caesare-an

3(]other abnormal
I)

19. Neonatal Treatment
1,

Oxygen? )[]yes
2[]no

Incubator?'1Hyes
2(]no

20. Surgery?
(check all that apply)

)(]none
-2(]on heart
3Hon intestines
4[]orthopedic
5(]other:

Child's Other Handicaps
(check up to 3)

00(]none A

01Hhear1pg *aired
02Hdeaf
03Hvisuelly impaired
04Hblind
05(icrippled/orth.hand.
06(]other health impaired
07Hspeech impaired
081]eommunication/lang.
09Hemotionally disturbed
10Hother

24.. Developmental History
'check all that- are appropriate)

21. Child's Health.
General:
1[ ]good; 2Hfair; 3Hpoor

25.
22. Check all that child has had:

. pneumonia (1
heart failure

croup

bronchitis H
allergies H

ear infection H
constipation H

diarrhea H
other f]

strabismus: (]yes

tongue
protrusion: ();es

locked

knees: Hves

hip

problems: (]yes

chronic
heart problems: Oyes

sits independently: 1[]yes mo.

stands independe!.tly: )(]yes ma.

v,alks independently: 1Hyfts mo.

. weaned during days: )(]yes mo.

drinks from cup: )[;yes mo.

toilet train (day): 1Hyes C)___mo.
toilet trn.(night): 1(7yes
eats solid. foods: 1Hyes mo.

Prolram History: Child has attended:
infant and preschool programs.

1. Prograffl:

Started
Attended
There were

111

mo.; stopped 12_
hrs/day; dys/mo.
.children and

teachers.

Program included patent:
1Hin class; 3(]no, not formally
2Hin'structured home work

2. Progrui:
Started Lmo.,; stopped
Attended hrt/day; dys/mo.
there were children and

teacher.

Program included parents:
lain class; 3Hno, not folwally
2(]in structured home ,work

3. Child's attendance was;
good 100-00%
fair 79.50%
poor 10-29%

330



26. When did the parents 31.

first suspect the problem?

Mnot until weeks
after the bath.

27. When were the parents told?
1Hat time of delivery
2[)prior to discharge 32.

months after discharge

28. Parents were informed
of child's diagnosis by:

1Hoediatrician
2[]other physician
3Hother health person
4[]friend or relative
5[]other
6Hunknown 33.

29. Diagnosis made by:
1[]Clinical Training Unit
2[]Children's Orth. Hosp.
3()private physician
.4Hother

30. When parent(s) were. informed
of initial diagnosis: 34.
11)mother only was present
2[]father only,was present
3[]both parents were present

sp

Additional Family History:

Please list any of the child's relatives what were known to be handicapped.
0

What were the parents told about
recurrence risk in future offgpring?
'Ono risk 6[)told, exact
21)less than 5% risk unknown
31)6% to 10% 7[]not told
4[]1196,to /5%

51)26% or more 8Hother

The initial advice was to:
11)institutionalize immed.
20institutionalize soon
31)evbntually institution.
4()can't help, keep home
5[)can help, find program
61)no advice
7flother
8[ )approximate age of-person

giving advice

What were the parents told about the
child's eventual intellectual development?
11)they were told nothing;
21)theywere told there was no

way of knowing;
31)They'were told or suspect that at

maturity their. child's intellect would ,

be-like that of a year old.

Contacts with medical and health
specialists concerning the child
are most often made by:
1[ ]mother

2[)father
3[]both parents share about equally
4[]other

Relationship Handicap

Relationship Handicep.'

Relationship Handicap

Thank you for taking your time le provide the SEFAM' program with this
ID information which.will be kept strictly confidential.


